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Realism for embodied conversational agents (ECAs) requires both visual and 
behavioural fidelity. One significant area of ECA behaviour, that has to date received 
little attention, is non-verbal behaviour. Non-verbal behaviour occurs continually in all 
human-human interactions, and has been shown to be highly important in those 
interactions. Previous research has demonstrated that people treat media (and therefore 
ECAs) as real people, and so non-verbal behaviour is also important in the development 
of ECAs. ECAs that use non-verbal behaviour when interacting with humans or other 
ECAs will be more realistic, more engaging, and have higher social influence. 
This thesis gives an in-depth view of non-verbal behaviour in humans followed by an 
exploration of the potential social influence of ECAs using a novel Wizard of Oz style 
approach of synthetic ECAs. It is shown that ECAs have the potential to have no less 
social influence (as measured using a direct measure of behaviour change) than real 
people and also that it is importan al feedback on their interactants 
for this social influence to maxi there is a focus on 
empirical evaluation of ECAs, both as a validation tool and also to provide directions for 
future research and development. 
Present ECAs frequently incorporate some form of non-verbal behaviour, but this is 
quite limited and more importantly not connected strongly to the behaviour of a human 
interactant. This interactional aspect of non-verbal behaviour is important in human-
human interactions and results from the study of the persuasive potential of ECAs 
support this fact mapping onto human-ECA interactions. The challenges in creating non-
verbally interactive ECAs are introduced and by drawing corollaries with robotics 
control systems development behaviour-based architectures are presented as a solution 
towards these challenges, and implemented in a prototypical ECA. Evaluation of this 
ECA using the methodology used previously in this thesis demonstrates that an ECA 
with non-verbal behaviour that responds to its interactant is rated more positively than an 
ECA that does not, indicating that directly measurable social influences will be possible 
with further development. 
t that ECAs have visu
mised. Throughout this thesis 
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In interactions between people, non-verbal behaviour is highly important and natural, 
and occurs in all interactions. It serves to communicate a large variety of information, 
both intentionally and otherwise and also assists with the dynamics of the interaction, 
providing cues such as who wants to talk. People are highly sensitive to and read a lot 
into the non-verbal behaviour of other peoples. 
This thesis investigates non-verbal behaviour in humans and how it can be applied to 
Embodied conversational agents (ECAs). More specifically, the focus is on how non-
verbal behaviour can influence the persuasiveness of ECAs and how ECAs could be 
developed to be more persuasive. 
Cassell (2000) defines ECAs as “computer-generated cartoon-like characters that 
demonstrate many of the same properties as humans in face-to-face conversation, 
including the ability t verbal communication”. 
Presently, ECAs occu freq or the most part, at this 
point, the characters in computer games do not engage in two-way conversation and so 
aren't generally termed ECAs. A few games, such as Half-Life 2 (Valve Corporation, 
2004), have begun to add limited conversational abilities to their characters, and the 
expectation is that characters in games in the future will be further developed in this 
regard. 
ECAs have received significant attention from the research community, usually with a 
view to creating service agents – agents that assist with some task such as giving 
directions or providing information. These characters build on many decades of research 
in the fields of natural language processing (NLP) and artificial intelligence (AI) which 
since the development of Eliza (Weizenbaum, 1966 ) in 1966 and SHRDLU (Winograd, 
1968) in 1968 have begun to be able to hold text-based conversations. ECA research 
develops this to provide embodiment for these conversational agents, along with speech 
synthesis and sometimes speech recognition capabilities. Present-day ECAs can 
understand natural language (though usually only through a text-based interface) and can 
generate appropriate responses, including looking for appropriate information in 
o produce and respond to verbal and non
r very uently in computer games, but f
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knowledge bases. Only recently has attention been given to providing non-verbal 
behaviour for these agents, such as gaze behaviours and gesture. This non-verbal 
behaviour has usually been highly task-oriented, such as providing gestures to go with 
directions (Kopp et al., 2004). 
Along with verbal behaviour, non-verbal behaviour can influence the beliefs, attitudes 
happier, and be more amenable to her. The influence 
over others that non-verbal behaviour provides gives advantages to individual humans, 
transfixed by fear?” (referenced in Zanna, 1996) and proposed that “they are 
and actions of others. This influence occurs both within the conscious awareness of 
interactants and also outside conscious awareness. For example, Alice may smile at Bob 
while talking with him and even though he may not notice he will subconsciously be 
guided to like her more, find her 
and presumably given its frequency it offers advantages to the human (and other) species 
as a whole. This is in part, by allowing societies to function by providing control without 
resorting to physical influence – “society is a massive group of people influencing, 
persuading, requesting, demanding, cajoling, exhorting, inveigling, and other 
manipulating each other to further their ends. We call it society because we persuade 
instead of physically coerce” (Rhoads, 1997). Non-verbal behaviour is an aspect of 
social behaviour. Darwin raised the questions of “why do wrinkle our nose when we are 
disgusted, bare our teeth and narrow our eyes when enraged, and stare wide-eyed when 
we are 
vestiges of serviceable associated habits – behaviours that earlier in our evolutionary 
history had specific and direct functions. For a species that attacked by biting, baring 
the teeth was a prelude to an assault”. Behavioural ethologists before Darwin (Hinde, 
1972; Tinbergen, 1952) suggested that “humans to these things because over the course 
of their evolutionary history such behaviours have acquired communicative value: they 
provide others with external evidence of an individual’s internal state. The utility of such 
information generated evolutionary pressure to select sign behaviour , thereby 
schematizing them and, in Tinbergen’s phrase, ‘emancipating them’ from their original 
biological function”. 
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In addition to humans having non-verbal influence over each other, people also have 
non-verbal influence over animals and vice versa. This is clear from natural interactions 
with social animals, especially pets, and is supported by scientific studies (Allen, 2003). 
People readily ascribe intention and human social attributes to non-human entities, such 
as pets, and this suggests that people would be likely to anthropomorphise entities such 
 strong positive points. These include the fact that humans are 
comfortably with faces as a form of interaction; that mouth and head movement help 
people understand speech (Massaro & Stork, 1998; Munhall et al., 2004); that eyes assist 
as various forms of media, including television, video, film and computers. This has 
been demonstrated most clearly by Reeves and Nass in The Media Equation (Reeves & 
Nass, 1996), in which it is shown that people treat computer interfaces, even with human 
or animal form, as social actors – people or things that perform social actions within an 
interpretive sociological perspective (Weber, 1978). Treating these entities as social 
actors also introduces the possibility that such entities may even have social influence, 
and this has in fact been shown by Bailenson and Yee (Bailenson & Yee, 2005). 
It would be expected that ECAs with their strong realism, conversational abilities and 
sense of intention could have a strong social influence. In other words, ECAs could be 
used to affect the beliefs, attitudes and actions of real people, for positive or negative 
ends. There could be significant value in ECAs of this kind. They could be used to affect 
better eating or exercise habits, to stimulate people to give more money to a charity, or 
to persuade people to buy a certain product. Effective use of non-verbal behaviour in 
ECAs could enable ECAs to have greater social influence. In addition to providing more 
effective service or assistive agents, and more effective advertising agents, these could 
also provide enhanced engagement and realism for game characters, and a variety of 
other applications. 
While ECAs may have many advantages, being natural, emotionally expressive (if so 
desired), engaging, and familiar, they are not suitable for all situations. For example, an 
ECA as a component of an in-car interface would create a significant hazard by drawing 
the visual attention of the driver away from the road. That said, in many circumstances, 
ECAs do have some
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in determining whose turn it is to speak; and that faces help people understand the 
underlying ‘mind’ (of a computer) – for example, by reflecting confusion, distraction or 
busyness. One of the most significant challenges in developing ECAs is that people 
expect them to behave like real people. When an ECA does not get its behaviour quite 
right, there is the risk that it may create a strong negative response similar to the effect 
seen where highly realistic but imperfect humanoid robots cause a sense of revulsion 
among human observers named the ‘uncanny valley’ (Mori, 1970). Furthermore, people 
expect ECAs to have a set of abilities matching that of real people – to hold full 
conversations, to think for themselves, to remember facts they're told, etc. – and when 
this is not the case there is risk of confusion and disappointment. 
This thesis focuses on the extent to which much non-verbal behaviour in ECAs can 
affect the actions or behaviour of real people, which aspects of non-verbal behaviour 
al content appears to be an overlay on behaviours, and is itself 
reflecting a set of values of various emotional attributes such as anger, happiness or fear. 
may be important in creating a persuasive effect, and how these aspects may used to aid 
the development of ECAs. Throughout the thesis attention is given to how ECAs can be 
evaluated in objective empirical studies, for social influence effects or otherwise. The 
thesis does not give attention to the ethical issues and possible impacts of ECAs that can, 
possibly strongly, influence people, nor to their possible presence on the web or in 
computer games where their behaviour may be less managed than in many 
environments, and where they may be interacting with vulnerable groups, such as 
children. Furthermore, the thesis focuses on non-verbal behaviours and avoids 
significant discussion of the role or impacts of facial and emotional expressions. For the 
most part, emotion
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2. Non-verbal behaviour in people 
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The non-verbal behaviour of ECAs must be based upon the non-verbal behaviour of real 
humans. Therefore, in order to develop ECAs with non-verbal behaviour a deep 
understanding of non-verbal behaviour in humans is required. An in-depth view of non-
verbal behaviour in humans and how and when it occurs in interactions between people, 
especially in duologues – interactions between only two people – is presented this 
chapter. Non-verbal behaviour is defined, with a description of how it differs from 
verbal behaviour; an indication is given of the various roles non-verbal behaviour serves 
in interactions between people and which body parts may perform various non-verbal 
behaviours. An overview of previous investigations and studies into non-verbal 
behaviour is presented, along with some of the techniques for elucidating various aspects 
of non-verbal behaviour. The question of the importance of non-verbal behaviour is 
addressed, with specific attention given to the frequent issue of how much of 
communication is non-verbal. Discourse conven
rbal 
Classifications of non-verbal behaviour are discussed, such as kinesics – body 
movements including self-adaptors, object-adaptors, gesture – and gesture is taken as an 
example to illustrate the complexity of non-verbal behaviour, and its additionally 
complex relationship to speech. The various types of gesture – emblematic, iconic, 
metaphoric, deictic, emphatic, and cohesive – are described. 
The role which eyes play in communication is described, based on five functions of gaze 
behaviour beyond information gathering with conversation – namely, regulating the flow 
of communication; monitoring feedback; reflecting cognitive activity; expressing 
emotions; and communicating the nature of an interpersonal relationship. Attention is 
given to how eye behaviours relate to the underlying speech stream and to the internal 
state of the underlying system. 
How the body is used and arranged in the physical world is described (proxemics) with 
special attention to how these distances and arrangement change depending on context 
and the significant variations in proxemic behaviour across cultures. Touching (haptic) 
tion is discussed along with the role of 
non-ve behaviour in managing conversation. 
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behaviours are also discussed along with the power of haptic behaviours to portray basic 
states such as love, affection, or hostility. Also discussed is how the levels of allowed 
haptic behaviour relate to the social bond contexts – functional bonds, social bonds, 
friendship, love, and sexual bonds – along with consideration of how these haptic 
behaviours vary between cultures. 
Finally, this chapter discusses vocalisations which are typically not included in the 
phonological description of language (paralanguage), such as intensity, prosody, 
laughing, and short utterances such as 'uh-huh', along with the effects of smells and 
passive communication (for example, clothing play in interactions). 
Non-verbal behaviour covers all behaviour other than the spoken word and is highly 
important in interactions between human beings. Non-verbal behaviour is displayed both 
with and without intention during all interactions with other people, and perceived non-
verbal behaviour affects a viewer both consciously and sub-consciously. For example, if 
here intention means some 
the receiver perceiving intention 
from the sender. So, if Alice intended to transfer information to Bob then that is 
Alice points to a teacup while speaking to Bob, this affects Bob such that he understands 
that Alice is referring to the teacup. 
Non-verbal behaviour generally serves to communicate and it is therefore important to 
discuss what is meant by communication. In common usage, human communication 
means the transference of information with some intention, w
mentally formed high level outcome of meaning or significance. The aspect of intention 
is important, but also confusing. Without intention, communication would be simple 
information transference, which is too loose a definition. By that definition when, for 
example, Alice sees a teacup, its colour, shape, etc. would be communicated to her. This 
is not what is usually meant by communication. Communication requires some form of 
intention, either on the sender’s side, or on the side of 
communication, or if Bob thinks that Alice intended to transfer some information, that is 
also communication. This dual-intention definition of communication is used from here 
on in this thesis. Studies have shown that “people can differentiate, even without speech, 
Non-verbal behaviour in people 8 
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between gestures that are intended to convey meaning and gestures that only seem to 
emphasize what a speaker is saying. This conclusion may be extended to suggest that 
most body gestures, facial expressions and so on, are often specifically produced to be 
understood as part of a person’s overall communicative intentions and must be 
recognised as such for successful interpersonal interactions to occur” (Gibbs, 1999). 
hesis the term non-
verbal behaviour is used rather than non-verbal communication, though in practice non-
Non-verbal behaviour occurs even when communication is not occurring. For example, 
when Alice gestures while talking with Bob on the telephone there is no information 
transference of the gesture so there is no communication of gesture-based content, but 
there clearly is non-verbal behaviour. For this reason, within the t
verbal behaviour displayed during any form of interaction is usually communicative, and 
much of the more complex non-verbal displays appear to exist mainly for 
communication, and are frequently intentional. In contrast, verbal behaviour is almost 
entirely used as explicit communication. 
2.1 Purposes of non-verbal behaviour 
The important aspect of both verbal and non-verbal behaviour is how the interaction and 
the parties involved are influenced by those behaviours. In other words, the purpose or 
purposes served by an individual behaviour during an interaction must be ascertained. 
As such, non-verbal behaviour can be categorised by the purpose(s) served, though it is 
more common to categorise non-verbal behaviour by the section of the anatomy used. 
The following are typical anatomical categories: 
Kinesics Movement of the body and visible behaviours such as 
gesture  are termed kinesic behaviour. Generally these 
movements involve the hands and the head, though 
other body parts may be used (Birdwhistell, 1971; 
Kendon, 1972). 
Non-verbal behaviour in people 9 
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10 
nal 
relationship. 
use of personal space. 
Paralanguage Aspects of vocalisations other than the actual words, 
such as emphasis, are termed paralanguage, literally 
side language’. 
Appearance The way an interactant looks
n communicate a variety of things to an 
Symbolism 
e association or group. These symbols 
Oculesics Eye behaviours, termed oculesic behaviours, such as 
gazing and eye contact perform functions such as 
regulating the flow of conversation, monitoring 
feedback, reflecting cognitive activity, expressing 
emotion, and indicating the nature of an interperso
Haptics Touch and touching behaviours are called haptic 
behaviours and predominantly use the hands, although 
other body parts can be involved, especially in non-
conversation scenarios. 
Proxemics The use and arrangement of the self in the environment, 
especially in relation to other people, are proxemic 
behaviours. This is the 
meaning ‘along
Olfactory Unlike other mammals, humans do not significantly 
generate aromas as an active behaviour, and are also 
not as sensitive to them, but smells are certainly 
important. 
, from hair colour to the 
clothes worn, ca
interactant, though in a passive way. There is no 
specific action at the time of an interaction. 
Symbols hold strong meanings within cultures and their 
presence or absence indicate certain things, such as 
allegiance to som
Non-verbal behaviour in people 
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may be individual items or patterns, or components of 
other items. 
The placement and movement of artefacts within an 
interaction are another important form of passive 
communicatio
Artefacts 
n. 
ehaviour 
Alice may pose a threat to other people as well. 
Chronemics 
ngs more 
generally. For example, if Alice is always late when 
onclude that she is 
unenthusiastic about that action or, alternatively, 
Verbal and non-verbal behaviou
(Beattie, 2003; DePaulo &  1998), linguists (McCafferty, 1998), 
psycholinguists (Fischer, M. & Zwaan, 2008), anthropologists (Hall, Edward Twitchell, 
197 s (Key, 1980),
consultants (Greatbatch & Clark, 2005). 
overview of various applications areas 
experience provides strong experience of '
imp  non-verbal be
not vital. For example, the writ
while telephones and radios rem
Observed b The way that another person behaves can be observed 
from a distance and this can provide important cues 
about that person. For example, if Eve sees Alice act in 
an aggressive way towards Bob, she can conclude that 
How fast an act occurs and when it occurs indicates 
certain information about that act or about thi
meeting Bob, then Bob may conclude that Alice isn’t 
enthusiastic about meeting him. Or if Alice performs an 
action slowly, Bob may c
unenthusiastic or tired more generally. 
r in interactions have long been studied by psychologists 
Friedman,
3), sociologist  health care professionals (Derlega, 1995), and business 
Riggio and Feldman (2005) provide an 
of non-verbal behaviour. Common sense 
body language' and what non-verbal cues are 
ortant. While haviour is highly important in human interactions, it is 
ten word is purely verbal, lacking even paralanguage, 
ove all non-verbal cues other than paralanguage. 
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The importance of non-verbal be
the most frequent discussions s how much of our 
communication is non-verbal as opposed to verbal. This is a very difficult question to 
answer bec  difficulties in m
communicating parties, and in p
the context, making a single  much is non-verbal inappropriate. 
Fur
clear fact that non-verbal behavi
devoted to attempting to determi
Birdwhistell (1971) claims that up to 
Mehrabian (1971) is often mis
com  body langua
themselves”. In fact, Mehrabian
towards liking or disliking a 
messages. In other words, his pr
applied to general communicatio
lost when reading a book. 
2.2 Verbal versus non-verbal behaviour 
posing 
haviour is unquestionable in human interactions. One of 
of non-verbal behaviour involve
ause of easuring information transference between 
ractice people adapt their communicative strategies to 
 metric of how
thermore, there is no particular value in determining these proportions, other than the 
our is important. Even so, significant attention has been 
ne what proportion of communication is non-verbal. 
65% of communication is non-verbal, while 
understood in saying that “55% of the meaning of 
munication is ge, 38% is in tonality, and 7% rests in the words 
’s proportions apply only to how much is contributed 
person when that person is displaying incongruent 
oportions do not apply to general communication, and if 
n by extrapolation would mean that 93% of meaning is 
In computer science much attention has been paid to developing computational models 
of speech and language using a variety of statistical and symbolic processing 
approaches. Speech synthesis systems using computers have been demonstrated since 
the early 1960s (Bell Labs, 1997) and are now present in a large variety of products, 
including toys, car information systems, screen readers for people with visual 
impairment, and websites converting written news to speech. The most recent speech 
synthesis technologies are close to human grade speech (Aylett & Pidcock, 2007). 
In contrast, speech recognition, language understanding, knowledge representation 
systems, language generation systems, and dialogue systems are less mature, 
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greater technical challenges because of background noise, variations in speakers’ voices 
(both differences in voice for one speaker and differences in voice between different 
speakers), complex prosodic (intonational) aspects and ambiguity in speech. However, 
speech recognition applications for limited domains are presently available in, for 
instance, telephone menu systems, some computer games, and information services. 
Various approaches are used for speech recognition including dynamic programming 
(Bellman, 1957), knowledge bases and neural networks (Katagiri, 2000), with the 
Hidden Markov Models (Rabiner, L.R., 1989; Rabiner, L. R. & Juang, 1986) being the 
most widely used underlying technology. Speech recognition attempts to find the most 
likely sequences of words given the variations in speech and high levels of background 
83) is important to understand overall meaning. Once overall 
meaning has been established, appropriate responses can be determined, possibly 
resulting in responsive speech, and thus creating conversation. Within a conversation 
arty speaks when, and how transitions 
noise. 
Language understanding uses knowledge of the structure (syntax) of language 
(Chomsky, 1957), together with the meanings both of component words (lexical 
semantics) (Pustejovsky, 1995) and of component word combinations (compositional 
semantics) (Sauerland, 2007), to determine the meaning or meanings of a whole 
utterance. Furthermore, the appropriate detection of polite and indirect language 
(pragmatics) (Levinson, 19
there is much discourse convention about which p
of turns and topics are made. Finally, all the previous systems must be reversed to 
generate the final speech signal. 
In summary, the language knowledge required to engage in complex language behaviour 
comes in six categories (Jurafsky & Martin, 2000): 
Phonetics and phonology The study of linguistic sound. 
Morphology The study of meaningful components of words. 
Syntax The study of the structural relationships between words. 
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Semantics The study of meaning. 
Pragmatics The study of how language is used to accomplish goals. 
Discourse The study of linguistic units larger than a single 
utterance. 
In practical systems the language understanding system can feed back to the speech 
recognition system what words are more likely to occur given the previous words and 
their structure, enabling more effective speech recognition. 
Computers are currently able to understand and generate speech within certain domains. 
This 'Natural Language Processing' (NLP) focuses mainly on plain text input and output, 
g presentations); speech when in a 
dif ty of mental disorders; or 
speech to assist other cognitive processes – speaking while performing a task or 
developing a concept. In fact th  – there 
is evidence to suggest that gestures, for exam
together with language, help constitute thought” (McNeill, 1992). 
and usually just that of written language – which is much more consistent and coherent 
than spoken language. NLP tends to expect complete, structured sentences, whereas 
natural speech introduces many complexities such as discontinuities, corrections, and 
higher rates of errors and ambiguities. 
In addition to the difficulties in understanding the language, speech recognition 
techniques give poor results in a general domain, with low word accuracy and low 
correct sentence meanings, so they are only effective in limited domains. They also 
consume a significant amount of computational power. With slow, clear speech, low 
noise environments and constrained domains (words, phrases, or meanings) speech 
recognition techniques perform well and show much promise, enabling wide use in 
automated telephone systems. 
Verbal behaviour is almost entirely intentionally communicative. Exceptions to this are 
speech practice (babies babbling, adults practisin
ferent or imagined world – sleep, children with toys, a varie
is latter is also true of non-verbal communication
ple, assist cognitive processes – “Gestures, 
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Un non-verbal beh
behaviour for a myriad of reasons. In contrast to verbal behaviour it is not clear (possibly 
inherently) when or which aspects of non-verbal behavi
specific situation and when not.
communicative exist, such as sh ead to say no, or pointing somewhere while 
saying ‘it’s right there’. Non-verbal behaviour uses anatomical elements that are also 
 of form and much 
  
Kinesics includes all body movements that are not performed merely for action-based 
dition of grammatical 
derstanding aviour is more complex than understanding verbal 
our are communicative in a 
 Straightforward cases when non-verbal behaviours are 
aking the h
used for other behaviours (such as swinging a stick), thus introducing a filtering 
problem, especially as non-verbal behaviours may occur at the same time as action-
based behaviours. Non-verbal behaviour also has much more freedom
less structure. It should be noted that while speech can mostly be understood without the 
non-verbal behaviour (if it has been removed or hidden), the opposite case does not hold 
– much non-verbal behaviour requires some understanding of the accompanying speech 
to make sense. 
2.3 Classifications of non-verbal behaviour
Non-verbal behaviours include body movements, eye behaviours, facial behaviours, and 
non-verbal utterances (grunts, etc.), and serve a whole variety of purposes within an 
interaction. The next section provides in-depth detail on the various types of non-verbal 
behaviour, their forms, when they occur, and what purposes they serve. 
2.3.1. Kinesics 
purposes. Kinesics is one of the most commonly discussed types of non-verbal 
behaviour, frequently referred to as ‘body language’. ‘Body language’ is in fact a 
misnomer (Bavelas, 1996), as a language is constrained to a syntax –rules that determine 
how words or other symbols combine into phrases and sentences – while most kinesic 
behaviour, or even most non-verbal behaviour generally, does not have this constraint. A 
small subset of hand gestures behave as symbols (emblematic gestures), but do not have 
rules to combine them into a more structured meaning, and the ad
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rules to the symbols creates a sign language. Using a strict meaning of ‘verbal’ of ‘of or 
concerned with words’, sign language is in fact a verbal behaviour, not a non-verbal 
behaviour. A more clear distinction could be made by using the terms grammatical 
behaviour and non-grammatical behaviour in place of verbal and non-verbal behaviour 
respectively, but this terminology is not used. 
There is a large cultural variation in kinesic behaviour, so common movements from one 
culture may be not understood or misinterpreted in another culture (possibly 
offensively). Kinesics, as with all much non-verbal behaviour, has beauty (or any 
interpretation) in the eye of the beholder (Hungerford, 1878). 
There are a number of classes of kinesic behaviour – self-adaptors, object-adaptors, 
gesture. Self-adaptors are actions to alter the self and object-adaptors actions to alter 
objects or the environment. Self-adaptors and object-adaptors are action-based 
movement, but are frequently intended or interpreted to mean something and so are not 
merely action based movements and are relevant in the context of this thesis. Gesture is 
 with the body, 
when it happens more spontaneously and some non-verbal behaviour certainly occurs 
negative one by Ekman and Friesen (1969) – 
difficult to define. 
The word ‘gesture’ and ‘gesticulation’ are both used in common speech as well as 
technically. One definition is “a gesture may be defined as a physical movement of the 
hands, arms, face, and body with the intent to convey information or meaning” (Cerney, 
2005, p. 29), but ‘intent’ implies awareness or desire to communicate
without intent. The best definition is a 
“[gesture is] all hand movements that are not classified as self-adaptors or object-
adaptors”. Self-adaptors and object-adaptors are discussed within the context of gesture. 
Gesture 
People gesture a great deal, and while speaking they gesture almost constantly (McNeill, 
1992) to emphasise or confirm the spoken word and also as word or phrase replacement 
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(‘the finger’ etc.). Both (Duncan & Fiske, 1977) and (McNeill, 1992) give a gesture 
frequency of around one gesture per second while speaking. 
Gesture is tied closely with the speech accompanying it, both temporally and 
contextually, and reflects the underlying concept that a person is speaking about 
(McNeill, 1992) and in fact gesture appears to reflect that underlying concept more 
e underlying concept was 
possible because the subjects were describing something known – the Looney Tunes 
accurately than speech. That is, mistakes are more common in speech than in gesture. 
McNeill gives examples where people are talking about a direction and gesture left, but 
say ‘right’, and then correct their speech to match the gesture, so matching with the 
underlying concept. In McNeill’s studies matching with th
cartoon ‘Canary Row’ starring Sylvester and Tweetie Pie (Freleng, 1950). 
Cerney (2005, p. 29) states “gestures may be identified by their function, their 
linguisticity, and their role in communication” – see Figure 2-1 below (Cerney, 2005, 
figure 2-1). 
 
Figure 2-1 Classification of gesture (Cerney, 2005) 
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Gestures classify functionally into three groups: 
Semiotic gesture Gesture that conveys information, either on its own or 
Within the definition of non-verbal behaviour within this thesis, it is only semiotic 
sified linguistically sits on the ‘Kendon continuum’ – see Figure 2-2 
(McNeill, 1992) below. This continuum describes the linguistics properties of gesture 
along with its degree of conventionality (increasingly from left to right) and whether 
speech is obligatory with the gesture (decreasingly from left to right). 
in conjunction with other forms of communication (e.g. 
speech), for example, waving good-bye. 
Ergotic gesture Gesture that manipulates the physical environment, 
such as opening a door. 
Epistemic gesture Gesture that discovers information about the 
environment, such as weighing an object by holding it, 
or feeling the surface to find its texture. 
gesture that is relevant. 
Gesture clas
 
Figure 2-2 Kendon’s continuum (McNeill, 1992) 
McNeill (McNeill, 1992) writes “As we move from left to right: the obligatory presence 
of speech declines; the presence of language properties increases; and idiosyncratic 
gestures are replaced by socially regulated signs”. Gesture accompanies speech, and 
accordi alized, is global and synthetic 
in mode of expression, and lacks language-like properties of its own. The speech with 
which the gesticulation occurs, in contrast, is conventionalized, segmented and analytic, 
and is fully possessed of linguistic properties. These two contrasting modes of 
structuring meaning co-exist in speech and gesture, a fact of profound importance for 
ng to the (McNeill Lab, 2003) is “non-convention
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understanding the nature of thought and language in general, and how they function in 
communication.” 
Most gesture occurs with speech
it occurs spontaneously with sp  appears much 
more intentional. Spontaneous gesture is generally made with the head or hands, or if 
tha en any ava
pointing with a foot when one’s hands are fu  spontaneous gesture 
ind cognit
McNeill Lab, 2006). That is, b
conception. 
that it relates to. Furthermore, the ‘stroke’ (the semantic, or 
meaningful, component) of a gesture coincides with the peak phonological stress – the 
eech. 
In contrast to speech, gesture has few constraints on how it is constructed. As McN
(McNe otes es is that they are not [original 
emphasis] fixed. They are free and reveal the idiosyncratic imagery of thought”. Gesture 
 and this is termed ‘spontaneous’ gesture – meaning that 
eech. Gesture that occurs without speech
t is not possible th ilable body part (or even the whole body), for example, 
ll. Recent research on
icates a link to other ive processes, termed ‘growth points’ (McNeill, 2005; 
oth speech and gesture come from a single underlying 
Spontaneous gesture occurs synchronously with speech. That is, each specific gesture 
occurs with the word 
most emphasised phoneme – of the speech stream. Spontaneous gesture can be 
complementary, supplementary, or contrastive to the speech. In other words, gesture can 
re-iterate or emphasise the speech, add information to the speech, or communicate 
something contradictory to (or slightly different from) the associated sp
eill 
ill, 1992) n  “the important thing about gestur
is highly context-dependent and often is related to the whole idea rather than to a 
specific word or syntactic structure. 
Another method of classification uses four dichotomies: act-symbol, opacity-
transparency, autonomous semiotic-multisemiotic, and centrifugal-centripetal. For more 
see (Cerney, 2005), or (Nespoulous et al., 1986), the latter being the original source. 
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Finally, gesture can be categorised by its role in communication and, for the purposes of 
this thesis, this is the most useful classification. These categories are emblematic, iconic. 
metaphoric, deictic, emphatic and cohesive.  
Emblematic gesture 
 
point grounded in the real world, such as the ‘come here’ gesture, but other no longer 
hat object or action. These gestures are grounded 
reat 
power and variability among iconic gesture. For example, Alice talking about a teacup in 
context of drinking tea may perform a gesture of lifting a teacup by its handle, while if 
One gesture can often be placed into multiple categories, or even is a combination of 
more than one gesture – especially beat-like gestures that often occur overlaid on other 
gestures – so the borderlines between these categories are grey. This categorisation is 
due mainly to (McNeill, 1992), but his work was based on that of Efron (1941); 
Freedman and Hoffman (1967); and Ekman and Friesen (1969), though McNeill often 
ignores emblematic and cohesive gesture. 
Emblematic gestures, or emblems, are simple symbolic gestures, which are culture 
specific and have a defined meaning within a culture. An example is the ‘thumbs up’ in 
Western culture (except in Sicily, where it has a different standard cultural meaning 
from the rest of Western culture). These semi-standardised gestures are the starting point 
for development of sign languages. Some emblematic gestures clearly have roots in 
other forms of non-standardised gesture (usually iconic) and were therefore at some
appear to have any grounding in the real world and are effectively arbitrary symbols. 
Iconic gesture 
Iconic gestures are pictorial or animatorial representations of an object, or an action, 
serving to describe some facet of t
concretely in the physical world. 
To represent objects or actions though gesture some concept of the object’s (or action’s) 
shape, movement, or affordances are required and affect the gesture. This leads to g
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she was discussing the size of the cup, the gesture would be involve some illustration of 
the cup size, such as ‘the cup was this big’.  
Metaphoric gesture 
 pointing gestures and refer to something concrete, imagined, 
es 
as with other spontaneous gesture to be complementary, supplementary, or contrastive. 
efer to the space on the left while talking about ‘him’, thus adding 
supplementary information (the ‘him’ on the left) and resolving an ambiguity. 
Emphatic, beat-like, or ‘baton’ gesture is gesture providing emphasis. This form of 
between phases occurring on the emphasized word). Usually these gestures would also 
The counterparts of iconic gestures are metaphoric gestures, which represent abstract 
concepts or metaphors and are concretised (made into objects) by the gesture. For 
example, Alice might say ‘I had this great idea’ and inscribe a sphere with her hands; 
the sphere representing the ‘whole idea’ concept. 
Deictic gesture 
Deictic gestures are
recalled, abstract, or temporal. While frequently using the hands, deictic gestures can 
also use any element of the anatomy or the motion of an element. For example, jerking 
the head towards an object. Deictic gestures serve to reference an object (possibly 
abstract) or to specify a referent in speech (such as ‘I picked this up’). For example, in a 
conversation Alice may uses a deictic gesture to indicate left when talking about Bob – 
setting up that space as representing Bob, indicating that in the ‘world space’ that she 
has in her mind Bob is on the left. She may also indicate right when talking about 
Charlie – setting that space for Charlie. Later in speech, Alice can refer to those spac
So, she may r
Emphatic gesture 
gesture can overlay any other gesture type, or be a simple bi-phase gesture (up/down, 
left/right, etc.). The emphasis can be on a phoneme, syllable, word, phrase, or section of 
speech. For example, emphatic gesture can provide the difference between the following 
two phrases ‘I want you to go now’ and ‘I want you to go now’ (with the transition 
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correspond to emphasis from the vocal stream. Emphatic gesture has little variation in 
form other than the scale and speed of the phase transition, with larger, faster transitions 
indicating more emphasis (within an individual). Emphatic gesture can, and frequently 
 parts, especially the head and hands, but additional movement of 
Cohesive gesture 
e serves to connect related sections of discourse that are temporally 
Regulating the flow of communication 
dback 
does, utilise all body
more of the body provides further emphasis. This form of spontaneous gesture is distinct 
from the previous forms in that it can overlay any other gesture as it indexes a section of 
speech rather than providing semantic content (though it is also used independently). 
Cohesive gestur
separate. It can use any other type of gesture, or just any movement. The cohesion is 
provided by repetition of the same gesture form. For example, when listing items people 
often provide an emphatic gesture on each item. The emphatic gesture marks each item, 
while the repetition of the same gesture form connects them together to say ‘here's one, 
and another, and another, and another’. 
2.3.2. Oculesics  
Use of the eyes is an important component of human-human communication. Kendon 
(1967) identifies four functions of gaze behaviour (in addition to looking at specific 
items for information gathering), with Knapp and Daly (2002) building on this to 
classify five functions of gaze: 
Monitoring fee
Reflecting cognitive activity 
Expressing emotions 
Communicating the nature of an interpersonal relationship [added by Knapp and 
Daly (2002)] 
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The regulation of communication flow, gazing briefly at another person (specifically at 
the face) establishes an obligation to interact. Further and longer gazing shows a desire 
to increase the level of interaction; while decreased and shorter gazing desires a decrease 
in the level of interaction. Studies using biosensors (skin galvanic response, heart rate) 
have shown that extended gazes increase general arousal ((Kleinke & Pohlen, 1971; 
Nichols & Champness, 1971) cited from (Anderson, 1985)), which can lead to highly 
intense encounters – both positive (intimacy between lovers or between mothers and 
babies) and negative (aggression between tense parties). 
During an interaction eye glances serve as turn-taking signals and also highlight 
 elements of the internal state of a character. 
Cognitive load (trying to process difficult or complex ideas) can lead both listeners and 
rs to  the averted gaze reflecting a shift in attention from the external to 
Ba isgust, anger, happiness or sadness can be 
expressed through the eyes, though in fact it is the facial areas around the eyes that 
dis  the eyes themselves (Ekman & Friesen, 1975; Ekman et al., 
197 ng emotional state from the eyes (faces). “We associate 
various eye movements with a wide range of human expressions: downward glances are 
associated with modesty; wide eyes with frankness, wonder, naïveté, or terror” (Knapp 
& D
are capable of detecting respons ual eyes alone, specifically pupil dilation, 
grammatical breaks, conceptual unit breaks, and the ends of utterances (a sequence of 
speech separated from another by a marked gap), while (as discussed above) the length 
of gaze shows a desire to change the level of interaction. These glances also allow 
feedback on the interaction by monitoring the reactions of the other person.  
Gaze can also be used to convey some
speake  look away,
the internal. There is evidence that the eye gaze direction under this condition changes 
with different forms of cognitive load, linked to the active hemisphere of the brain 
(Ehrlichman & Weinberger, 1978; Weisz & Adam, 1993; Wilbur & Roberts-Wilbur, 
1985). 
sic emotions such as surprise, fear, d
plays the emotion, not
1). People are adept at detecti
aly, 2002). There is some evidence (Hess & Goodwin, 1973) to suggest that people 
es from the act
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which increases with more aroused states, especially fight or flight responses (Cannon, 
1929). 
As with pupil dilation, a wide variety of eye behaviour exists that occurs during normal 
interactions, but there is currently little evidence to suggest this affect the interactant. For 
example, people tend to disproportionately look at their interactant’s right eye with their 
own right eye (MacDorman et al., 2005; Minato et al., 2005). 
Additionally, “recent findings suggest that perceptual and oculomotor mechanisms that 
to how it is 
generally viewed, “closely entwined with the brain mechanisms mediating more basic 
Finally, eye gaze can also communicate the nature of an interpersonal relationship. 
are biased toward the upper field (which disproportionately represents radially distant 
space) are activated during complex mental operations, ranging from semantic 
processing to mental arithmetic and memory search” (Previc et al., 2005) – in other 
words there exists a relationship between eye movements and cognitive activity (Raine, 
1991). It is suggested that higher-order cognition in humans is, in contrast 
perceptual-motor interactions” (Previc et al., 2005). In practice, this means that a variety 
of motor actions occurs with higher-order cognition and these movements may, in fact, 
assist in the cognition. This latter point also adds support in relation to gesticulation, for 
which there is evidence indicating that gestures assist in word recall and speech flow, 
and the disruption of the ability to gesture disrupts speech flow and increases error rates 
(McNeill, 1992). 
Gazing and mutual gazing is found most in conversations. When interacting with a very 
high-status addressee moderate mutual gaze occurs, while maximal mutual gazing 
occurs when interacting with a moderately high-status addressee, and is minimal with a 
very low-status addressee (Efran, 1968; Hearn, 1957). 
2.3.3. Proxemics 
Proxemics is the use and arrangement of the self in the physical world – “…the study of 
man's transactions as he perceives and uses intimate, personal, social and public space 
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in various settings while following out of awareness dictates of cultural paradigms” 
(Hall, E. T., 1974). Hall (1966) also describes a set of measurable distances called 
‘reaction bubbles’ between people as they interact (in US/UK Culture) as: 
1-4m 
ition to the staking out or ownership of an area of land, objects, 
ations. Examples: the butler who 
doesn't listen to the conversations of the guests, the pedestrian who avoids staring at an 
ing the person who becomes preoccupied with a magazine during 
to relay that message.” (Katie, 1997) 
Public speaking  12 feet or more 4m 
Conversation among acquaintances 4-12 feet 
Conversations among good friends 1.5-4 feet 50-100cm 
Embracing or whispering 6-18 inches 15-50cm 
These distances vary significantly between cultures. Cultures with lower population 
densities, or those where individualism or privacy are highly important tend to have 
larger distances for the set of reaction bubbles. In cultures where the reverse is true, 
maintaining these larger distances can be taken as unfriendly or rude, although the 
distances for the reaction bubbles vary between cultures the same set of instances still 
occur. Interactions that are so close as to be touching cross over in to the discussion of 
haptics, although note that these distances apply to standing conversation-type 
interactions. 
Proxemics is closely related to the idea of territories in human sociological behaviour, 
including, in add
relationships, jobs, schools, abstract and symbolic objects and ideas such as religion, 
value systems, and includes abstract spaces such as the space around a person. Violation 
of appropriate personal space has powerful responses similar as with other territorial 
violations, and can have serious adverse consequences on an interaction. “…it seems we 
are forever conscious of our intimate zone and its viol
embrac  couple, or 
another's nearby telephone conversation. They all show some awareness of 
communication property rights and will adjust both their body language and proxemics 
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2.3.4. Haptics 
Haptic behaviour (also known as tacesic or touching behaviour) is behaviour using the 
touch (or the lack therefore) and can considered a proxemic behaviour – “body contact 
and touching are proxemic phenomena” (Harper et al., 1978). Touch may be the most 
basic or primal form of communication and strongly conveys aspects of basic states – 
lov uch c a strong 
signal. Haptic behaviour can be approxim ive lev
(Heslin, 1974): 
Functional/professional 
ost widespread haptic behaviours is the hand shake, but this comes with 
large variation across cultures and levels of intimacy. Haptic behaviours are more 
des both playful affection and playful aggression. 
e, affection¸ hostility, anger, presence. The absence of to an also be 
ately categorised into f els of intimacy 
Social/polite 
Friendship/warmth 
Love/intimacy 
Sexual arousal 
One of the m
common in some cultures than others. Remland and Jones (1995) found that touching 
while communicating was relatively rare in some countries (England (8%), France (5%) 
and the Netherlands (4%) compared to other countries (Italy (14%) and Greek (12.5%)). 
Jones and Yarbrough (1985) determined seven types of touch, with a total of 18 different 
meanings: 
Positive affect Express positive emotions, with meanings of support, 
appreciation, inclusion, sexual interest or intent, and 
affection. 
Playfulness Signals to make an interaction less serious. This 
inclu
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Control Attempts to influence the behaviour, attitude of state of 
affectionate greeting. 
Directly associated with performing a task in the forms 
of reference to appearance (or simple reference), 
instrumental ancillary (doesn’t assist in task), 
instrumental intrinsic (assist with task). 
h Unintentional and without meaning. 
Ine  between categories of touch are somewhat vague and many touches 
may fall into different categories. Furthermore, perception of touch is highly variable 
 
Paralanguage 
Trager (1958) defines paralangua
the phonological description of
laughing, uh-huh uh-uh”. In other words, paralanguage refers to the elements of vocal 
behaviour other than the specific words th
another in the form of compliance, attention-getting, or 
announcing a response. 
Ritual Easing transitions in (greeting) and out (departure) of 
interactions. 
Hybrid (mixed) Combinations of other touches, for example, 
Task-related 
Accidental touc
vitably the lines
and in the same way a proxemic behaviour, violations (or perceived violations) will 
generate negative responses. For example, an accidental touch may be perceived as a 
positive affect, possibly sexual, generating a negative behaviour in response. Touch is a 
powerful form of non-verbal behaviour, but with that power comes the risk of negative 
effects or responses – “…in power is also joined an awe-inspiring accountability to the
future” (Churchill, 1946). 
2.3.5. 
ge as “elements of vocalization not typically included in 
 language. e.g. intensity (stress), duration of syllable, 
at are spoken. Paralanguage includes pitch, 
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vol
inevitable aspect of all speech. 
Other than non-word vocalisations, these aspects of speech are also called prosody – 
rela changes in syllable l
sounds (acoustic changes); changes in velocity and range of motion of articulators such 
as the jaw and tongue, and changes of quantities such as air pressure in the trachea and 
tensions uscles (s
tone, intonation, and lexical stress (phonological changes). 
Pro
verbal behaviour and other form
et al., 2004) and gesture (Loehr, 2004). Prosody can assist the 
manner, such as providing emphasis or accen e 
per ech (f0 –  amplitude on the 
stressed syllable. Prosody also serves in a non-lexical manner to, for example, change 
otions – “emotional arousal affects a number of (relatively) 
easily observed behaviors [sic], including speech speed and amplitude” (Ball & Breese, 
In g d arousal increases both the speed and amplitude of speech. 
ume, speed, rhythm, intonation, along with non-word vocalisations and is an 
ting to: ength, loudness, pitch, and formant structure of speech 
 in the laryngeal m peech articulator changes); and changes in rhythm, 
sody is an important facet of speech and has been demonstrated to correlate with both 
s of non-verbal behaviour, such as head nods (Munhall 
verbal stream in a lexical 
ts to words or syllables. Typically th
ceived pitch of spe the fundamental frequency) peaks in
sentences from declarative to questions by raising pitch towards to utterance. Prosody 
provides a discourse function by emphasising new information or topics and can provide 
other, more complex, discourse function, such as a person being sarcastic, ironic, 
caustic, satirical, or sardonic. These more complex forms are not purely prosodic 
behaviours and it has been shown, for example, that “prosody alone is not sufficient to 
discern whether a speaker is being sarcastic” (Tepperman et al., 2006).  
Prosody can also convey em
1998). eneral, increase
Finally, prosody reflects the underlying physical system, so, for example, prosody 
strongly indicates gender. It is suggested that prosodic signals are evolved patterns, 
rather than learned conventions, due to little evidence for either personal idiosyncrasies 
or cultural differences (Frick, 1985). 
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2.3.6. Olfactory 
Olfactory communication is highly important in nonhuman animals – communicating 
ccur in humans it is not as 
powerful as in nonhuman animals. 
d people based 
tently late is providing signals that could indicate a 
lack of value of a meeting. Time affects can also be overlaid on other verbal and non-
emotional states through changes in body odour, but it is not clear that this is also true 
for humans. It has been shown that people can identify odours of people through the 
smell of swabs from them when a variety of emotions are induced (Chen & Haviland-
Jones, 2000), but studies have not shown that people can obtain this information at the 
distances of normal interactions, or how fast changes in emotional states can be detected. 
It does seem that even if olfactory communication does o
2.3.7. Observed behaviour 
Observations of people’s behaviour when not interacting with them can provide 
important information about those people and affect future behaviour. For example, 
witnessing a person commit some violent act would instil more caution than if that 
person had been doing something less fear inducing. This is true even with less obvious 
behaviours such as mere conversation – it has been shown that ordinary people listening 
to 20-second sound clips of doctor-patient conversations can strongly predict whether 
those doctors (surgeons) will be sued for malpractice, even when the frequencies that 
make speech intelligible are removed (leaving in the prosodic elements) (Ambady et al., 
2002). This concept also applies within interactions and is frequently termed ‘thin-
slicing’ – “the ability of our unconscious to find patterns in situations an
on very narrow slices of experience” (Gladwell, 2005). 
2.3.8. Chronemics 
The effect of time in non-verbal behaviour is termed chronemics and involves the way 
time is perceived, structured, and the reaction time can cause. Time behaviours, such as 
punctuality and willingness to wait, provide information about an interactant at a high 
level. As such, a person who is consis
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verbal aviours to pbeh rovide local context. For example, long gazes indicate increased 
icinity (coaction), to perform a task at the expense of 
another (competition), or to entertain or pass on information (conversation). 
ereof vary across these different contexts and also with 
), though it should be noted that 
at present computer games do not have a concept of spatial-task context. 
Figure 2-3 maps out the range of spatial and task context for these examples. In 
arousal or a desire to increase arousal.  
2.4 Spatial-task context 
Communication can be considered to occur in four different task contexts: cooperation, 
coaction, competition and conversation (Knapp & Daly, 2002). In other words, 
communication occurs in order for some number of parties to: perform a task together 
(cooperation), to exist in the same v
Communication and the forms th
the physical proximity of the communicating parties. Non-verbal behaviour provides 
information as to the beliefs, desires, and intentions of another person, or alternatively it 
can be considered as providing indicators as to that person’s cognitive, emotional, 
physical, intentional, attentional, perceptual, interactional and social status. The set of 
non-verbal behaviours used varies distinctly across both the task context spectrum and 
over spatial distance, creating a spatial-task context as illustrated in Figure 2-3. 
Computer games provide a good illustrative example because interactions between 
characters and between characters and the player occur across the full range of spatial-
task context. Within a game scenario non-verbal behaviour can be modulated by the 
spatial-task context. Examples of the spatial-task context are shown in Figure 2-4 using 
screenshots from Half-Life 2 (Valve Corporation, 2004
conversations the movement of the other conversational party (both body and face) is 
visible in detail and furthermore, people are highly attuned to interactions in intimate, 
personal, and social spaces and are sensitive to many subtle cues and nuances in non-
verbal behaviour. At further distances less detail of a person’s behaviour is apparent. 
There is a significant transition in non-verbal behaviour from situations where intimate 
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verbal communication is possible to those where it is not. The sensitivity of non-verbal 
behaviour to proximity is due to a number of factors, including the more public nature of 
non-verbal gesture in open spaces, and the requirement on particular physical behaviour 
to carry the full communicational load (e.g. subtleties in gaze and facial expression are 
not visible at a distance). 
Distant ( > 8m) e    
Public (3.5 - 8m)     
Social (1.2 - 3.5m)  b  f 
Personal (45 - 120cm)  d c 
Ph
ys
ic
al
 P
ro
xi
m
ity
Intimate (15 - 45cm) 
a 
   
  Cooperation Coaction Competition Conversation 
  Task
Figure 2-3 Task and spatial context 
Figure 2-4(a) shows an example of cooperation in intimate space. The male character 
demonstrates his attentional state – that he is attending to the female character – with his 
body orientation, face orientation, and gaze direction. Of course, people are rarely static, 
but different non-verbal channels (e.g. face orientation, body orientation, gaze direction, 
body position) are closely coordinated in demonstrating attention. Thus, the male 
character could look away but still communicate his attention sufficiently through his 
body haptic and proxemic behaviour. In an interaction between unfamiliar subjects, 
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however, strong or constant facing or looking at a person is widely considered an 
aggressive signal. It is considered rude, or at least off-putting (Knapp & Daly, 2002). 
Figure 2-4(a) also illustrates non-verbal behaviour using facial expressions and 
kinaesthetic (touching) behaviour. 
Figure 2-4(e) illustrates a situation at the other end of the spatial scale, cooperation at a 
distance between the player and a non-player character (in fact, navigation and 
negotiation, a subset of cooperation). The non-player character shown and the player 
will collide if they do not arrive at an agreement as to how to pass one another and 
communicate this – the characters must cooperate through the use of non-verbal 
av  a potential conflict. In the real world, people in this situation use a 
e of subtle non-verbal mechanisms such as gaze and body turning to initiate and 
ually negotiate space. Non-player characters in Half-Life 2 will avoid the player, but 
 not exhibit non-verbal behaviour in doing so and simply move around the players as 
ithout non-verbal behaviour it is difficult for players to decide which 
way ay (ind  they do not need to) and it is this absence o ocial 
conventions (and the ability to break them, to invite conflict) that both undermines the 
engagem e and limits their expressivity. 
beh
rang
mut
will
they approach. W
iour to resolve
to move out of the w eed f s
ent of players with the gam
  
a – cooperation in intimate space b – coaction in social space 
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c – conversation in personal space d – competition in personal space 
  
e – cooperation at a distance f – conversation in social space 
Figure 2-4 Half-Life 2 task and spatial context examples (Valve Corporation, 2004) 
Between the proximal and distant spatial scales are social spaces, Figure 2-4(f) is an 
example of conversation in a social space. Here non-verbal behaviour facilitates a 
number of aspects of the interaction (and the dialogue in particular) including the 
mediation of conversation flow, such as whose turn it is to speak (interactional state). 
Turn-taking mediation is a complex coordination of behaviours, but in simple terms 
 allow the listener to take a turn (such as, a slightly 
prolonged pause, or a look up into the eyes), at which point other listeners can, if they 
choose, take a turn. If not, then the speaker will continue. Additionally, others can 
speakers provide opportunities to
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indicate that they might like to speak, with signals such as increased eye contact, leaning 
forward or standing taller (Duncan & Fiske, 1977). Turn-taking mediation is not 
required in Half-Life 2 because the game developers have not allowed the player to 
speak, but it is potentially a very important component of computer systems that hope to 
include natural language interactions (particularly spoken interaction) between real 
people and characters. 
Finally, Figure 2-4(b, c, and d) illus ate the remaining task contexts: coaction, 
conversation and cooperation, and competition. Characters sharing the same 
e in coaction al 
monitoring – this can be interpreted as communication by virtue of the fact that watching 
a character implies that you might react to it – that is, there is an implied reason 
(intention) for watching. Coaction can be considered the default task context, which 
develops into the other contexts. Competition contexts give rise to distinctly different 
forms of non-verbal behaviour from other contexts, but these still serve to communicate 
internal states. In Figure 2-4(d) the raised baton serves to communicate ‘you have 
crossed a line – back off or I will hit you’. 
n 
Non-ve iou n 
interaction to ‘work’, different parties have to take turns speaking, as people find it 
They also observe, among other things, that “occurrences of more than one speaker at a 
tr
approximate area of space engag behaviour, corresponding to mutu
2.5 Managing interactio
rbal behav r also plays a major role in managing an interaction. For a
almost impossible to listen and talk at the same time, and non-verbal behaviour helps to 
mediate who should speak when. These are known as turn-taking behaviours. 
Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) found that “overwhelmingly, one party talks at a 
time, though speakers change, and though the size of turns and ordering of turns vary; 
that transitions are finely coordinated; that techniques are used for allocating turns … 
and that there are techniques for the construction of utterances relevant to their turn 
status, which bear on the coordination of transfer and on the allocation of speakership”. 
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time are common, but brief”; “transitions (from one turn to a next) with no gap and no 
overlap are common”; and that “repair mechanisms exist for dealing with turn-taking 
errors and violations; e.g. if two parties find themselves talking at the same time, one of 
them will stop prematurely, thus repairing the trouble”. 
Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson liken turn-taking behaviours to an economic model 
wherein “turns are valued, sought, or avoided. The social organization of turn-taking 
overns the potential for initiating speech at 
any given instant for the speaker and also for the listeners (as potential next speakers). 
Furthermore, the readiness functions of the listeners are counterphased with that of the 
d of simultaneous starts by a listener and the previous 
distributes turns among parties” and suggest that this organization “will affect the 
relative distribution of turns among parties”. Furthermore, Sacks et al. provide a set of 
rules “governing turn construction, providing for the allocation of a next turn to one 
party and coordinating transfer so as to minimize gap and overlap”. Turn taking 
behaviour is universal, occurring in all known languages and cultures, between parents 
and infant, and within sign-language communities. Another model of turn-taking and the 
associated verbal and non-verbal behaviours is to view the conversation timing patterns 
as governed by “endogenous oscillators in the brains of the speaker and the listeners” 
that “become mutually entrained on the basis of the speaker's rate of syllable 
production. This entrained cyclic pattern g
speaker, minimizing the likelihoo
speaker” (Wilson & Wilson, 2005). In other words, the patterns of turn-taking are cyclic 
patterns, with each interactant with their own internal representations of the point within 
those patterns, with the verbal and non-verbal behaviours serving to bring and keep 
together those internal representations. 
Non-verbal behaviour is important not only for specific purposes, such as managing 
interaction, but also for providing engagement and realism. The complexities of non-
verbal behaviour allow much expressive power and an increase in realism, engagement 
and affective purposeful behaviour and, while highly challenging, building ECAs with 
non-verbal behaviour is worth the challenge. 
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3. Embodied Conversational Agents 
(ECAs) 
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In developing new ECA technologies it is important to have an understanding of what 
ECAs are, how they are built, their present abilities and how they can be evaluated. 
Starting with a brief overview of ECAs and how they may have social influence over 
people, this chapter defines ECAs and gives some examples of where they occur, 
followed by a discussion of the historical focus of ECAs on goal-based abilities and 
ECAs being built as ‘deliberative’ systems focused on text processing. An overview is 
given of the present state of the art in ECAs noting the attention that has recently begun 
to be given to creating non-verbal behaviour for ECAs, and also the difficulties that arise 
in developing ECAs due to groups working with ECAs generally building their own in-
house ECAs. 
The new challenges introduced by both the complexities of non-verbal behaviour and the 
volume of incoming data in a non-verbal stream are then covered. General approaches to 
 
 
there has been an obvious des lete agents rather than agents 
implementing only certain aspects or components, but with the complexities involved 
this has inevitably led to the development of agents which are highly functional in some 
areas, while highly limited in others. The difficulties of establishing criteria for 
evaluating ECAs are discussed as is the difficulty of comparing different ECAs. Many 
previous evaluations of ECAs have had a predominant focus on the users' experience, 
with limited attention given the behaviour and performance of the ECA, and have been 
extremely thin on objective, empirical methods. Previous studies evaluating ECAs are 
critiqued, along with discussing those which use more solid scientific approaches. 
Given the importance of non-verbal behaviour in human-human interactions as 
discussed in Chapter 2, one would assume that non-verbal behaviour would also be 
important in human-ECA interactions. It has previously been shown by Reeves and Nass 
(1996) that people tend to “treat computers, television, and new media like real people”, 
and as ECAs are a form of media, that would imply that people also relate to ECAs as 
real people, or ‘social actors’ – again, people or things that perform social actions within 
evaluating ECAs and the difficulty of such evaluation are considered, followed by some
past evaluation methods used for ECAS. ECAs involve a large set of disciplines and
ire to built comp
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an interpretive sociological perspective (Weber, 1978). In other words: people tend to be 
polite to computers; can view computers as team-mates and may respond to praise from 
them; usually like computers which have personalities similar to their own; more often 
describe masculine-sounding computers as extroverted, driven and intelligent; and 
expect feminine-sounding computers to be more knowledgeable about love and 
relationships. 
It is not entirely clear why people treat various forms of media as real people. It may be 
that the complexity of interaction with these media forms requires people to use an 
internal model of similar complexity, and the most readily available model on which to 
draw is that of real social actors (people). Alternatively, the view could be taken that 
In order for interactions with ECAs to proceed effectively, an ECA needs  to understand 
while the high-level cognitive components of the human brain are aware that these forms 
of media are not real people, the lower-level components – R-complex/Reptilian Brain 
and the Limbic System/mammalian brain – cannot make this distinction. As those 
components of human brains guide much of human behaviour, it is reasonable to expect 
much the same sort of behaviour between real people and complex media. In the case of 
ECAs, we would expect this even more so as ECAs are even closer to real people. 
It has been discussed previously that communicating with ECAs is in many 
circumstances easier and more natural for people than communicating with computers in 
other ways. Interaction with (high-fidelity) ECAs would require no additional learning 
of interaction techniques and would be highly efficient, though ECAs are not without 
their drawbacks as an interface. It should be noted that interactions with present-day 
ECAs do require additional interactional learning due to the limitations of those ECAs. 
the verbal and non-verbal cues that people it interacts with portray (and may portray), 
and also to generate appropriate verbal and non-verbal cues in response. 
The development of ECAs both within game scenarios and within more 
academic/business pursuits (such as information and advice agents) has maintained a 
predominant focus on the specific goals of that scenario. For example, non-player 
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characters in games have focused on high-level coordination of behaviours to achieve 
game goals such as assisting with or competing against a player’s in-game goals, and 
ECAs giving information, such as directions, have mainly been focused on achieving 
those goals. There has been less focus on the social interactions of ECAs with both users 
and/or other non-player characters/ECAs. This focus on developing ECAs to achieve 
specific goals has strongly influenced the structure and design of those agents. 
Specifically, such ECAs have relatively well-developed high-level cognitive behaviours 
ECAs 
have some form of ‘embodiment’. This is most frequently a graphical representation of a 
r speech is not 
(goal-oriented behaviours), but much less well-developed low-level (simple/social) 
behaviours, especially non-verbal behaviours. Given the previous discussions of the 
importance of non-verbal behaviour within human-human interactions, present ECAs are 
missing some important aspects. That said; present day ECAs are still highly complex 
and have highly effective behaviours, both in real world and game scenarios. 
3.1 Anatomy of an ECA 
An ECA is a complex system involving many different interacting components. 
human (or non-human), but can also be a physical representation – a (possibly 
humanoid) robot. The conversational component of an ECA usually involves generated 
speech (through speech synthesis or speech splicing), though it can also include text-
based speech output. The words spoken (or displayed) may be generated dynamically or 
statically from some form of lookup. Finally, the ECA must have some form of agency. 
That is, it must have some kind of input that has some significant influence over the 
conversational behaviour (or output) of the embodied character. The non-player 
characters in computer games can only sometimes count as ECAs, as usually they fail to 
fulfil the second or the third criteria at the same time – no speech, o
significantly responsive to external inputs such as player characters (such as within cut-
scenes where a player’s behaviour doesn’t significantly affect the dialogue). 
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Present ECAs can be classed in classical artificial intelligence (AI) terms as deliberative 
systems. Minsky (Minsky, 2006) suggests that a 'deliberative' system has the ability to 
select the best action or behaviour from a set of alternatives – which has long been 
studied in the theory of games and decisions. He opens this further by including options 
in a payoff matrix, or values in a continuous interval. More generally, deliberative 
systems have a straightforward sense, process, act cycle – the system takes in a set of 
inputs (sense), processes this data to determine an appropriate action, then performs that 
action. It is this form of intelligence that has been the focus of AI for decades – the high-
level cognitive intelligence. So the ‘process’ component of present ECAs is mostly 
focused on high-level symbolic processing, and generally takes input in a highly limited 
form – usually purely text input. We should note at this point that non-player characters 
in games tend not to be deliberative systems – they tend to be reactive systems where 
each behaviour is a simple reaction from (simple) inputs. More complex behaviours are 
usually guided by pre-computed solutions. For example, non-player characters do not 
 (deliberative), but merely look up a route from a pre-
 non-verbal 
behaviour input (audio streams, video streams, motion data) and output (computer 
graphic characters). It is only recently that computing technologies have advanced 
usually perform route planning
computed solution.  
Within the deliberative realm, the focus of ECAs has been on conversation, specifically 
to understand text or speech input, and to generate natural language responses. Natural 
language processing (NLP), as this is known, is a relatively mature field within computer 
science and is effective within constrained domains – usually where complete, 
grammatically correct sentences are used. NLP tends to struggle significantly more in 
more open domains and with more natural speech – incomplete sentences, corrected 
sentences, ambiguous sentences, paralanguage, etc.  
Both understanding and generating non-verbal behaviour is a much less mature field 
within computer science. This immaturity is due historically to computers being 
restricted to predominantly text-based input and output (through a keyboard and screen) 
and the dramatically increased data input size and complexity involved with
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sufficiently for all the required components for building an ECA to exist, and combining 
all these together is state-of-the-art. Much focus has been put on developing and 
implementing mark-up languages and transducers (XML or otherwise) in order to define 
what non-verbal behaviour should occur (Cassell, Justine et al., 2001; DeCarlo et al., 
2004; Kranstedt et al., 2002; Noot & Ruttkay, 2003). While there has also been 
development on gesture generation and connection to speech (Kopp et al., 2004), 
‘gesture understanding’ has also been given significant focus as a form of interaction, 
though usually on using gesture as a form of (explicit) control, rather than as an aspect of 
normal conversation such as with ECAs.  
There are few standard approaches to building ECAs (though the XML approaches are 
attempting to help with this). Each group working with ECAs has generally built its own 
in-house ECA with strengths and weaknesses in various areas according to the targets of 
the research group. With this in mind, the main focus of research using ECAs has been 
on simply trying to build an ECA with some of the required abilities. Much less attention 
has been given to evaluating the performance of ECAs once they are built.  
e development of ECAs – it is not 
3.2 Evaluating ECAs 
Up until recently the evaluation of an ECA has predominantly been as simple as ‘Was it 
built?’ because of the large challenges involved in achieving just that. However, in order 
to establish ECAs in useful roles, some more significant forms of evaluation are 
required. Evaluation is important both to determine if one ECA is better than another for 
a specific role, and also in order to guide the futur
clear in which ways or areas present-day ECAs do particularly well or badly in 
interactions with real people, and it is not clear how ‘good’ ECAs could potentially be in 
the future. 
Evaluation is inevitably largely dependent upon the roles in which an ECA is envisaged, 
though some evaluation can be performed independently of the role an ECA is built for. 
To date few methodologies for evaluating ECAs have been presented, and furthermore, 
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those evaluations that have been presented are predominantly post-interaction 
methodologies, as discussed in more depth in section 3.3. Methodologies that can 
provide evaluations during conversation would provide additional and powerful 
information. 
Only recently have ECAs begun to fulfil their promise of providing useful roles or 
services to people, be that in computer games, sales environments, education, or other 
areas. As previously stated, the challenges of designing and building ECAs have meant 
that research focus has been mainly “on some specific problems which are prerequisites 
for developing full-fledged multimodal ECAs” (Ruttkay & Pelachaud, 2004) with less 
 differences 
among people, their ways of behaving, their subjective values, and many other factors 
make any evaluation highly challenging, even without the limitations and non-
As. 
In the development of highly functional ECAs one must also pay due notice to research 
focus on evaluating full systems. As Ruttkay and Pelachaud go on to state “the 
evaluation of single modalities often cannot be done without taking into account the 
(unwanted) influence of other modalities”, and even now ECAs are limited in their use 
of the full set of modalities that humans routinely use. Furthermore, evaluation is 
complicated, as each implementation of an ECA is made for a specific role and as such 
not easily comparable to others. The complexity of human interactions and
comparability of present EC
More fully-fledged ECAs have been developed (André et al., 1998; Badler, 1997; 
Hayes-Roth et al., 1996; Isbister et al., 2000; Stone & Lester, 1996; Trappl & Petta, 
1997) but still the focus of even full system development has been on specific limited 
areas of an ECA rather than its full behaviour. To evaluate these limited ECAs, 
methodologies have inevitably been tuned to the positive characteristics of each 
particular ECA and as a result such approaches to evaluation do not extend well to ECAs 
in general. 
on humanoid robots that indicates that as ECAs become more visually realistic, they 
may encounter a so-called ‘uncanny valley’ (Mori, 1970), where users’ acceptance of 
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ECAs drops significantly as the visual realism approaches a level that is 
indistinguishable from an actual person. That is, as a humanoid robot, or an ECA, 
approaches the visual realism of a human, people then judge it as a real social agent 
(rather than as computational agent) and critique it as that – the ECA is a real social 
actor that is exhibiting subtly strange behaviour and/or strange visual 
ECAs are highly complex – they aim to have human levels of behaviour and 
interface design, sociology, psychology, art, drama, and 
animation. 
characteristics/abnormalities. 
For ECAs to be effective in their target environment they need people to treat them like 
real people, and methodologies to measure the extent to which people consider them as 
social entities will help in this development. Human-human interactions follow many 
conventions (within and across cultures, gender, ages, social hierarchies, etc.) and these 
conventions lead to social contracts and breaking these contracts is taboo (though, of 
course, that does not mean it does not happen). 
3.3 Existing ECA evaluation methods 
As discussed above, evaluating ECAs is hard – for a myriad of reasons including the 
following (Isbister & Doyle, 2004): 
interactivity, and therefore inherit human levels of 
complexity. 
ECA development builds on an extremely large set of disciplines and research areas 
including: agents architectures, artificial intelligence, 
synthetic speech, natural language processing, motions, 
The obvious desire to build ‘complete’ agents rather than agents implementing just 
certain components or aspects of humans, but 
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inevitably due to the complexities outlined above and 
limited development resources these agents are highly 
functional in some areas, but highly limited in others – 
“one system may have excellent facial animation; 
another a flexible emotional model; a third may be 
adept at handling social interactions”. 
as inevitably focused on that specific 
target area, leading to evaluations that are not comparable across a variety of ECAs. 
With all the above in mind, it is understandable that evaluation methods for ECAs are 
 methods to date have been limited. For a 
more detailed discussion of empirical studies conducted to evaluate ECAs, see work by 
Evaluations of ECAs must focus on the users' experience, behaviour, and performance 
wh
only on the users’ experience,
performance, and many are thin ethods. Many existing studies 
use
variables or to adequately explor
agents on the study. For exam
subjective data of users’ percep
interviews and presents this data using conversational analysis. The analyses were not 
tested for inter-rater consistency and no quantitative metrics were taken or calculated. 
Fur
were varied across control con
It is difficult to even establish criteria for the evaluation of ECAs – “there are no 
formal, widely-accepted definitions of core terms such 
as believable, social, or even conversational”. 
As mentioned previously, most ECAs have been developed for a specific purpose, or for 
a specific research area, and each evaluation h
still in their infancy and easy to see why many
both Dehn (Dehn & Mulken, 2000) and Ruttkay (Ruttkay & Pelachaud, 2004). 
ile interacting with the ECA. The predominant focus of most evaluations has been 
 with limited attention given to their behaviour and 
 on empirical, scientific m
 limited empirical approaches that fail either to identify objectively measurable 
e the impact of the low level of functionality of the 
ple, Bernsen and Dybkjaer (2004 ) merely gather 
tions of interactions with an ECA through structured 
thermore, only a small number of experiments were performed and multiple variables 
ditions. Overall, this makes the conclusions distinctly 
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untrustworthy and of limited us
Studies such as those performed
(2002) show more promise, wit
unfortunately the analyses prese
given from the quantitative me
usual combination of interviews sers’ subjective 
measure or descriptions of the experience. Research by Rickenberg and Reeves (2000) 
dem
and objective measures. Data w
subjects matched across conditions and standard psychological easure 
 
e. This level of evaluation is not uncommon at present. 
 by Abbattista, Lops, Semeraro, Andersen and Andersen 
h both quantitative and qualitative measures taken, but 
nted focus on the qualitative measures with no results 
asures. The qualitative measures were taken using the 
 and questionnaires – measuring the u
onstrates that more empirical methods can be used effectively with both subjective 
as obtained through well controlled experiments with 
 scales used to m
anxiety. These studies also, in contrast to those previously mentioned, measured task 
performance. The data was subjected to thorough statistical analysis giving results that 
are both reliable and repeatable. Bente (Bente, Krämer, Petersen et al., 2001; Bente, 
Krämer, Trogemann et al., 2001) builds on this work to create the ‘Development and 
Evaluation Platform for Animated Characters’ (DEPAC), where “systematic variations 
of specific non-verbal cues can be incorporated to test their particular effects on person 
perception and impression formation” (Bente, Krämer, Trogemann et al., 2001).
Direct objective measures of subjects’ behaviour and reactions have been taken in a 
variety of studies (Bers, 1996; Cassell, J. et al., 1999; Essa, 1995; Grammer et al., 1997; 
Thorisson, 1996) to inform the development of ECAs in a general way, but only a very 
few studies have used direct objective measures to evaluate ECAs for how well they 
perform. 
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4. Persuasive potential of ECAs: 
introducing synthetic ECAs 
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The potential social influence of ECAs is largely unknown. Present ECAs have limited 
abilities, and limited social influence. Establishing the potential social influence of ECAs 
beyond those which a presently able to be build provides motivation to build more 
sophisticated ECAs. The concept of synthetic ECAs was developed for this purpose. A 
synthetic ECA appears to be a real ECA, but is in fact audio and video of a real human 
transformed to give the appearance of an ECA. In other words, a synthetic ECA is a 
synthetic synthetic human – it pretends to be a thing that pretends to be a human, similar 
to a play within a play, or an actor portraying another actor. This enables the evaluation 
of the potential social influence of highly sophisticated ECAs. This chapter introduces 
synthetic ECAs in more depth, along with their use to determine the persuasive potential 
of ECAs. The reasons for using persuasion as an evaluation measure where an ECA is 
acting as a service agent to bring about behaviour change is discussed, while keeping in 
mi
ot text able 
across differ an ECA is 
built. The qu CA could 
ultimately be is introduced and compared to the limited persuasiveness of present ECAs. 
A specific scenario of an ECA discussing a charity and charitable giving and then 
providing an opportunity to donate money to that charity is introduced as a evaluation 
metric to determine the persuasive potential of an ECA (within a specific context) and to 
elucidate how important some aspects of non-verbal behaviour are for a persuasive 
effect. Previous work studying the social influence of ECAs is discussed and critiqued, 
along with the advantages that using synthetic ECAs may introduce for determining 
directions for research. 
How the synthetic ECA was implemented is discussed, showing previous work 
cartoonising video, and introducing the approach taken in this thesis. The fact that the 
synthetic ECA can be used for further research by other groups without significant 
expense or complexity due to it using only consumer hardware is also highlighted. The 
recent (since studies were performed) availability of cartoonising functions in software 
nd that other evaluation measures could be used in that and, more importantly, in 
her con s. Persuasion is also given as an example of an evaluation approach us
ent ECAs – it is not dependent on the specific manner in which 
estion of the persuasive potential of ECAs or how persuasive an E
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packages is recognised and their advantages over the approach used in this work are 
noted – namely they are simpler and more generic. As the synthetic ECA is not a real 
ECA, it was necessary to verify that people did nevertheless believe it to be a real ECA. 
The reasons for this are discussed in more detail, along with details on the study to 
provide this verification. 
Within this thesis persuasiveness is used as an empirical and objective evaluation 
measure for ECAs. The level of persuasiveness of an ECA is by no means the only 
evaluation measure that could be used, but it is an appropriate one for the specific 
context where ECAs may be used as service agents to effect behaviour change, and 
persuasive effects are common in human-human interactions. Behaviour change is, in 
fact, the real measure of persuasion, and people try to effect behaviour change in others 
with many of their normal interactions. ECAs with the capability to persuade real people 
to change their real behaviour would have significant value both over other ECAs and in 
general. The set of arenas where persuasive ECAs could have value includes: service 
agents (agents providing advice, information, guidance, or education on specific tasks or 
areas); in-game agents (agents that persuade game players to interact and value them, 
leading to the development of more complex games); advertising agents (agents that 
believability, engagement, trust, realism, 
intelligence, use for specific task(s), friendliness, beauty, and many more. Generally, this 
persuade people to buy specific products). 
It should be noted that though this thesis has a focus on persuasiveness as the evaluation 
metric of ECAs within empirical studies, other evaluation metrics of ECAs are 
important, such as subjective perceptions of ECAs. Persuasion is used as one example of 
an evaluation metric that can be used across a variety of different ECAs. Other 
evaluation metrics include concepts such as 
is the same set of evaluation metrics that people may apply to real people and/or tools. 
When considering persuasive ECAs, the questions immediately arise: “How persuasive 
could an ECA be?” and “how persuasive can an ECA be compared to a real person?”. 
The term ‘persuasive potential’ is employed to mean how persuasive an ECA could 
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ultimately become – in other words, the potential of ECAs to be persuasive. As shown 
earlier the behaviour of present-day ECAs is limited in comparison to real humans, 
especially with respect to non-verbal behaviour, and consequently it would be expected 
that the persuasiveness of present-day ECAs would also be limited – not achieving their 
full persuasive potential. 
Previous research by Bailenson and Yee (Bailenson & Yee, 2005) indicates that ECAs 
have social influence, and Reeves and Nass (Reeves & Nass, 1996) have shown more 
generally that computer interfaces (such as ECAs) are treated as social actors. That is, 
for the most part people treat computer interfaces as real people – for example, people 
like it when computer interfaces compliment them; people like compliments, even when 
they know the computer is lying; people like computer interfaces that compliment other 
people or other computer interfaces. These results, as stated by Reeves and Nass, are the 
same as for real people – people like it when other people compliment them; people like 
compliments even when they know the other person is lying, etc. 
ECAs that can intentionally persuade humans, or effect behaviour change, raise 
important ethical issues which are beyond the scope of this enquiry. 
4.1 Empirical evaluation of persuasive potential 
With the focus on non-verbal behaviour within interactions, two questions are posed: 
Within a specific context, how persuasive can a specific ECA be compared to a real 
person? 
What role does non-verbal behaviour play in the persuasive effect? Specifically, 
within the context, if there is no non-verbal behaviour, 
does this affect the persuasive effect, and is the link 
between the non-verbal behaviour of the two parties 
important for the persuasive effect? 
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A specific context is used merely to restrict the scenarios sufficiently to allow for 
evaluation, and it is presumed that results within that specific context may be 
extrapolated for other contexts, or rather, provide a foundation to demonstrate similar 
results in other, more general, contexts. The evaluation of the role of non-verbal 
behaviour is important to determine whether ECAs in the future should use non-verbal 
behaviour and more importantly if this non-verbal behaviour should be linked to the 
is linkage, which will 
eventually be highly complex and important to the interaction. This leads to the 
Given that the behaviour of present-day ECAs is limited compared to real humans, 
ion of a synthetic ECA is 
n a 
specific context, and further used to evaluate whether the close-coupling of non-verbal 
beh
important for motivating the dev  of non-verbal behaviour within ECAs. 
Th
behaviour change; what syntheti
full details of the new empirical
using synthetic ECAs, and eva
specific context of the ECA pres rough a web-chat-
non-verbal behaviour of the ECAs interactant person. 
As discussed in Chapter 2 non-verbal behaviour in human-human interactions is highly 
complex, and also highly important. Furthermore, non-verbal behaviour in human-
human interaction has a strong linkage, or is closely coupled, to the subject. For 
example, Alice’s non-verbal behaviour is strongly linked to Bob’s non-verbal behaviour, 
both temporally and in form and meaning. Given that computer interfaces, such as 
ECAs, are treated as social actors (like other humans) this suggests that non-verbal 
behaviour between a human and an ECA should also maintain th
hypothesis that in an interaction between a human and an ECA, close-coupled non-
verbal behaviour is important for persuasion. 
especially with respect to non-verbal behaviour, the not
introduced and used to empirically evaluate the persuasive potential of an ECA withi
aviour between an ECA and human would be important. These evaluations are 
elopment
e next section discusses social influence in ECAs along with direct measures of 
c ECAs are and how they are implemented; followed by 
 studies in this research, demonstrating the validity of 
luating the persuasiveness of a synthetic ECA in the 
enting information about a charity th
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style interface, using a direct measure of behaviour changes. Finally, the results of these 
studies are discussed, along with their limitations and meanings for the future 
development of ECAs. 
4.2 Social influence in ECAs 
Published previous work on persuasion and social influence (Bailenson & Yee, 2005; 
ntrol group over the duration of the study 
(Bickmore et al., 2005) and that difference was highly significant. The control group in 
s with 
Baylor, 2006; Blascovich, 2002) primarily uses metrics based on self-reports of attitudes 
and belief. Only a limited number of empirical studies have measured behaviour change 
directly. Bickmore et al (2005) used a ‘relational agent’ – “computational artefacts that 
build and maintain long-term social-emotional relationships with users” (Bickmore, 
2003) – in the role of an exercise advisor to encourage older adults to meet the minimum 
level of physical activity currently recommended, and used a combination of 
questionnaires and direct behavioural empirical measures. These behavioural measures 
took the form of number of steps walked as recorded by a pedometer. Results 
demonstrated that relational agents increased the amount of physical activity (i.e. 
number of steps) five times faster than the co
this study used non-interactive paper-based materials which undermines the inference 
that it is the ECA alone that explains the persuasion effect (for example, any interactive 
system might have a similar effect). Bickmore’s initial studies demonstrate that current 
state-of-the-art ECAs have persuasive potential and whilst it is fair to assume that 
present state-of-the-art ECAs are unlikely to be as persuasive as real people (due to their 
limited cognitive and communicative capacity) studies comparing synthetic ECA
other forms of interactive media, and with real people, would provide both stronger 
evidence of their utility and a justification for further technical development. 
ECAs provide a relatively new and unexplored medium for interacting with computer 
and information systems. Modern computer hardware and software make it possible to 
build ECAs with high visual and auditory acuity, which are highly customizable, but the 
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largest limitation of present ECAs is not their appearance, but their behaviour. That said, 
even with their limited behavioural acuity, present-day ECAs can be demonstrated to 
have significant social influence (Bailenson & Yee, 2005; Fogg, 1998; Reeves & Nass, 
1996). As stated by Zanbaka, Goolkasian, and Hodges (2006), “in order to successfully 
exploit virtual humans for these … applications … researchers must first determine if 
 between a person’s response to a virtual character 
giving the 
appearance of an ECA – the behaviour is that of a real human, thus resolving the 
there exists a measurable similarity
and that person’s response to a real person.” Like Zanbaka (2006), this study 
investigated persuasion as an aspect of social influence, with the aim of measuring that 
similarity in order to demonstrate the utility of ECAs. Previous studies have focused on 
indirect measures of persuasion – the effect of attitudes and beliefs – mainly through the 
use of content-related agreement questionnaires, rather than by measuring the effect of 
persuasive intervention against a real behaviour. For example, in measuring whether 
social perception of human speech and computerized text-to-speech was affected by 
gender of voice and listener, a study by Mullennix, Stern, Wilson, and Dyson (2003) 
assessed listeners on attitude change and on their perception of various voice qualities, 
while Stern, Mullennix, Dyson, and Wilson (1999) measured perceived favour towards a 
variety of different voices. It is important to measure beliefs and attitudes, but the 
present study maintains that it is more important to measure the actual desired outcome – 
the desired change in behaviour. Thus, the experiments were designed to measure 
behaviour change directly. For the purpose of the experiments in this thesis ‘persuasion’ 
means the change of interactant B’s behaviour caused by interactant A. 
4.3 Synthetic ECAs 
A synthetic ECA appears to the viewer be a real (computer generated) ECA, but is in 
fact the movement and sound of a real human transformed in real-time 
behavioural limitations of present-day ECAs. With this human-level behaviour (both 
verbally and non-verbally) of synthetic ECAs, they can be used to evaluate the 
persuasive potential of ECAs in a specific context. 
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4.4 Implementation of a synthetic ECA 
Synthetic ECAs use a real human (termed a wizard - likened to the wizard in the Wizard 
of Oz who controlled a disembodied and imposing head from behind the scenes 
(Fleming et al., 1939)) – see Figure 4-4 for a resulting image - for the behavioural 
functionality and can be implemented either 1) by driving a real ECA directly (from 
motion capture and speech recognition of the Wizard), or 2) by transforming video and 
audio of the Wizard in real-time. Whilst requiring expensive real-time motion capture 
equipment the first approach is straightforward, but it does have drawbacks because of 
difficulties in obtaining both facial motion capture and upper body motion capture 
concurrently. Furthermore, this approach introduces subjective beliefs about which 
aspects of movement and which body/face elements are important in human interaction 
(due to the motion capture and character animation limitations and capabilities). The 
second approach, transforming video and audio of a Wizard to give the appearance 
(aurally and visually) of an ECA, avoids these issues of introducing subjective beliefs 
and utilizes only commodity hardware. This latter point is important as it allows 
synthetic ECAs to be used in other studies evaluating potential affect of ECAs amongst 
more groups of researchers – the expense and complexity of using motion capture 
equipment places that approach beyond reach of most research groups. 
Both these approaches suffer from risks that due to behavioural and/or visual acuity 
people could come to believe that the character must (in their opinion) be driven or 
controlled by a real human – as a computer system could not (in their opinion) provide 
portant to verify that people believed that a 
 ECA. Therefore, as a precursor to studying persuasion a study 
that high level of behaviour. Thus, it was im
synthetic ECA was a real
was run to validate the synthetic ECA approach. This study discussed in section 4.5.3 
concluded that subjects did believe the synthetic ECA to be a real ECA. 
Present day ECAs all appear visually to be computer generated. That is, they do not 
approach photo-realism. Photo-realistic ECAs would have a natural advantage in terms 
of persuasive potential over present day ECAs as people could be led to believe they 
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were real people, but with otherwise present-day technology these ECAs would be let 
down by their behaviour. A photo-realistic synthetic ECA (i.e. an ECA driven by a real 
 targeting GPU 
person and appearing photo-realistic) would be indistinguishable from a real human (in 
appearance and behaviour) and would therefore not be of use to investigate the potential 
effects of ECAs. Given the aim to investigate the persuasive potential of ECAs, the 
synthetic ECA agent needs to appear as an ECA to support the belief that it is an ECA. 
Conversely, it would make no sense for the synthetic ECA to be photo-realistic as then 
combined with the realistic behaviour from the Wizard it would be the same as a real 
human and only the effect of beliefs about a character that was otherwise identical would 
be tested. 
4.4.1.  Cartoonising video 
Creating the appearance of an ECA from video of the Wizard is achieved by 
‘cartoonising’ the video in real-time. Previous work by Fischer and Bartz (2005)) 
cartoonised video streams for augmented reality purposes (see Figure 4-1), to prevent 
users from being able to distinguish between real and computer generated artefacts. High 
fidelity was important in this work and significant attention was given to running the 
cartoonising process on GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) hardware. For this present 
study, however, high fidelity was not so important thus the challenges of
hardware were avoided. 
 
Figure 4-1 Cartoonising for augmented reality (Fischer, J. & Bartz, 2005) 
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Similarly, Wang et al (2004) report on cartoonising video as an offline process with a 
focus on spatio-temporal coherence and a variety of video styles, exemplified in Figure 
4-2 (Wang et al., 2004). Again, these factors are less important for this present work 
while real-time performance was a definite requirement. 
 
Figure 4-2 VideoTooning (Wang et al., 2004) 
Cartoonising filters are available in many photo-editing packages, but they do not run in 
real time. The open source photo editor ‘the GIMP’ (Kimball & Mattis, 2006) has 
cartoonising code available so the video transformation algorithm used in this study was 
based on their code, with modifications to run in real-time. The transformation algorithm 
was implemented using EyesWeb (Camurri et al., 2004) – a rapid application 
development environment built on top of the computer vision library OpenCV (Intel 
Corporation, 2005), as shown in Figure 4-3. This figure shows the flows of video frames 
from the webcam (left) to the screen (right ations that are ), along with the transform
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applied to those frames. Initially, the frames are converted to RGB format, and then 
passed to separate sections (top path and bottom path). The top path performs some 
noise filtering of the frames, then reduces the colour depth (right bit shift followed by 
left bit shift). The bottom path converts to greyscale, and then performs edge detection 
using filters including Gaussian smooth and a hi-pass frequency. The edge detection 
frames are then alpha blended with the colour depth reduced frames with the edge-
detection on top. These frames are then mirrored and delayed so they appear on the 
screen correctly. 
  
below shows an example frame of how a Wizard appears as a synthetic ECA, which was 
Figure 4-3 Custom cartoonising filter in EyesWeb (Camurri et al., 2004) 
Video transformation runs at 25 frames per second (the frame rate of the webcam) at a 
resolution of 320 x 240 pixels, but is still limited by the level of computing resource 
available, and increased visual acuity, frame rate, or resolution would require additional 
computing resources. Visual acuity is below that of the previous work on cartoonising 
video, but is sufficient for the purpose and has the advantages of working in real-time 
and not requiring specialist hardware or specialist software development. Figure 4-4 
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shown (during development) to a variety of non-computing science undergraduate 
students who believed it was computer character, not a real human. 
 
Figure 4-4 Synthetic ECA 
Since t tion d in 2007, 
cartoonising algorithms have become more commonplace. Specifically, the open source 
he verifica  and synthetic ECA persuasion studies were performe
media player VLC (Cellerier, 2005) now implements real-time cartoonisation 
(settings→preferences→video→filters→distort video filter).This approach would be 
simpler and more generic to use in further studies. 
The audio of the Wizard was transformed using commercial voice transformation 
software MorphVox (Screaming Bee, 2006), as shown in Figure 4-5. The audio and 
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video were synchronized to play together, by delaying the audio to match the longer 
delay of the video introduced by the processing thereof. 
 
Figure 4-5 MorphVox Voice Changing Software (Screaming Bee, 2006) 
4.5 Verification of validity of synthetic ECA 
As it has been widely observed that users have a tendency to treat computer interfaces 
human conversant. However, for studies of the persuasive potential of ECAs, it is 
(such as ECAs) as social actors (Reeves & Nass, 1996) it has been hypothesised that 
users should respond to a fully functional ECA in similar manner as they would to a 
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important to establish that people, in fact, treat a synthetic ECA as a computational 
artefact and not as they would a human (or we would simply be studying the persuasive 
potential of people themselves). A verification study was designed, aimed to establish 
that: 1) Subjects believe the synthetic ECA to be a real ECA 2) Subjects behave 
differently towards synthetic ECAs than towards real people. The first aim is important, 
so that it can be argued that any effects of a synthetic ECA can also be applied to the real 
ECA, while the second aim is important because if people treated a synthetic ECA the 
same as a real person one wouldn’t expect a difference in behaviour between the two. 
Subjects interacted with a real human in a video conference. The real human (the 
Wizard) appeared to subjects either as a human (condition H) or as a synthetic ECA 
(condition E). The Wizard asked questions and responded to the user according to a 
simple script. The Wizard participating in the video-conference was unaware of whether 
they were either directly projected (human condition H) or appearing as a transformed 
image (ECA condition E). Aim 1 was established through the use of a post-interaction 
questionnaire, while aim 2 was established using two approaches. The first approach 
used the amount a subject would, with the character, break the ‘social contracts’ that are 
a natural component of dialogue with another person. In other words if the subject 
considered their conversational partner (the synthetic ECA) an intentional agent, they 
would be less likely to break the ‘social contracts’. The second approach used eye gaze 
as a measure of social engagement. As discussed in Chapter 2, gaze and eye behaviours 
are important features of human-human interactions, especially in conversations – 
serving  of oted before: 
regulating the flow of communication; monitoring feedback; reflecting cognitive 
activity; expressing emotions; communicating the nature of an interpersonal 
nd social contracts. 
 a variety purposes beyond simply gathering information (as n
relationship) – and have a complex set of social norms a
Eye tracking technology enables continuous high-precision tracking of where people are 
looking, while being minimally invasive and totally objective. Eye behaviour when 
interacting with non-social entities is significantly different from that while interacting 
with social entities. These differences can be used to measure the extent to which people 
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consider ECAs as social entities, and furthermore that same eye behaviour can be used 
as a continuous, real-time, on-line metric for evaluating social behaviour in ECAs, 
though this latter point is not the focus of this work. Suffice to comment that this means 
that methodologically sound empirical evaluations of ECAs could be performed using 
eye tracking and as interactions could also take place with real people, eye-gaze 
behaviour while interacting with ECAs can be directly compared with the target ideal of 
real human interactions. 
The verification study uses qualities of the subject’s gaze behaviour as a measure of the 
maintenance of the social contract, with an expectation of difference between the two 
conditions of interacting with a synthetic ECA and a real human to demonstrate the 
difference in attribution of intentionality towards the synthetic ECA. 
To force subjects to break their ‘social contracts’ they were requested to attempt a visual 
counting task at the same time as interacting over a video conference. This visual 
counting task required them to break their social contract and the characteristics of these 
breaches were measured using eye tracking technology – specifically the Tobii x50, 
illustrated in Figure 4-6 (Tobii Technology AB, 2006a). The eye tracker measured where 
on the screen a subject was looking, so it could then be determined when the subject was 
looking at the character or the distraction task or elsewhere. 
 
Figure 4-6 Tobii x50 Eye Tracker (Tobii Technology AB, 2006a) 
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The visual counting task involved an image on the same display as the video conference, 
but at a different location. This image has a number of items to count and a set of 
numbers to click to indicate how many items were present. These images and their order 
are given in Appendix A2, and an example of an image with the counting question is 
shown in Figure 4-7. 
 
Figure 4-7 Example page of distraction task 
The transformation of the audio and video in the synthetic ECA condition introduced a 
small delay and for consistency this delay was also introduced into the human condition. 
For consistency, the interaction with the Wi  was highly scripted. The Wizard asked 
open-ended questions that were independent of previous context, which allowed the 
majority of the talking to be done by the subject. Questions required detailed answers 
zard
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about specific aspects of the ‘subjects’ life, for example, “I’d love to know about your 
house. Could you describe it for me? How many rooms there are? Who do you live with? 
Where is your house?” See Appendix A1 for the full script. The attentional and 
cognitive resources required by the counting task conflict with the demands of 
maintaining the conversation, so in addition to differences in gaze behaviour between the 
two conditions a reduction in performance on the counting task in the human condition 
was also predicted – arising from the higher sense of obligation to maintain the social 
contract. 
4.5.1. Data collection and measures 
The conversation, taken from the subjects’ viewpoint (both of the character and the 
counting task), was recorded using screen capture. The spatial and temporal properties of 
each subjects’ gaze were recorded using the eye tracker at sample rate of 50Hz. Video of 
the screen was captured at only five frames per second due to the technical limitations 
imposed by the computational load of the image processing for the Wizard, though this 
was sufficient for analysis. The performance on the counting task was measured from 
the screen capture of the session, including whether the subject counted correctly, and 
the time taken to complete each counting task. 
Task performance was measured in terms of the accuracy, time taken counting, and the 
total number of images counted during the conversation. Additionally, subjects 
completed a post-experimental questionnaire on their opinions on the character and the
interaction. See Appendix A3 for the questionnaire 
4.5.2. Subjects 
 
 
The study involved 19 subjects, mostly undergraduate and postgraduate students at 
Newcastle University. Nine subjects were randomly allocated to the human condition
(H) and ten to the synthetic ECA condition (E). They were neither age nor gender 
matched. The human condition had 9 subjects, 4 male, 5 female. The synthetic ECA 
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condition had 10 subjects, 3 male, 7 female. Subjects’ ages ranged from 18 to 36 with a 
mean of 22. 
4.5.3. Results 
The eye tracking data was analysed into fixations, yielding a location on the screen, and 
each fixation was automatically tagged as being either on the character, on the counting 
task (separate window on the display), or elsewhere on the display. A summary of the 
eye tracking data for one subject illustrates the character of the data collected. Figure 4-8 
shows the complete set of fixations (number), with larger dots representing longer 
s. F  summarised, highlighting where the majority fixation igure 4-9 shows this same data
of fixations occurred. 
 
Figure 4-8 Eye fixation points 
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Figure 4-9 Eye fixation point summary 
As is typical in visual search tasks, fixations occurred widely over the stimulus, with a 
higher concentration on the numbers. Fixations also focused specifically on the face of 
the character and slightly more towards the character’s right eye, which corresponds 
with observations that people tend to look at each other’s right eye (MacDorman et al., 
2005). The reasons why people look at each other’s right eye more than the left are, at 
this point, unclear. 
Most of the questionnaire questions concerning subject perceptions of the interactions 
showed no significant differences between the two conditions (human H and synthetic 
ECA E). It was no surprise to find that subjects differed significantly between the two 
conditi r rat e character was. Subjects were convinced E 
was not human despite its actually being a transformed image of a real person. Ratings 
on a Likert scale from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly agree) for the proposition 
ons in thei ing of how human th
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“The character’s body was human” were 1.7 for H condition compared to 0.2 for E 
(t=2.83, p=0.012). Subjects were generally not convinced that E's speech was human: – 
for the proposition “The character’s speech was human”, the H condition gave an 
agreement of 1.6, while the E condition gave an agreement of 0.8 (t=1.97, p=0.065). 
Subjects were overall very convinced that the character H was a human and that the 
character E was not: – for the proposition “The character was a human” agreement 
ratings were 1.22 for H and 0.1 for E (t=2.50, p=0.023). 
When asking many questions there is a danger of finding a 'significant difference by 
chance' with multiple paired comparisons and it could be suggested that a Bonferroni 
correction should be used to lower the significance level for such questions. This is 
because as the number of statements increases, the chance that the existing data set 
shows significance just by chance for one of the statements also increases. This is 
definitely true, but the Bonferroni correction tends to massively over-estimate this 
chance. For this study with a total set of 39 independent tests (on 2 conditions) the 
Bonferroni correction would reduce the significance level from 0.05 to 0.05 divided by 
39, or 0 e B ed to minimise Type I errors, but does so 
by increasing the probability of accepting the null hypothesis when the alternative is true 
 given for agreement/disagreement, it would be even less likely that 
.00128. Th onferroni adjustment is us
– a Type II error (Morgan, 2007). For this, and further studies, a Bonferroni correction 
will generally not be applied. 
The common sense argument against using Bonferroni corrections says “Bonferroni 
adjustments imply that a given comparison will be interpreted differently according to 
how many other tests were performed” (Perneger, 1998). In other words, if another 50 
statements had been
any of the first 50 statements would be correlated with the condition. Bonferroni 
corrections were developed for statistical tests aiding decision-making, not for assessing 
evidence in data. Generalised alternatives to Bonferroni corrections have not at this point 
been established, but it has been suggested that Bayesian methods (which can 
incorporate a priori beliefs) would be more appropriate – “The integration of prior 
beliefs with evidence is best achieved by Bayesian methods, not by Bonferroni 
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adjustments. In summary, Bonferroni adjustments have, at best, limited applications in 
biomedical research, and should not be used when assessing evidence about specific 
hypotheses” (Perneger, 1998). Further discussion of the appropriateness of Bonferroni 
corrections is beyond the scope of this thesis, though further readings on multiple testing 
can be found in (Bauer, 1991). 
There was no significant difference between the two conditions for accuracy, time taken 
for the counting task, or in the total number of images counted. However, total 
 to the counting task, though the difference does not attain 
statistical significance: – 52% c/f 75%; t=1.91, p=0.074, and did not affect accuracy or 
conversation length was significantly different between the conditions. Average 
conversation length was longer with a synthetic ECA: 163 seconds compared to 141 
seconds with a human (t=2.14, p=0.047). A variety of reasons to explain this could be 
theorised, such as subjects felt less social pressure to stop talking when talking with the 
ECA. The reason is not important for the work within this thesis. 
Eye tracking data showed highly significant differences between the two conditions, 
specifically with respect to the proportion and the mean length of total fixation time on 
the character. When interacting with H, subjects spent on average 20% of their total 
fixation time on the character, while for interactions with E this proportion increased to 
around 45% of the time (t=-2.46, p=0.025). This inevitably left less time under the 
human condition for attending
speed. The most significant metric of the gaze behaviour was the mean length of each 
fixation – when subjects were looking at H they spent on average about 625 ms on each 
fixation, whereas when looking at E it was approximately half that at 346 ms (t=2.69, 
p=0.015). There was also a trend for the mean number of fixations on H character to be 
higher than on E (70 c/f 42), although this difference did not reach statistical 
significance (t=-1.85, p=0.082). These results are summarised in Table 4-1 (significance 
value in bold are those below 5% chance). 
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 H E  
Metric Mean Mean Sig. 
Questionnaire statement agreement with 1.22 -0.1 0.023 
“The character was a human” 
Questionnaire statement agreement with 
“The character was computer generated” 
-1.11 0.20 0.024 
Number of fixations on counting task 216.80 209.78 0.911 
Number of fixations on synthetic ECA 42.20 70.33 0.082 
% fixation time on counting task 0.7445 0.5174 0.074 
% fixation time on synthetic ECA 0.1979 0.4503 0.025 
Mean fixation time on counting task 289.64s 242.89s 0.086 
Mean fixation time on synthetic ECA 624.79s 346.62 0.015 
Number of images counted 11.40 10.00 0.475 
Image counted per minute 4.42 4.28 0.868 
Conversation length 163.30 140.67 0.047 
Table 4-1 Summary of synthetic ECA verification study metrics 
4.5.4. Discussion and conclusions 
As hypothesised the results of the verification study show that subjects did not believe 
the synthetic ECA was human, and although task performance was not different between 
the two conditions, gaze behaviour in the two conditions showed a marked difference. In 
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considering gaze behaviour as one aspect of social contract maintenance (in 
conversation) a significant difference was found both in the average length of each 
ECA), and in the time spent looking at the 
r (less time on the human). This ts t nifican fferent social 
protocols are in operation under the two conditions. Both the questionnaires and the gaze 
war  the tic ECA was in actuality a 
eared to interact with the two in a distinctly different 
f s c E s valid and appropriate for 
the evaluations thereof of ECAs, specifically 
the persuasive potential of ECAs. 
fixation (shorter fixation on the synthetic 
characte sugges hat sig tly di
behaviour indicate that subjects were una
real human and subjects app
e that synthe
manner. This suggests that the concept o
exploring various potential qualities and 
yntheti CAs i
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5. Persuasive effect of synthetic ECAs 
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The concept of synthetic ECAs introduced in Chapter 4 and the verification of synthetic 
ECAs enables using synthetic ECAs to evaluate the persuasive potential of ECAs. This 
chapter establishes this persuasive potential empirically within a constrained charitable 
giving scenario. The importance of using a direct measure of behaviour change is 
discussed, and full details of the experimental design are given. The experimental 
conditions used and the aspects of non-verbal behaviour they were intended to elucidate 
are discussed. The specific procedure for each subject and the stages they complete are 
given, along with the measures taken during the study. Finally, the results of the study 
are presented, showing that the most persuasive synthetic ECAs are those which have 
visual information on their interactants; the meanings of this result and consequences for 
the future development of ECAs are then discussed, along with the limitations of the 
study. 
whether for evaluating persuasiveness or other social effects, have been based on 
questionnaires or structured interviews (Bailenson & Yee, 2005; Keeling et al., 2004) – 
measuring persuasion indirectly. There appear to be no studies that have evaluated the 
persuasive effect of ECAs using a direct measure of persuasion – as defined as a 
difference in behaviour over a set of conditions, or any other definition. 
It was believed that it is important that being able to see one’s interactant during an 
interaction is important in order to modulate one’s non-verbal (and possibly verbal) 
behaviour in accordance with it. This leads to the assumption that being able to see the 
interactant and therefore their non-verbal behaviour enables modulation of the ECA’s 
behaviour and thus increase persuasiveness (or alternatively, that not modulating 
behaviour in response to an interactant’s non-verbal behaviour decreases 
persuasiveness). 
The persuasive effect a synthetic ECA has on people can be used as an estimate of the 
persuasive potential of an ECA. As discussed previously, most evaluations of ECAs, 
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5.1 Direct measure of behaviour change 
The novel approach of measuring behaviour change directly involves giving each subject 
the opportunity to donate money from their £10 payment for participating in the 
experiment to charity after an interaction with the synthetic ECA. When compared with 
the control condition of interacting with a real human in a web-chat format (human-level 
persuasiveness) the amount donated is a direct measure of the persuasive effect of the 
synthetic ECA. It would have been ineffective to measure behaviour change for each 
subject, as asking them beforehand to donate or asking how much they would donate 
would influence the later donation, but it is possible to measure behaviour change over a 
group of subjects – the prediction was that under different conditions the subjects would 
on average donate differing amounts. 
CA with video 
condition). 
and the wizard had video and audio feedback on the 
subject (human condition). 
5.2 Experimental designs 
Subjects interacted with a character under four conditions: 
A The character consisted of transformed video and audio 
of the Wizard, and the Wizard had video and audio 
feedback on the subject (synthetic E
B The character did not appear, though real audio of the 
Wizard was presented, and the Wizard had only audio 
feedback on the subject (audio only condition). 
C The character was real video and audio of the Wizard, 
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D The character was transformed video and audio of the 
Wizard, and the Wizard had only audio feedback on the 
human Wizard was unaware during each 
interaction (and in fact for the duration of the whole study) that they were sometimes 
appearing to subjects as an ECA. They were under the impression that they were only 
5.3 Subjects 
Subjects were recruited from th
There were 76 subjects – 44 fem
with video condition A, 18 subjects exposed to the audio only condition B, 19 to the 
human condition C and, 18 to the ECA without video condition D. Subjects were 
randomly assigned to one of the
turning up to experiments. Sub
synthetic ECA or audio only) h audio 
pro ed with headphones with 
and shoulders of the character.
female. Due to logistical reaso d in two sections, with a 
different female Wizard for each section. Other than using a different Wizard the only 
difference between the two sections was a change of room. This change was checked in 
the statistics of each group for differences, and differences were not found and 
subject (synthetic ECA without video condition). 
The human condition C is the control condition – how persuasive a ‘real’ human can be. 
Conditions A and D reflect the persuasive potential of ECAs (utilizing a synthetic ECA) 
– the difference measuring the importance of visual feedback for persuasiveness. 
Condition B was included for completeness. It was assumed that each group would on 
average be the same pre-experiment as subjects were put into each group at random. 
For consistency, audio and video were delayed across all conditions due to the delay 
introduced by video transformation. The 
engaged in a video conference. 
e local area through a readily available subject pool. 
ale and 32 male, with 21 subjects exposed to the ECA 
 four conditions, the variation due to some subjects not 
jects interacted with the character (whether human or 
though a webcam and computer screen, wit
vid an in-built microphone. They were able to see the head 
 Under all conditions and subjects the Wizard was a 
ns the study was performe
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add nally the significant resu
room independently. 
ade 
the subjects, merely to present information about the charity. 
 a series of steps for each subject. Each step gave 
instructions to and for the next step, and additionally the experimenter gave subjects the 
full set of instructions on all steps at the start. For the duration of the experiment, 
lf-guided. 
itio lts were found within both sets of subjects from each 
5.4 Wizard behaviour 
In all conditions the Wizard was presenting information to the subjects about a specific 
charity, and giving the subjects the opportunity (anonymously from the Wizard’s 
perspective) to donate to the charity – the Wizard was not actively seeking to persu
5.5 Procedure 
Each experiment consisted of
subjects were se
The first step was a Myers-Briggs (Quenk, 2000) personality type test that took to 
majority of the time. This was to distract subjects from being focused on the interaction 
with the character as the main important section of the study. The personality type data 
was not used. 
The second step was the interaction with the character, under one of the four conditions. 
When the subjects started they found themselves able to see (except under the audio only 
condition) and hear the character and were instructed to say ‘Hello’ to start the 
interaction (see Appendix B1). The Wizard then asked some general questions about the 
subject (such as their name) then went on to present information about the charity, 
allowing questions and interacting non-verbally with the subject. Finally, the Wizard 
explained that after the interaction the subject could donate some of their £10 payment 
for the study to the charity if they chose to. The subject then terminated the interaction 
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and if they felt so disposed donated some of their payment to the charity. The general 
introductory script and ending script are shown in Appendix B2, while the information 
used for the informative section is given in Appendix B3. 
as a follow-up questionnaire (paper-based) consisting of the 
same set of statements as the verification study above used to open the interaction, again 
5.6 Measures 
The main measure was the amount each subject donated to charity. Subjects could 
 feedback condition would have more donated than the 
were directly relevant to the actual study – merely concerning the nature 
of the interaction and the subjects’ beliefs as to the computer-generated or human nature 
The final step of the study w
using a 5-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932) ranging from -2 (strongly disagree) to +2 
(strongly agree), with an opportunity for open-ended comments at the end, as shown in 
Appendix B4. 
donate any amount from zero to a maximum of £10 (the amount they were paid) in 50p 
increments. The hypothesis was that subjects would donate most under the human 
condition, with reduced amounts under the other three conditions, and also that the 
synthetic ECA with video
synthetic ECA without video feedback – reflecting the postulated importance of visual 
feedback in persuasion. The follow-up questionnaire was included for completeness and 
verification of the study, but like the Myers-Briggs questionnaire did not include 
measures that 
of the character they interacted with. 
5.7 Results 
The average donation for all subjects was £2.60, with a standard deviation of £3.17. The 
minimum donation was zero, while the maximum was the maximum possible of £10. 
The standard deviation of the amount donated was large across all conditions. 
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The mean amount donated and standard deviation for each condition is shown in Table 
5-1 below, and illustrated in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2, where it is clear that subjects 
were less persuaded to donated money to charity under condition D. 
Condition  Mean N Std.Dev. 
A Wizard appears as ECA and 
CAN see subject 
£3.50 21 £3.17 
B Wizard is not shown and 
CANNOT see subject 
£2.94 18 £3.67 
C Wizard appears as HUMAN and 
CAN see subject 
£2.47 19 £3.58 
D Wizard appears as ECA 
and CANNOT see subject 
£1.36 18 £1.62 
 Total £2.61 76 £3.17 
Table 5-1 Amount donated to charity versus condition 
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Error Bars show Mean +/- 1.0 SD
Figure 5-1 Amount donated to charity versus condition 
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Figure 5-2 Amount donated versus condition (histograms) 
Statistical analysis showed non-normal distribution of donations making both ANOVA 
and t-Tests invalid. Instead a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test for correlations was 
performed, for which the test statistic (Chi-squared) was 7.754, equating to a probability 
of 0.051. The 0.05 boundary is an arbitrarily chosen number, and in this case it was 
chosen to proceed with further comparisons of the means even though the probability 
was (very slightly) above 0.05. 
A Wilcoxon test was run to compare non-normally distributed means, which found the 
probability for the difference between synthetic ECA with and without video feedback to 
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be p=0.003. There is a danger of finding a 'significant difference by chance' with 
multiple paired comparisons, so a Bonferroni correction was applied giving the 
significance criteria as 0.05/6 = 0.0083. 
In summary it is concluded that there is a reasonably robust significant difference 
between the synthetic ECA with and without video feedback groups, and therefore that 
ECAs with visual feedback on the interactant have a greater persuasive potential than 
ECAs without visual feedback. 
No significant difference was found between any other pairs of conditions, so the 
experimental results cannot support the hypothesis that a synthetic ECA is less (or more) 
persuasive than a real human, and the large variances preclude concluding that they are 
equally persuasive.  
5.8 Discussion and conclusions 
The experimental studies show that when interacting with what seems to be an ECA 
(even though it is really a real person with video and audio transformed so as to appear 
as an ECA), real people are more persuaded (using an absolute measure) when the ECA 
can see them than when it cannot – validating the assumption of being able to ee the 
interac mpo clusion being that being 
able to ‘see’ the user is important for ECAs to be effective. 
was not a real ECA, it can be concluded that visual 
 s
tant being i rtant to maximise persuasiveness. The con
This study was focused on exploring how synthetic ECAS can be used in measuring 
performance of ECAs, specifically on measuring persuasive effects. Using a direct 
measure of persuasion, it wasn’t possible to draw any hard conclusions about how 
persuasive synthetic ECAs are as compared to humans, but the study did find that visual 
feedback was important in the persuasive effect of synthetic ECAs. As subjects were not 
aware that the synthetic ECA 
feedback will also be important in the persuasive effect of real ECAs. This is an 
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important conclusion for demonstrating the utility of future work involving using visual 
feedback to inform the behaviour of ECAs. 
The development of synthetic ECAs enables experiments evaluating ECAs with human-
Finally, the introduction of a methodology using a direct measure of persuasion may 
on are important. 
fact could have been used to 
restrict the subject set to people who would likely be more persuadable and therefore 
displayed image, though the resolution was the same across conditions and is normal for 
level behaviour before those high behavioural quality agents have been developed. 
These experiments may be useful not only in informing the development of future 
ECAs, but also for approaching some of the ethical, personal and societal issues. 
encourage future work also using direct measures. It does not necessarily follow that 
from changes in attitudes and beliefs, actual behaviour is affected, and as it is this final 
effect on behaviour that is important in many arenas where ECAs may be used, direct 
measures of persuasi
5.9 Limitations of this work 
The results of this study are limited to the interactions within a relatively simple 
environment (a webcam interface) and may not generalize to more realistic or complex 
environments. The study also does not address agents that may attempt to be more pro-
actively persuasive – using more persuasive language, non-verbal communication, and 
other persuasion methods. Furthermore, different people and different types of 
personality have differing amounts of persuadability. This 
increase the general donation level and presumably increase the differences between 
conditions, but the overall target of ECAs are to interact with all people, and in this case 
to have a persuasive impact on all people, so it was felt that focussing on groups of 
people who were more persuadability would detract from the meaning towards this 
target. 
The visual acuity of the character could be increased, especially the resolution of the 
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video conferencing. Additionally, the complete set of possible conditions was not 
performed. 
The quantization of monies given to subjects and the exact denominations may have had 
an effect on the amounts donated, and the large variances involved with the amounts 
donated require studies with larger numbers of subjects for more conclusive results. 
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6. Behaviour-based architecture(s) 
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ECAs need to both use non-verbal behaviour and react to non-verbal behaviour at 
interactive rates, as shown in the studies presently in Chapter 5. The architectures of 
present ECAs are not designed with this in mind. The concept of behaviour-based 
architectures in robotics provides a solution to this architectural problem, and corollaries 
can be drawn with the historical development of robot control system and the present 
state of ECAs to suggest that a behaviour-based architecture would be appropriate. This 
chapter overviews behaviour-based architectures and examines the corollaries mentioned 
above in more depth, before discussing how behaviour-based architectures may provide 
ECAs with non-verbal behaviour that responds constantly and quickly to the non-verbal 
behaviour of an interactant. 
The result from Chapter 5 indicated that in order for an ECA to be most persuasive it 
was important for it to have responses to the non-verbal behaviour of an interactant, and 
Introducing input into an ECA system about the non-verbal behaviour of an interactant 
creates a significantly larger amount of more complex information than present ECA 
systems are designed to work with. A similar problem was found in the development of 
robot control systems when they moved from simple, controlled simulated worlds to the 
complex, noisy, uncontrolled real world. In order to resolve this problem the concept of 
behaviour-based systems was created and eventually progressed into the three-layer or 
hybrid architecture that is seen in most robot control systems at present. It is postulated 
that the development of ECA systems can learn from this history and use behaviour-
based systems and hybrid architectures to endow ECAs with interactive non-verbal 
behaviour. 
A streaming architecture for building ECAs is introduced as a proposal for an 
implementation of a hybrid architecture based on the history of robotics. Streaming 
architectures view the world as a set of data streams, and modules that perform 
processing on those streams. It is proposed that not only can the simple, low-level non-
verbal behaviours be implemented in this manner – connecting inputs to outputs with a 
that these responses should happen promptly and constantly 
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minimum of processing and delay in between – but medium-level sequencing behaviours 
such as a conversation state, and high-level 'cognitive' functions such as determining 
what should be said next can also be integrated (though with increased processing and 
delays). 
The results of studies of real people interacting with synthetic ECAs in Chapter 5 
indicate that it is important for ECAs to react non-verbally to the non-verbal behaviour 
of their interactants. In order to test the value of ECAs reacting to non-verbal behaviour, 
a prototypical ECA must be developed. The functionality of this ECA may be 
constrained and the context limited, but it must be sufficient to demonstrate an increased 
value (persuasiveness) over the same ECA without interactive non-verbal behaviour; 
d a solid (and comparable) 
metric. Although not fully functional, this ECA will have some interactive non-verbal 
plexity and noisy nature of real-world data. This suggests that 
deliberative AI is also not appropriate for all aspects of an ECA’s architecture. In other 
therefore it is important to be able to evaluate this ECA. Evaluating a real ECA under the 
same paradigm as the studies in Chapter 5 – discussion of charitable giving – is 
appropriate and provides a concrete and limited scenario an
behaviour, while also presenting information about charitable giving. 
It has already been discussed that present ECAs mainly employ a deliberative 
architecture, mostly focused on natural language processing and usually with text as the 
only input (possibly from speech recognition). They process the text to understand a 
meaning, search data sources for answers, and then generate grammatical responses. 
This high-level intelligence involves symbolic processing and search and has a high and 
variable latency. This chapter overviews and draws corollaries with the development of 
robot control systems where researchers found that deliberative systems struggled with 
the volume, com
words, much non-verbal behaviour requires faster and more timely responses than verbal 
behaviour; the data sources for non-verbal behaviour are much greater in volume and 
complexity than text input and at this point deliberative processing on those inputs is 
intractable. In contrast to natural language the models for non-verbal behaviour (from 
psychology and psycho-linguistics) are highly limited and are not computational models 
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– they are predominantly descriptive models and do not at present enable the 
identification of appropriate responses in a given situation. 
The use of more reactive or reflexive systems – behaviour-based systems – could 
provide an ECA with faster, more timely responses within the computing power 
available. In practice, for ECAs to utilise both verbal and non-verbal behaviour 
effectively a hybrid system of deliberative and reactive systems would be required, 
similar to that found in robotic systems – a hybrid of reactive and planning modules. To 
date this form of technique appears to have had little attention within the ECA 
community. The strongest example is that of Liu et al. (2003) who used a subsumption 
architecture to provide an ECA with a real-time motion control system so it could 
independently navigate a virtual world and quickly make responses to the environment, 
while also performing task-planning to realize more intelligent behaviours. This work 
did not focus on the ECA in a conversational scenario, nor employ much in the way of 
non-verbal behaviour (interactive or otherwise), but did generate realistic real-time 
motion for the character. 
The present-day example of non-player characters in computer games employ 
significantly different approaches to traditional ECAs as a timely response is more 
important than in most ECA scenarios. In other words game characters focus on timely 
responses at the cost of sophisticated behaviour, while traditional ECAs do the opposite. 
These game characters are required to provide involving game play and generally do not 
engage in verbal interactions except during cut-scenes or as minor responses to clear 
events, such as when hit by a bullet etc. They are required to react strongly in real-time – 
delayed reactions are not acceptable to players. This has meant that the AI approach for 
games characters is almost entirely opposite to that of traditional ECAs – characters are 
highly reactive; do little planning; have highly limited sensory input and limited output 
mechanisms (just some pre-animated action), but have a fast behaviour loop – in the 
order of hundredths of seconds. Table 6-1 below compares the AI approaches of 
traditional ECAs with that of game characters. 
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 Traditional ECAs Games characters 
Deliberative vs. Deliberative systems – sense, Reactive, very limited 
reactive process, act planning 
Sensory input Limited sensory input 
(frequently text only) 
Limited sensory input 
Forms of processing Processing: natural language 
processing and 
understanding; speech 
recognition; knowledge 
reasoning 
Processing: If-Then, 
conditions; Route 
planning 
Interaction style Highly turn-based and 
discrete 
Not targeted for 
conversation, close 
interaction (mainly) 
Behaviour loop speed Slow behaviour loop 
– SPA loop ≈ seconds 
Fast behaviour loop 
– SPA loop ≈ seconds-2  
Non-verbal behaviour 
abilities 
More complex, but still 
limited non-verbal behaviour 
Limited non-verbal 
behaviour 
Table 6-1 AI structures: traditional ECAs versus game characters 
The history of robotic AI systems shows strong similarities to the present development 
of AI for ECAs. Early robotics used classical symbolic AI methods – sense, process, act 
– and were found to be effective in highly simplified (and simulated) environments. In 
other words, with limited sensory input and limited output options (frequently turn-based 
and/or discrete) they could generate appropriate responses when time wasn’t a strong 
constraint (slow behaviour loop) (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971). In those early days of robot 
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control systems it was the vie ract modellin  aspect 
of intelligence. The original proposal for the Dartmouth Summer Research Project on 
Art e in 195 s d – 
rea  intelligent mach nd to build up with n abstract model 
of the environment in which it is placed. If it were given a problem it could first explore 
sol he interna he envir mpt 
external experiments” (McCa
Re four at nated 
robotics research for the next thirty years, during which time AI research developed a 
strong dependence upon th onal knowledge and deliberation 
reasoning methods for robo al organization for planning was 
also mainstream: A plan is any hierarchical process in the organism that can control the 
order in which a sequence of operations is performed” (Arki rgues that 
“behavior-based robotics systems reacted against these trad taking 
an opposite approach to developing behaviour-based systems ing is 
just a way of avoiding figuring out what to do next” (Brooks, Rodney A., 1987). It is 
also evident that at this time advances in robot and sensor t asible 
for the first time to test these al world
Ark th growth tificial 
inte (DAI) parallele  onium system 
(Selfridge & Neisser, 1960) generating coherent behaviour from a set of competing or 
cooper esses  of multi-agent 
systems as the basis for all intelligence – from multiple simple agents interacting, more 
w that internal abst g was the important
ificial Intelligenc
ds that an
5 – arguably the start of AI a
ine “would te
a specific research fiel
in itself a
utions within t l abstract model of t
rthy et al., 1955). 
onment and then atte
viewing this proposal  decades later, Arkin writes th
e use of representati
tic planning. Hierarchic
 “this approach domi
n, 1998). Arkin a
itions”, with Brooks 
 claiming that “plann
echnology made it fe
. control systems in the re
in (1998)also noted 
lligence 
at “the inception and 
d these developments” with
 of distributed ar
the Pandem
ating proc  (or agents). By 1986 Minsky progressed the idea
complex intelligence can emerge (Minsky, 1986). This leads to the concept of 
emergence as a whole – “the appearance of novel properties in whole systems” 
(Moravec, 1989), “Global functionality emerges from the parallel interaction of local 
behaviors” (Steels, 1990). Figure 6-1 (Arkin, 1998, Figure 1.10 ) below illustrates the 
changes from purely symbolic deliberative systems like those used presently for ECAs 
through to purely reflexive system introduced to robotics by Brooks. 
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Figure 6-1 Robot Control System Spectrum (Arkin, 1998, Figure 1.10 )
Further, Arkin states that “behavior-based roboticists argue that there is much that can 
be gained for robotics through the study of neuroscience [study of nervous system’s 
anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, and molecular biology], psychology [study of mind 
and behavior], and ethology [study of animal behavior in natural conditions]”, though 
the goals of robot control systems and those of ECA systems are generally different from 
such fields – robot and ECA systems do not necessarily require a satisfactory 
explanation of human level intelligence. That said, an awareness of the major brain 
subdivisions (Arkin, 1998) clearly suggests that the main attention of the development of 
ECAs has been on the equivalent of the neocortex. 
The terminology of behaviour-based systems causes some confusion as a ‘behaviour’ in 
behaviour-based systems means simply ‘a reaction to a stimulus’, while within common 
usage and the area of non-verbal behaviour ‘behaviour’ has a more complex meaning. 
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While discussing behaviour-based systems, it should be noted that within this thesis the 
simple ‘reaction to a stimulus’ definition is what is meant unless otherwise stated. 
Behaviour-based systems have behaviours as the basic building blocks for actions, 
usually “a simple sensorimotor pair, with the sensory activity providing the necessary 
information to satisfy the applicability of a particular low-level motor reflex response” 
(Arkin, 1998), and avoid abstract representational knowledge in favour of simple 
reaction to events in the world as soon as they occur – “Constructing abstract world 
models is a time-consuming and error-prone process and thus reduces the potential 
correctness of a robot’s action is all but the most predictable worlds” (Arkin, 1998). 
This approach to designing a control system results in a naturally modular system, where 
new behaviours (in the behaviour-based systems meaning) can simply be added to 
extend or increase competency. This point is important for the use of behaviour-based 
s for ECAs, as it enables building ECAs that have very limited behaviours and 
compet  add to (re)design 
an entire new system. 
ould be changed, or replaced, and/or 
further modulated by other behaviours (modules). Brooks first used behaviour-based 
connect input, processing, and output individually are more effective than systems 
system
encies and ing to them incrementally over time, without having 
Behaviour-based systems focus on the challenges of determining what the basic 
behavioural building blocks are; how those behaviours are implemented or grounded in 
sensors and actuators; and how the behaviours can be coordinated effectively. 
Behaviour-based systems are most frequently compared by the way they approach 
coordination – through arbitration (choose one), subsumption (choose highest priority), 
action selection, or other forms of competition or cooperation. Generally, as Maes states, 
“coordination functions are in effect behaviors that modulate the action of other 
behaviors” (Maes & Brooks, 1990), and as such c
systems to control robots moving around in real rooms with real obstacles and found it 
allowed a “robust and flexible robot control system” (Brooks, R. A., 1986). Brooks goes 
on to suggest that the behaviour-based system and its focus on behaviours which each 
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composed of “independent information processing units which must interface with each 
other via representations” (Brooks, R. A., 1991). 
A more common example of a behaviour-based system is that used for flocking 
behaviours for boids (Reynolds, 1987), where three simple behaviours – separation, 
alignment, and cohesion – combine to create the complex flocking behaviours similar to 
that seen in the real world – see Figure 6-2. The boids example also illustrates quite 
clearly (though not in a simple image) some of the limitations of pure behaviour-based 
systems – notably difficulty with sequential tasks and the lack of planning or goals. 
 
Figure 6-2 Flocking boids (Reynolds, 1987) 
These limitations were recognised by a variety of groups (Bonasso, 1991; Connell, 1991; 
Gat, 1991), which independently came up with similar solutions – namely combining a 
behaviour-based system, with its advantages in reactivity and robustness, with a more 
traditional planning type system, and a middle ‘sequencing’ layer to connect the other 
two (Gat, 1998). These new architectures are hence termed three-layer architectures, or 
hybrid architectures. The three layers can also be defined by the content of their state – 
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the reactive layer has no state; the deliberative layer contains predictions about future 
state; the sequencing layer contains a history of previous state. Gat noted that “the 
architectural guidelines that govern the design of the three-layer architecture are not 
 fast, 
but cannot provide hard real-time guarantees”. 
It can be seen from the developmental history of robot control systems that the 
development of ECA control systems is following a similar trajectory for similar 
reasons, and that it reasonable to suggest that ECA control systems will eventually also 
require hybrid systems in order to function effectively in the real world. Hindsight 
means that some of the steps in the development could be skipped – it is clear now that 
ECA systems should use hybrid architectures. In fact, behaviour-oriented and hybrid 
systems have already been suggested and developed for virtual humans (Bryson, 2003), 
though this is still in its infancy and has not been used for managing/processing complex 
input from the real world.
 
6.1 Proposed architecture 
conversation characters should constantly and rapidly respond verbally and non-verbally 
derived from fundamental theoretical considerations. Instead, they are derived from 
empirical observations of the properties of environments in which robots are expected to 
perform, and of the algorithms that have proven useful in controlling them”, following 
with “robot algorithms tend to fall into three major equivalence classes: fast, mostly 
stateless reactive algorithms with hard real-time bounds on execution time, slow 
deliberative algorithms like planning, and intermediate algorithms which are fairly
It is evident from normal human interactions and from literature that non-verbal 
behaviour is highly interactive. That is, people constantly and rapidly react to others 
around them, whether in conversation or just walking down a street. And as has been 
shown in Chapter 5, visual feedback is important in a conversational paradigm with a 
visual character in order for conversation to be persuasive. In other words, within a 
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to their interactants. Present ECAs are significantly limited in their non-verbal response, 
especially the linking to their interactants’ non-verbal behaviour. This follows both 
because they do not have the (complex) inputs available on which to base a reaction and 
also because they have an architecture that is not designed to react in a sufficiently rapid 
manner. 
Also, much of non-verbal behaviour is semantically context-free (from the specific 
meaning of conversation) – much non-verbal behaviour occurs in a manner independent 
of what the conversation is actually about. For example, whether talking about the 
weather, what happened in the football match last night, or the state of the government, 
the majority of non-verbal behaviour in the interaction is the same – people still make 
-verbal behaviour system may not need to keep track of more 
than the basic conversation state (who’s talking, etc.), which fits nicely into the 
. Higher-level behaviours can still be 
implemented as (more complex) behaviours within that same paradigm to create the 
itecture. In the case of an ECA conversing about giving 
money to charity, the three layers would correspond to: 
appropriate eye contact, still provide and respond to turn-taking signals, and still nod 
along to provide encouragement. These behaviours that occur while the other interactant 
is talking, encouraging or discouraging or other modulating the interaction are called 
back channel behaviours (Yngve, 1970). 
This second point makes the development of ECAs that have interactive non-verbal 
behaviour seem more tractable, as most of the behaviour will be the same whatever the 
conversation the ECA is involved in is about – the majority of non-verbal behaviours 
can occur without knowledge or awareness of the meaning of the conversation. In other 
words, the interactive non
behaviour-based architectures paradigm
desired hybrid or three-layer arch
Reactive layer Reacts to nods, eye contact, etc. 
Sequential layer Which conversation state the character is in (ECA 
talking, subject talking, etc.). 
Deliberative layer Decides what and when to say. 
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There are many different behaviours that occur during conversation, both verbal and 
non-verbal. The focus in this thesis is on non-verbal behaviours, and specifically those 
which appear to perform some form of function in conversation or portray (intentionally 
or otherwise) salient information. These behaviours include (aggregated from various 
sources including Knapp and Daly (2002), McNeill (1992), Efron (1941):  
Barge into conversation (verbal behaviour, though usually accompanied by non-
Positive back channel (nods, paralanguage, simple language, facial expressions) 
k channel (s age, facial expressions
Speaking 
Spontaneous gesture (including eye flashes, eye-brow flashes, head nods, speech 
emphasis (loudness, pitch, etc.)) 
Request turn 
Accept turn 
Deny turn 
Maintain turn 
Give up requesting a turn 
Give a turn 
verbal) 
Give up barging into conversation 
Gaze at (attention to face) 
Mutual gaze (look at where interactant is looking) 
Attention to object 
Attention to element of interactant’s body 
Thinking 
Expect turn 
General attention 
Mimicking/mirroring 
Negative bac hake paralanguage, simple langu
) 
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There are of course many other behaviours that may not serve any conversational or 
communicative role but that may add to the realism of a character, such as: 
Self-adaptors 
Attention to movement 
Attention to bright things 
Attention to flashes 
gh modulated by stress levels among other things) 
(modulated by a variety of things) 
uld be communicative) 
o modulated by stress) 
 
Implem
extrem  of developing a prototypical ECA with interactive non-
verbal  that some (or more) of these behaviours may 
have an f an interaction. Furthermore, with the modular design 
of the b e, further behaviours could be 
added xperimentally, adding to the non-verbal competency of an 
ECA. 9
Conversation state can be modelled quite simplistically as just, for example, Alice is 
talking versus Bob is talking, Alice is listening, through to a more 
comple in Figure 6-3 below, where the various turn-taking states 
and the
(though
Alice is waiting at a bus stop, while there she keeps an eye on the environment 
around her (monitoring state). She notices as Bob, whom she knows, walks up 
and she looks at him as he does (attending). Bob says “Hello”, then asks how 
Attention to noise (directional or otherwise) 
Sway/minor movement 
Blinking (thou
Breathing 
Sighing (co
Lip-licking (als
enting all of, or even a significant proportion of, the above behaviours would be 
ely challenging. The aim
behaviour is merely to demonstrate
 impact on the evaluation o
ehaviour-based system in such a hybrid architectur
incrementally and e
3 
, Bob is listening 
te model such as that 
ir transitions are complex. This model was created using a series of Gedanken 
t) experiments of two people talking with each other. For example: 
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Alice is (Alice is listening (attentive)). The end of Bob’s sentence offers Alice a 
turn with Bob making eye contact (turn offered). Alice accepts the turn with her 
own eye contact (accepting turn), then speaks in response (speaking (listener 
n’t paying much attention (speaking (listener 
reverts to just looking at Bob 
This m plete and is not presented as the only model that could be 
generat h illustrate the 
comple n-ta  interactions, and provides a 
model of turn-taking that could be used for providing an ECA with more sophisticated 
turn tak
attentive)), but after a while Bob is
inattentive)) and soon Alice stops talking and 
(attending), before finally returning to keeping an eye on the world around her 
(monitoring). 
odel is by no means com
ed from a Gedanken experiment, but it does serve to bot
xity of tur king behaviours in human-human
ing behaviours. 
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Figure 6-3 Conversation state diagram (complex) 
Implementing a highly complex conversation state diagram is not appropriate for a 
prototype, and also the evaluation methodology introduces constraints on the 
conversation that simplify the state-transition diagram in Figure 6-3 significantly – not 
just reducing the number of possible states, but also significantly reducing the various 
transition causes to be detected and output behaviours needed. 
In order to implement an architecture, a more definite picture of how that architecture 
will work is required. In this case, the important factors in implementation are the 
requirement of fast responses and multiple complex real-time inputs, and complex real-
time outputs. These requirements correlate very strongly with those of multi-media 
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systems. In both multi-media systems and an envisaged interactive ECA system there is 
some form of streaming data inputs (audio, video, motion capture, etc.) which is then 
processed and/or combined in some form, before creating some other streaming output 
(audio, video, 3D graphics, etc.). These forms of architectures are called streaming 
architectures (also known as pipeline architectures, or filter graphs), and presently exist 
in a myriad of forms, such as DirectShow (Microsoft Corporation, 2007 ), GStreamer 
(Freedesktop.org, 2007), EyesWeb (Camurri et al., 2004), PureData (Puckette, 1996), 
Max/MSP (Cycling74), Isadora (Troika Tronix, 2008), vvvv (Meso). 
Streaming architectures consist of a ‘pipeline’ of modules (also termed elements or 
filters) linked together so that they are collectively a process that transforms the input 
into a desired output. Katafiasz (Katafiasz, 2006) describes this in more detail with 
specific focus on GStreamer. More strictly this pipeline is a directed graph of modules, 
in which ‘media’ flows from input to output. 
To date, streaming architectures have been specifically focused on processing audio and 
video media streams to create new audio and video streams. The approach suggested in 
this work is to extend the view of streaming architectures beyond audio and video into 
other forms of media – motion capture, 3D graphics, speech recognition, speech
synthesis, etc. – to enable the development of more interactive ECAs (and other more 
comple  med ently existing implementations 
mentioned above, such as EyesWeb and PureData, are already on this path. For example, 
The rest of this chapter discusses streaming architectures, their implementations, and 
 
x forms of ia). In that regard, some of the pres
EyesWeb includes many modules for vision processing that could be used directly to 
detect areas of skin in images etc. This raises the question of whether or not a prototype 
interactive ECA architecture should be developed using such a pre-existing architecture. 
This is discussed more fully in Chapter 7 on the ECA implementation.  
some of their pros and cons in more detail, providing a stronger insight into how an ECA 
architecture using behaviour-based or hybrid systems may be implemented using these 
streaming architectures. 
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6.2 Streaming architectures up close 
As mentioned previously, the terminology in streaming architectures has so far not 
reached a consistent standard. Furthermore, many of the terms are used differently in the 
same and/or other fields. This present discussion will use the words module, pin, link, 
and pipeline as defined in the following paragraphs. 
A module is an object (inherited from a ‘module’ base-class) that takes some set of 
input, performs some processing on that input, and generates an output. With this in 
just be copied to 
lues that are used if they are not connected to any output. 
mind, there may any number of instances of a specific module type, such as two 
instances of a video rendering module, each of which creates a window on the screen 
with some video within. 
Each module type defines a set of communication pins, each of which is either an input 
pin or an output pin, similar to the audio or video sockets on a piece of audio or video 
equipment. Each pin has a specific data type (such as image frames, audio buffers, 
integer value, Boolean values, text strings) that it will accept as input or create as output. 
From the abstract perspective, a module is not required to have either input or output 
pins, and may also read or write data from some other source. For example, a ‘video 
source’ module may have no input pins, and only a single output pin, which streams out 
data read from a video file. In practice, as with the previously mentioned streaming 
architectures, some specific input or output pins may always be required. For instance, 
this may be an ‘active’ input that controls (though a Boolean value) whether or not the 
module is active – i.e. creating any output. 
The output pin of a module may be connected to the input pins of another module 
creating a link. Output pins may have multiple links (the stream can 
multiple modules), but each input pin can/must have only a single link (a combining 
module would need to be used to combine multiple streams appropriately if needed). 
The type of an input pin must match that of the output pin it is connected to, and input 
pins may have default va
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Some streaming architecture implementations allow the dynamic creation of new pins 
and this creates the opportunity for ‘magic’ input pins that accept multiple data types. In 
ld be created that mixes equally the 
ges). 
Modules may have parameters that they use to alter the processing or transformation that 
le or 
complex. A module may merely pass the input through to the output, or may perform 
practice, when linked these ‘magic’ pins create a new, appropriately typed pin (similar to 
generic functions in object-orientation), and it is this new pin that is linked to. 
Dynamically created pins also allow the possibility of modules with an arbitrary large set 
of inputs. For example, an audio mixing module cou
audio input from however many audio streams are linked to it. The creation of new input 
pins may also create new output pins. For instance, a generic buffer module will create a 
specific type of input pin when its input is linked to another module (such as an image 
type), and will at the same time create an identically typed output pin (reflecting the 
buffered up previous ima
The set of specific modules and their links creates a pipeline. Frequently this is the 
finished product, but it should be noted that a pipeline is abstractly, and usually also in 
practice, a module itself – it has a set of input pins and a set of output pins. One of these 
‘meta’-modules can therefore be used to create more complex pipelines, which are also 
modules, ad infinitum. 
Each module, in all the examples mentioned above, is generally connected to others at 
run time. Although this is not a requirement of streaming architectures, it makes them 
much more powerful and useful in practice, and some existing architectures allow the 
connection, disconnection, or reconnection of modules while they are active and (may) 
have data flowing through. 
they perform, such as how much to blur an image, and/or internal or descriptive 
parameters created during processing, such as the size of an image. Most often these 
parameters are exposed to other modules as additional input pins (with default values), 
or output pins. 
The implementation (in code) of non-meta modules may be arbitrarily simp
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some highly complex processing. Anything that can be performed in code, with any 
additional libraries or external data or processing resources, is acceptable unless in some 
way restricted by the streaming architecture or the underlying system. Additionally, a 
module may maintain some form of history (such as a buffer module), or it may predict 
something about the future. This approach enables all the required layers of a three-layer 
architecture, namely, a reactive layer with no state, a deliberative layer with predictions 
of future state, and a sequencing layer with a history of previous state. 
Trivially, one could view the already existing ECAs as a single module with no input or 
output pins, and could easily imagine some separation of one of those ECAs into some 
input modules taking input such as text, processing that input in a single ‘cognitive’ 
module exactly as it is now, and generating 3D graphics in response in a third module. In 
The envisaged system is, in fact, quite similar to the above view of present ECA 
The issue of one module affecting the function of another module introduces an 
most streaming architectures run on a single machine and that most 
modules employed are used over and over again and which ship with systems or 
fact, it could be argued that many present ECAs already have this form of separation, but 
that is not specifically a streaming architecture, and therefore the power of having many 
smaller modules that may be combined into many different pipelines is not available 
with all the significant processing within a single module. 
systems, with the addition of some simpler modules that process video, audio, or other 
forms of more complex inputs, and use this also to drive a character. The complex 
‘cognitive’ module influences the function of the lower-level modules (though their 
input pins) as and when appropriate. 
important question beyond the scope of this thesis about priority and security of modules 
– which modules should be able to link to which other modules, should some modules 
be able to break links with other modules (possbily so they themselves can be linked), 
should modules be able to view the whole graph of modules and their links, etc. Given 
that at present 
software packages, this has not been a major issue except in terms of media copyright 
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protection. The problem with copyright material is that if an audio or video stream is 
decoded within a streaming architecture from an encoded source, then as soon as a 
module decrypts that data in a non-encrypted form for use by other modules, then that 
non-encrypted data becomes available to any module that may link to that decryption 
module. Of course, the decryption module could not create any output pins, it could 
directly send the video or audio to the graphics or audio card, but this would defeat the 
advantages of a streaming architecture. Without streaming, the decrypted video would 
still be available in RAM, but not trivially accessible as it would be in a streaming 
 better systems. 
However, it is new to use streaming 
architecture. Similarly, a ‘rogue’ module could insert itself between two linked modules 
(moving the relevant links to itself) and manipulate the stream, such as by inserting 
advertisements into a video stream. The question of how various forms of security 
should be managed in streaming architectures is unresolved, especially in the area where 
modules may not all reside on the same computer. Further discussion of these security 
and access management issues is beyond the scope of this thesis, but the issues have 
significant importance if modules implementing various sections of ECAs or other 
systems are to be shared to aid the development of new and
In summary, a streaming architecture is proposed to allow ECAs to have more 
interactive non-verbal behaviour. Some presently existing streaming architectures 
already support arbitrary data streams, such as motion capture data or positional 
estimates of objects from video streams; others would need to be modified to allow this. 
Streaming architectures are nothing new. 
architectures as an integral aspect of ECAs to enable rapid responses to complex data, 
while allowing higher-level ‘cognitive’ module or modules, such as those that presently 
exist, to modulate lower-level modules. This latter point is neither a constraint nor an 
addition to streaming architectures, merely an approach to building them using a three-
layer or hybrid approach.  
To date, streaming architectures have not been used to control 3D characters other than 
directly to drive the position of a 3D character from computed 3D positions of various 
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elements of a subject’s anatomy. In other words, beyond puppetry, streaming 
architectures have not been used as an aspect of a 3D character control system (or brain). 
ECAs with interactive non-verbal behaviour could be developed without employing a 
streaming architecture: a streaming architecture is by no means required. However, it 
provides a simpler and more manageable approach to building interactive ECAs where 
the focus is more clearly upon creating interactive behaviours and enabling module re-
use. 
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7. Implementation of architecture 
and of behaviours 
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The implementation of a prototype ECA using the proposed architecture to demonstrate 
the benefits that architecture provides is discussed in this chapter, along with the 
implementation of a set of behaviours to drive an ECA in that style. Architectures 
enabling interactive non-verbal behaviour have not been built before, and streaming 
architectures have not been used for ECAs before, so the prototype is designed to 
demonstrate and evaluate these options. Specifically, an ECA is prototyped to perform 
and be evaluated in the same ‘giving money to charity’ scenario as was used in the 
evaluation of synthetic ECAs. The advantages and disadvantages of using one of the 
various existing streaming architectures are discussed, and the chapter concludes that the 
next stages of development would be better integrated into an existing streaming 
architecture, though which architecture is not specified. Like the synthetic ECA, the 
prototype ECA using a streaming architecture was designed to work on standard 
consumer hardware. An overview of the data 
b cuss
The key non-verbal b in the prototype are 
presented – namely, nod mimicry, conversation state control through affirmations (nods 
and short utterances) and interruptions (long utterances) – along with a variety of other 
design decisions. Each of the modules implemented is described with an indication of 
the events which each creates or responds to – specifically, the Wizard of Oz module 
sending events to the character modules at a users request; the speech detection module 
detecting speech in the audio stream using an energy thresholding approach; the eye 
tracking module integrating with the Tobii eye tracker SDK to determine presence and 
detect nods from the subject's eyes; the face detection module using the Haar classifier in 
OpenCV to determine the location of faces in video frames in order to determine 
presence and detect nods; and finally the character module that embodies a complex set 
of functionality. 
The character module is not itself a streaming architecture, though it fits into one and 
could be converted into one, and as a whole maintains the state of the conversation and 
embodies both the high-level 'cognitive' planning of speech, the state of conversation, 
flow with the prototype is given, followed 
y a dis ion of the implementation of data flow between modules. 
ehaviours identified for implementation 
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and the low-level character animation with lip-sync. A brief overview of the script that 
controls the 'cognitive' behaviour of the character is given, along with the simple 
conversation state maintained by the character. Finally, the specifics of how the 
character is implemented are covered – the character rendering using OpenGL, the 
character animation using Cal3d including multiple animations for each behaviour and 
various background animations, the speech synthesis with lip-sync component of the 
character and its interface to the speech server through a caching proxy. 
This chapter discusses the practical implementation of a simple ECA architecture in the 
style of streaming architectures, and the implementation of a set of behaviours to drive 
an ECA in that style. The previous chapter discussed behaviour-based systems and the 
need for an ECA architecture that supports interactive non-verbal behaviour. In other 
words, there is a need for an architecture that endows an ECA with the ability to respond 
rapidly and constantly to real-world inputs. Furthermore, the previous chapter suggested 
the use of streaming architectures to enable this, where the system is viewed as a set of 
ild a system using the ideas from streaming architectures, and a pre-
data streams, and various modules that constantly process those data streams, to create 
output streams that drive a character. It was also discussed that some of the behaviours 
implemented by some of the modules may be modulated by higher-level ‘cognitive’ 
modules that perform more abstract functions on a slower timescale. 
Architectures enabling interactive non-verbal behaviour have not been built before, and 
streaming architectures have not been used for ECAs before. The aim in this work is to 
demonstrate and evaluate these options through the implementation of a simple 
prototype. The aim is not to prototype streaming architectures for ECAs, nor is it module 
re-use. However, it is suggested that at further stages this would enable more rapid and 
effective development. 
The aim is to bu
existing streaming architecture if suitable, to show that this style of approach to building 
ECAs is appropriate and/or effective. More specifically, the aim is to prototype an ECA 
to perform the same scripted conversation about giving money to charity as previously 
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used in evaluating synthetic ECAs, and then to use this same evaluation criterion to 
determine the efficacy of such a prototype. For this prototype the use of a strict pipeline 
architecture is therefore not necessarily required, merely the concept thereof. That said, 
the use of an existing streaming architecture could enable more rapid development and 
more code re-use, and allow more experimentation with the structure of various 
modules. The aim in this thesis is not to evaluate the various existing architectures, nor 
to determine which, if any, would be best for implementing a prototype, or further 
systems. Such an evaluation would be appropriate before future development took place. 
so too great. Given 
the aim for a prototype, not a generic system, overall it was decided that building 
For the prototype ECA it was decided early in the design process that a pre-existing 
streaming architecture would not be used. This was for several reasons. None of the 
existing architectures have modules for 3D characters or graphics. It was considered that 
a module or modules for this could be integrated into one of the architectures. The 
architectures which include video/audio processing (EyesWeb, PureData, vvvv, to name 
some) are those which are hard to integrate with, so it was decided the development 
effort required to build modules was too high compared to the perceived benefits. Both 
the GStreamer and DirectShow architectures are easy to create modules for, but at this 
point neither has pre-existing video/audio processing modules and the effort to build 
both video/audio modules along with a 3D character module was al
modules for an existing architecture was excessive. Finally, the set of possible target 
architectures is reduced as some of them no longer appear to be under active 
development. The various architectures can be highly complex and therefore a simplified 
streaming style architecture was deemed most appropriate. The rest of this chapter 
discusses the implementation of this architecture, with focus on the development of the 
various modules. 
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7.1 Implementation 
The prototype ECA system was targeted to run on normal consumer hardware in 
general, without specialised additional equipment such as motion capture, with the 
possibly exception of eye tracking hardware. The latter exception is due to the 
availability of eye tracking hardware in the development area, and also to recent 
progress in eye tracking from standard consumer webcams (though not to the quality of 
specialised hardware) (Chau & Betke, 2005; Li & Parkhurst, 2006; Li et al., 2005). Input 
on the human interactants (referred to as subjects here onwards) would be through audio 
(microphone) and video (webcam) of the subject, and the output would be a fully 
animated 3D ECA (referred to as character from here onwards), with lip-synched speech 
synthesis. The design also defined the option to have a Wizard of Oz to guide some of 
the interaction – a person behind the scenes who could control the behaviour of the ECA 
if required. In practice, for the experiments this Wizard of Oz functionality was not used. 
Figure 7-1 following shows an overview of the data flow in the architecture – with data 
flowing from the Wizard, a microphone, a webcam, and the eye tracker, through various 
behaviour analysis modules, to a character animation module that generates the 
animation and speech synthesis. The character animation module in the figure is itself 
made up of a number of more specialised sub-modules, but was not implemented in a 
streaming architecture as the focus was on using a streaming architecture for interactive 
behaviour rather than the complexities of character animation (though a streaming 
architecture would also be appropriate for character animation and would allow better 
module reuse and aid collaborative ECA research). 
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Figure 7-1 Data flow in prototype 
In actual implementation the modules performing the first stage analysis (e.g. speech 
detection) were directly acquiring the appropriate input on the subject. In other words, 
the output-only modules, such as the microphone module, and the first analysis module 
were built as a single unit. 
During design it was apparent that the various analysis modules created a heavy 
computational load. With this in mind and with network sockets being one of the easiest 
ways of communicating between separate programs on a single computer, it was decided 
that the various modules would send data to each other over (possibly local) network 
connections using UDP packets. Using UDP packets creates the advantage that each 
module can run without others being active (though it may just send data out into the 
ether, or have no incoming data to react to) or with dummy modules sending or 
receiving data. This makes development and debugging simpler. Furthermore, it makes 
the system more robust; as if one module fails the others merely stop receiving data from 
it. Using UDP data also means that the various modules can if required run on separate 
computers (and even on separate operating systems), thus spreading the computational 
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load. The matches with a streaming architecture with the UDP packets representing the 
In addition to movements and reactions to the subject, the character would have 
 background movement of head, eyes, arms 
and torso. 
ubject was assumed to be). Adding a behaviour to track and 
look at a subject would be straightforward, but was simply not required in this context. 
interactive non-verbal behaviour, without attempting to develop a large set. These three 
key features were simple. Firstly, the character should be able to nod, with a variety of 
stream flow along links between modules. 
Similarly to the studies on synthetic ECAs previously described the prototype ECA was 
designed to talk through a script with a subject, giving information about a specific 
charity and charitable giving. At the design stage it was decided that: 
The voice of the ECA would be created through high-quality realistic speech 
synthesis. 
The character’s mouth/lip movement would be synchronised with the speech. 
continuous
It was assumed that the subject would always be directly in front of the display and the 
camera and therefore it was not required for the character to look anywhere except 
straight ahead (where the s
With the experimental context it was also determined that the subject should start the 
conversation (rather than the system through presence detection); so that the character 
would not start the conversation while a subject was settling into the seat and getting 
comfortable. Without using speech recognition this would be difficult, so it was decided 
simply to use a button to start. Therefore, while it would have been straightforward to 
incorporate, presence detection (and response) was not implemented. Though the 
character state machine does have an inattentive state that would be used when subject is 
present, it is the transition from this inattentive state that is altered – occurring on a 
button press rather than on a subject becoming present. 
In order to produce a working prototype, it was decided to focus on a few key features of 
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different nods, to mimic any nodding behaviour of the subject, similar to previous work 
on the chameleon effect (Bailenson & Yee, 2005; Chartrand & Bargh, 1999; Lakin et al., 
2003). 
). In other words, 
subject’s short utterances or nods should be taken as affirmation, long utterances as 
interruption. W
while interruptions should cause the character to stop speaking. Once the subject stops 
inte ase in 
progressively shorter versions. The character will also be able to ask questions expecting 
a fe
of the subject will cause the ch
finished speaking), or wait for before continuing. Overall, the state of the 
Secondly, the ECA’s speech flow should be modulated by the subject’s utterances and 
nods, mapping to a simple conversation state diagram (Figure 7-2
hile character is speaking affirmative behaviours should do nothing, 
rrupting the character will start speaking again, repeating the last phr
w words of response. In this case, once the character has asked a question, the speech 
aracter to continue again (though once the subject is 
a timeout 
conversation will influence the behaviours the character will perform, and behaviours by 
the subject will cause reactive behaviours by the character as well as possibly 
transitioning between states. 
 
Figure 7-2 Conversation state diagram (simple) 
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The third and final requirement for the ECA was that it should be able to perform a clear 
finish animation to indicate the end of the interaction to the subject (in addition to this 
being stated through speech). 
3shows a screenshot of the Wizard-of-Oz interface. 
The rest of this chapter describes the implementation of each module in turn with some 
discussion of how modules could be enhanced. In this implementation and in most other 
streaming architectures, streams are actually implemented using an event based system – 
when a module creates a new output, it sends events to the linked modules to notify 
them. In this case the events are sent as UDP packets and include the relevant data (the 
event receiver does not need to collect the new data in response to an event). 
7.2 Wizard of Oz module 
The Wizard-of-Oz module is the simplest module developed. It is a simple user interface 
to send events to the character. It can send a speak text event to make the character speak 
custom text, affirmation events, interruption events, and events to cause animations 
(from a list) to play. Figure 7-
 
Figure 7-3 Wizard of Oz interface 
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7.3 Speech detection 
Two different forms of speech detection were developed, both taking input from a desk-
mounted microphone – a headset was considered, but dismissed because of the added 
on general 
speech, from untrained voices, and in environments with significant background noise. 
Speech input was not a requirement for the prototype, only speech detection. It was 
 capabilities of SAPI were reliable, but that they used 
 of a 
sliding window on the incoming audio stream to determine the energy of the sound at 
that time. Background noise creates a constant (though mildly varying) energy level 
which is below the threshold level. Speaking increases the energy level above the 
threshold and a speech event is created. Of course, this approach also detects other forms 
of energy in the audio stream and so moving a chair loudly or clapping can also create 
speech events. These issues are resolved in two ways. Firstly, the target context does not 
create much opportunity for additional sound other than speaking and does not 
encourage a subject to clap, and secondly, only speech sounds of certain durations 
creative affirmation or interruption events. Short sounds of around 100ms to 500ms 
create nds of 500ms to 2000ms create interruption 
events. Shorter sounds, such as claps, do not create any events that get passed on to the 
character. 
impact on subjects. The first uses simply the energy threshold on the audio stream, while 
the second integrates with the Microsoft Speech API (Microsoft Corporation, 2008; 
Rozak, 1996) to use its speech recognition capabilities to identify utterances and also to 
identify entire phrases. This latter ability is not used, but shows that it would be 
straightforward to implement in the future. It should be noted that speech recognition 
technologies presently perform with a fairly high error rate, especially 
found that the speech detection
considerable computational power and had a longer delay than and were no more 
reliable than an energy threshold approach in the constrained environment such as was 
the target for the prototype. 
The energy threshold approach calculates the root-mean-square (RMS) energy
affirmation events, while longer sou
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More advance techniques speech detection techniques beyond simple energy in the audio 
stream could be used to increase robustness, such as restricting the frequency range to 
the 300 to 3400Hz used by most human speech. After a point, this becomes exactly the 
same approach employed by speech recognition engines to detect speech before trying to 
recognise it – known as voice activity detection. In the future it would be expected that 
using a speech recognition engine such as Microsoft Speech API or CMU Sphinx 
(Carnegie Mellon University, 2008a) for both speech detection and recognition would be 
more appropriate and that the delay in detection in speech recognition engines would be 
shortened. 
Figure 7-4 shows an example of the command window output of the speech detection 
module using the sound energy technique showing the detected sound events. 
 
Figure 7-4 Speech detection command window 
7.4 Eye tracking 
The eye tracking m
provided with the Tobii x50 eye tracker (T
odule was developed using the software development kit (SDK) 
obii Technology AB, 2006b) to interface with 
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that eye tracker. Once calibrated the eye tracker determines where a subject is looking on 
the screen 50 times a second, along with the 3D position of the eye. The eye tracking 
module uses this data both to determine that a subject is present (though this is not used) 
and to detect nods (turning points in the vertical position of the eyes) and then to 
generate events appropriately. In practice the eye tracker was not used because the nod 
detection was redundant given the webcam nod detection (see Figure 7-13 below) and 
the equipment was not standard consumer hardware, but it was developed at initially it 
was not clear that it would not be used and it also demonstrates the relative ease of 
which new modules may be developed. 
The open source computer vision library OpenCV (Intel Corporation, 2005) comes with 
many useful computer vision functions, specifically including a Haar classifier. This 
classifier determines a set of regions within an image that match a given Haar cascade 
(model), which is usually created from example images. For face detection, OpenCV 
already provides a set of Haar cascades to match faces from both a full-frontal view and 
a profile view (the latter was not needed in this research). The face detection module 
uses the Haar classifier of OpenCV to find faces in the video stream, and given the 
restrictions of the experimental area it was found safe to assume that it would only find a 
single face in the stream. It was therefore unnecessary to determine which face it should 
use or compute for multiple faces. The position of the face in the image is used to detect 
nods by detecting turning points’ in the vertical position on the face within the image
reflecting vertical mo  classifying in this circumstance 
does not determine the position or orientation of a face with 3D, merely where in the 
image a face is, so the nod detector is only sensitive to vertical movement of the face, 
e around the neck which is a more significant change during a nod. 
7.5 Face detection 
, 
vement of the actual face. Haar
not rotation of the fac
Using only the position of the face to determine nods was found to be effective when the 
face was near the camera as it would be during the experimental interactions. 
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The face detection module generates two forms of events: face presence events, when a 
face is detected, and nod events when a nod is detected. An example frame of the face 
detection module is shown in Figure 7-5 below, with an example set of the command 
output from the face detection module in Figure 7-6. 
 
Figure 7-5 Face detection module 
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Figure 7-6 Face detection command window 
Other forms of face detection and tracking were considered, specifically a simple skin 
finding technique that relies on the fact that skin hue is consistent across different 
lighting conditions and pigmentation. In other words, areas of skin can be consistently 
detected in images for all people and across varied lighting conditions. This approach 
was not used however, partly because the face detection technique is easily confused by 
neck, hand and arm skin regions and also because of the easy availability of Haar 
classifier in OpenCV. 
The Watson (Morency, 2006) face detection and tracking library was also considered for 
use for the prototype, but it was found that while it was highly effective in detecting and 
tracking faces, including determining the full 3D position and orientation of faces 
accurately, it was relatively unstable and would tend to crash after 2 to 5 minutes of 
operation. 
Marker-based tracking using a system such as Vicon (Vicon, 2005) or ArtTrack 
(Advanced Realtime Tracking GmbH, 2008) or using a coloured hat or the like was also 
considered but required the use additional non-consumer hardware such as IR cameras 
and markers (including hat). The area of marker-less motion capture or tracking is 
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presently an area of strong research focus and it is expected that it will be significantly 
more effective in the near future (Organic Motion, 2007). Marker-less motion capture 
has the advantage that subjects do not have to be augmented with special equipment, and 
frequently uses standard video streams, so less specialised equipment can be used. 
Furthermore, marker-based motion capture usually has to occur in a controlled 
environment, while marker-less motion capture can take place in the natural 
environment. 
7.6 Character 
The character module used in this research consists of a variety of sub-sections but is not
strictly ing odule maintains the state of the 
conversation and embodies both the high-level 'cognitive' planning of speech, the state 
Wizard of Oz). The character module assumes the subject is 
directly in front of the display (and the camera) and therefore does not use any position 
ive' behaviour of the character is determined by a script (using a simple 
custom scripting language) that defines what the character will say, what states it will go 
 
 a stream architecture. The character m
of conversation, and the low-level character animation with lip-sync. These could be 
separated into separate modules to be closer to a streaming architecture, but the focus 
was on the behaviour modules as a streaming architecture rather than on the character 
animation. The character module accepts a variety of events from other modules, 
including affirmation and interruption events to affect the conversation flow, presence 
detection (not presently used), and requests to speak specific text or perform specific 
animations (from the 
of the subject’s face to affect where the character looks. Details of the various 
components of the character module will be discussed in more depth in the following 
paragraphs.  
The 'cognit
into, and which events it will await to transition between states, and how long timeouts 
should be to transition between states if no event occurs. It also shows what should be 
said if speech is interrupted: when interrupted the character moves on through a list of 
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ever-shorter versions of the same statement or paragraph, repeating only when the last 
one is reached. This means that if the subject interrupts the character it doesn't repeat 
what it just said, rather it says it again in a shorter and shorter form as real people do. 
The character does not track how many times it has been interrupted and has no 
emotional model so it doesn't get angry or exasperated when it is frequently interrupted, 
but it would not be a major effort to create this form of interaction. An emotional model 
would simply be another module that takes appropriate inputs (for instance, interruptions 
making it less happy, and affirmations making it more happy), and the internal emotional 
state then used to create appropriate outputs affects other modules, such as the 
aracter's face, or the volume or rate of speech. The emotional state 
inputs = 0 set speakWaitTime 0.5 
expression on a ch
could even affect the conversation state by, for example, moving the character to a 
'sulking' state. Emotional modelling is not within the scope of either the prototype or this 
thesis overall, but is obviously highly relevant to interactions with real people, and 
would add important realism and complexity. 
An example section of the script (fully given in Appendix C2) used for the experimental 
scenario is given in Figure 7-7. It should be noted that this script does not control how 
the non-verbal behaviours work, what they respond to, or what animations they trigger, 
but only what the character will say with some control of the conversation state. The 
conversation state, in turn, determines which of the behaviours will be active, with each 
behaviour generating events when it senses appropriate input. 
# Set script delays based on input choice 
if $inputs = 0 set sectionWaitTime 1.1 
if $inputs = 1 set sectionWaitTime 1.5 
if $
if $inputs = 1 set speakWaitTime 0.5 
 
 
# (introduction) 
call say "Hi, my name is Alfie what's yours?" "Sorry, 
what was your name?" 
 
# (wait for response) 
state 1 
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delay 0.2 
if $inputs = 0 wait 4 
if $inputs = 1 wait 4 
 
state 2 
call say "Hi there." "Hi" 
call say "I'm here to talk with you about donating 
money to charity." "I'm going to talk about donating 
money to charity." 
Figure 7-7 ECA script sample 
Figure 7-8 shows a screenshot of the character command window, showing the loading 
of various components of the animated character, while Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10 show 
that same command window while a subject is interacting with the character, with the 
character ignoring and reacting the subject respectively. 
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Figure 7-8 Character command window (loading) 
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Figure 7-9 Character command window (Character ignoring) 
 
Figure 7-10 Character command window (Character not reacting) 
7.6.1. Character rendering 
The character is rendered in full 3D graphics using standard OpenGL (Khronos Group, 
2008), with the positions and orientations of the skeleton determined by the animation 
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framework (cal3d) discussed in section 7.6.2. The character model and textures were 
originally created in 3ds max (Autodesk, 2008) for previous work (Lexicle.com, 2005). 
The character model used was a cartoon-styled 'mad professor' model, called in this 
thesis Alfie – see Figure 7-11. This was chosen partly due to its availability (available 
for use within the school of Computing Science at Newcastle University), but more 
importantly because the cartoon styling lowers subjects' expectations of the character 
and bypasses the 'uncanny valley' effect (Mori, 1970) that seemed to be present during 
development of the real ECA, after the synthetic ECA studies were complete, when a 
more realistic character was used. This effect was not evaluated empirically but was 
based on observations made during development. In depth discussion of computer 
graphics and various techniques therein are beyond the scope of this thesis. The aim of
the pro  ne g edge of computer 
graphics – merely using standard computer graphics techniques to create a 3D character.  
 
totype was ither photo-realism, nor to work at the cuttin
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Figure 7-11 Alfie character 
7.6.2. Character animation 
The position and orientation of the character's skeleton were managed using the 
character animation library Cal3d (Laurent & Dachary, 2008). This enables playback of 
and blending between multiple animations. All character animations were generated off-
line from pre-captured motion capture of real people during conversation. This motion 
capture had been done previously with real people describing cartoons for use in 
experiments into gesture. No motor planning was performed as this was beyond the 
scope of the prototype; playback and blending of pre-existing animations of non-verbal 
behaviour were sufficient for prototype purposes. It can also be clear that much of real 
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people's motion, rather than being motor plans created at the time, is merely playback of 
pre-existing skilled motor plans, as first recognized by James (James, 1890; Schmidt & 
Lee, 2005). For example, when Alice throws a ball to Bob, she doesn't plan the action; 
she simply plays through a pre-existing 'throw ball' motor plan based on having acquired 
appropriate muscle memory. The use of motor planning could be straightforwardly 
integrated into the present architecture either through allowing a motor planner direct 
control over some or all of the skeleton, or by the motor planner creating a new 
animation representing a new motor plan and then playing that animation along with the 
presently existing animations. The non-verbal animations of the character are triggered 
by events from the behaviour analysis modules, and there are multiple different 
animations for each event in an animation library. When a behaviour analysis module 
triggers a non-verbal animation one of the appropriate animations is chosen at random. 
For example, when the character detects a nod and is in a state such that it will mimic a 
nod, it starts one of three different nod animations. The film-strip shown in Figure 7-12 
shows an example of the character's non-verbal behaviour during an interaction. The 
amplitude of animations can also be controlled in cal3d, though this feature is not used. 
This could be used simply to make the character perform 'bigger' non-verbal behaviours 
in responses to 'bigger' events. For example, larger nods by the subject would create 
larger mimicry nods by the character. 
In addition to non-verbal beha also performs a variety of 
background movements. As with the non-verbal behaviours, these are also animations 
 real people, but, in this case, while those people are 
viour responses, the character 
generated from motion capture of
not talking. There are two sets of these animations, those occurring while the character is 
attending to the subject – listening to the subject – and those occurring while the 
character is paying no attention to the subject – looking around the room. These two sets 
of animations are used according to the conversation state, and the sequence of 
animations within each set is random, so the character doesn't appear to cycle through 
the same behaviours over and over again. An example of the background animation 
while idle (not attending to the subject) is shown in the film-strip in Figure 7-13. 
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Figure 7-12 Filmstrip of Alfie character during an interaction 
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Figure 7-13 Filmstrip of Alfie character while idle 
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7.6.3. Speech synthesis 
The speech component of the character is the most complex component. When the ECA 
is requested to speak either by the script or by an external event (from the Wizard of 
Oz), the text of that speech is first send to a speech server, which then returns an audio 
file of the speech along with the timings of both the words and more importantly the 
phonemes (sounds of speech) of the speech within that audio file. The given phoneme 
timing sequence is used to create an appropriate timing sequence of visemes (mouth 
shapes each corresponding to one or more phonemes). There are 28 different phonemes 
in the English language, mapping to 22 different visemes (Long, 2002) – some 
phonemes sound different but have the same mouth shape. Many visemes look similar 
and a reduced set is therefore used for the prototype character. The audio file is then 
played, while the viseme timings are using to trigger morph targets (alterations to a 3D 
mesh) on the character’s mouth appropriately. This lip-sync is demonstrated in the film-
strip in Figure 7-14 
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Figure 7-14 Filmstrip of Alfie character's lip movement during an interaction 
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The speech server is a custom wrapper around a variety of different speech engines, 
providing a uniform interface. The speech server can use a variety of speech engines 
with different APIs, such as Microsoft Speech API (Microsoft Corporation, 2008), to 
create speech. For the prototype a high quality voice – rVoice – from Rhetorical 
(Rhetorical, 2002) was used. The speech server abstracts the differences between 
engines so changing from the Rhetorical voice to another such as SAPI is merely a 
matter of requesting the speech server to use a different speech engine. Figure 7-15 
shows the command window output of the speech server when as it receives and 
responds to speech requests. 
 
Figure 7-15 Speech server command window 
Speech synthesis creates a significant computational load, which is evident both through 
the effect on the playing animations of the character (character's movements become 
jerky), and through the delay in a response from the speech server. In order to resolve 
this issue a caching p equests 
so that if the same request were made at a later date, the cached result could be returned 
without having to generate it all over again, thus saving the computational load and 
returning in a more timely manner. Within the experimental context the character says 
more or less the same thing to each subject (depending on how much the subject 
roxy was created to cache the results of speech synthesis r
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interrupts), and therefore all the speech that will be requested can be pre-cached, so the 
computational load of the speech synthesis is not evident. Using a caching proxy means 
that if new speech is required, possibly if requested by the Wizard, then the cache proxy 
will pass on the request to the speech server and new speech will be generated. Figure 
7-16 shows the caching proxy in action, with both cache 'hits' and 'misses'. 
 
Figure 7-16 Caching proxy command window 
7.6.4. Summary 
The developed prototype character with streaming behaviour framework creates a fully 
ith lip-sync. The character responds in animated 3D character with high quality speech w
its limited ways to non-verbal behaviour on the part of a subject, and allows 
interruptions and responds to affirmative utterances. The script allows the cognitive 
behaviour of the character to be changed easily, and both the cognitive and the non-
verbal behaviours of the character can be altered independently. The streaming type 
architecture using UDP packets to send data allows modules to be updated, changed and 
reloaded easily and if desired even at run-time. In this implementation the UDP data uses 
only a very small proportion of the available network bandwidth. The prototype 
architecture is only a prototype and is not designed to be easily reusable or particularly 
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generic, though within its constraints it is flexible and robust. Further development of a 
streaming architecture for ECAs would be best pursued using a pre-existing streaming 
architecture. The choice of architecture is beyond the scope of this discussion, but some 
of the important factors are the ease of development of modules, the flexibility of the 
architecture, which platforms the system is required to run on, and the target audience. 
The chosen character appears to be mildly engaging and appears to respond to a 
subject’s behaviour. Evaluation of the prototype, specifically for its persuasive effect, is 
covered in the following chapter. 
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8. Evaluation of behaviour-based 
architecture for an ECA  
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Empirical evaluations of ECAs provide strong evidence of their utility and other values, 
help validate underlying techniques used to develop those ECAs, and provide indicators 
for future developments. The behaviour-based architecture introduced in Chapter 6 and 
implemented in a prototype ECA in Chapter 7 is evaluated and discussed in this chapter. 
The reasons for using a direct measure of behaviour change are highlighted along with 
the need to evaluate a developed system to determine its efficacy, and to assist in further 
development. The experimental design for the prototype evaluation is given, using the 
same evaluation approach as the synthetic ECA studies – namely the ‘giving money to 
charity’ scenario. Full details of the experimental procedure are given, along with the 
procedure each subject went through. The measures taken and results obtained are 
discussed and non-evident differences between the two conditions on the direct measure 
of behaviour change are discussed. Conclusions from the prototype study are given, 
along with recomm
effectiveness
The earlier stud an ECA that 
responded interactively to a subject’s non-verbal behaviour would be more persuasion. 
This motivated the design of a behaviour-based architecture to enable an ECA to have 
those responses, and the implementation of an actual ECA system using that architecture 
that might be more engaging and have more social influence (as measured by persuasive 
impact), but the proof is of the pudding – does the interactive non-verbal behaviour in 
the developed ECA make the ECA more persuasive or more highly rated by subjects? 
As discussed previously, most evaluations of ECAs, whether for evaluating 
persuasiveness or other social effects, have been based on questionnaires or structured 
interviews (Bailenson & Yee, 2005; Keeling et al., 2004) – measuring persuasion 
indirectly. As far as the researcher is aware, no studies have evaluated the persuasive 
effect of ECAs using a direct measure of persuasion – as defined as a difference in 
behaviour over a set of conditions.  
endations for new experimental protocols that might increase 
. 
y (Chapters 4 and 5) of synthetic ECAs indicated that 
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The evaluation of the persuasive effect of the implemented ECA used the same approach 
as the persuasive effect evaluation of the synthetic ECA – i.e. to measure behaviour 
change (over each subject group) directly by giving each subject the opportunity to 
donate money from their payment to charity after an interaction with the ECA. A 
questionnaire was also used to elucidate the subjective views of subjects on the character 
and their interactions with it. 
8.1 Experimental Design 
The evaluation compared two conditions. Under condition 1 the ECA ignored all inputs 
about the subject’s behaviour, so therefore could not react to the subject. Under 
condition 2 the ECA took cognisance of the inputs and could therefore react to the 
subject. The hypothesis was that under the second condition the ECA – by reacting to 
the subject – would be more persuasive, as measured by how much of the amount paid to 
at 
each subject was given to the charity (across the whole subject group) on departure, and 
that subjects would rate the interactive ECA more highly on the questionnaires. 
8.2 Subjects 
Subjects were recruited from Newcastle University and were all post-graduate students 
or university staff. The condition under which the ECA was operated was determined 
random by software and written to a log file. The studies were double-blind – neither the 
subjects nor the experimenters knew which subject belonged to which group until all the 
data had been recorded. Only after completion of all studies and recording all data into 
SPSS (SPSS Incorporated, 2006) was the log file accessed to determine which condition 
each subject had been exposed to. 
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8.3 Wizard behaviour 
As in the synthetic ECA persuasion study, the character was presenting information to 
the subjects about a specific charity, and giving the subjects the opportunity 
(anonymously from the character’s perspective) to donate to the charity. The character 
was not actively seeking to persuade the subjects, but merely presenting information 
about the charity. 
8.4 Procedure 
 focused 
on the interaction with the character as the main important section of the study. This 
personality-type data was not used. 
Each experiment consisted of a series of steps for each subject. Each step gave 
instructions to and for the next step, and additionally the experimenter gave subjects the 
full set of instructions on all steps at the start. For the duration of the each experiment, 
subjects were self-guided. 
The first step was a Myers-Briggs (Quenk, 2000) personality type test that took the 
majority of the time. This was a distraction task to prevent subjects from being
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The second step (the interaction with the ECA) took place at another desk under one of 
the two conditions. On the desk were both a webcam and a microphone (to supply data 
It should be noted that the modules analysing the behaviour of the subjects were still 
active under both conditions, the only difference being whether the ECA reacted to them 
or not. This ensured that any difference between conditions was not due to the 
considerably different computational load between having the analysing modules active 
and inactive causing lag or other unwanted effects. 
Subjects were instructed to press a button on the desk to start the interaction with the 
ECA (see Appendix C1). The ECA then asked some general questions about the subject 
(such as their name), told the subject that their payment for the study was on the desk in 
an envelope (£20 in the form of 8 £2 coins and 4 £1 coins), and asked them to check the 
money. The ECA then went on to present information about the charity. Finally, the 
to the analysis modules for the ECA). The character appeared life-sized on a large screen 
immediately across the desk and subjects could hear the character through loudspeakers. 
This setup is shown in Figure 8-1 Subjects were able to see the head and shoulders of the 
character. The ECA appeared male under all conditions. 
Figure 8-1 Alfie Embodied Conversational Agent in situ 
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ECA explained that after the interaction the subject could donate some of their £20 
payment for participating in the study to the charity if they chose to. The ECA then 
disappeared from the screen and subjects could, if they felt so disposed, donate some of 
their payment to the charity by placing coins in charity box on the table. 
The final step of the study was, as before, a follow-up questionnaire (paper-based) 
consisting of a set of statements using a 5-point Likert (1932) scale ranging from -2 
(strongly disagree) to +2 (strongly agree), with an opportunity to add open-ended 
hese  likely that the difference 
between the conditions of the later study would be less than between the conditions for 
the synthetic ECA and so were designed to detect more subtle differences – differences 
re for logging and 
post-experimental subject analyses purposes only – they are not direct metrics, though 
comments. This questionnaire is given in Appendix C3. 
8.5 Measures 
As with the previous synthetic ECA persuasion study, the main measure was the amount 
of money donated to charity by each subject. Additionally, and again as with the 
previous persuasion study, there was a follow-up questionnaire, consisting of statements 
concerning the nature of the interaction and the subjects’ beliefs about the ECA. For this 
new study, a number of questions were added to the questionnaire about how persuaded 
the subject felt. T  questions were added because it seemed
in subjective opinions, rather than actual behaviour. 
In addition to the above measure all interactions were recorded from both points of view 
– the webcam and microphone footage of the subjects and the 3D character output 
(through screen capture) and also with audio. These recordings we
conceivably certain metrics could be calculated from them – such as the number of nods 
detected by the character for each subject across the conditions. 
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8.6 Results 
A total of 47 subjects participated in the study and were neither age nor gender balanced. 
Access to sufficient subjects was limited, especially as the local undergraduate 
population was avoided due to the belief that they would (anomalously) not donate much 
eans of £6.17 and £6.70 for 
ignoring and accepting inputs, respectively. A Kruskal-Wallace test of significance gives 
the chance of the difference between the means occurring by chance at 0.812. In other 
likely that the difference is just by chance. The ECA when ignoring 
inputs condition has a larger variance than the ECA when accepting inputs. The 
at all to the charity. The character ignored 24 and reacted to 23 of the subjects. 
For the main measure of amount of money donated to the charity, the data indicates no 
significant difference between the two conditions – m
words, it is very 
distribution of donation amounts was highly non-normal across all conditions. The 
cross-condition data is shown visually in Figure 8-2 and Figure 8-3. 
Error Bars show Mean +/- 1.0 SD
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Figure 8-2 Amount donated to charity across conditions 
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Figure 8-3 Histogram of amount donated to charity across conditions 
This lack of difference was against the hypothesis, which had expected donations to be 
higher when the ECA accepted inputs. The ‘backup’ measures of the follow-up 
questionnaire do, in contrast, show some differences between the two conditions. Table 
8-1 summarizes the statements for which the levels of agreement were significant or near 
significant. 
 ECA ignoring ECA accepting  
Statement Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev. Sig. 
I enjoyed the conversation -0.21 1.179 0.52 0.79 0.017 
I felt the character was well informed 1.30 0.47 1.00 0.43 0.026 
The character could have been more persuasive 0.39 0.99 -0.17 0.72 0.032 
The character was interesting 0.04 1.197 0.7 0.88 0.039 
I learned something from the conversation 0.46 1.285 1.09 0.73 0.046 
I felt in touch with the character -0.71 0.96 -0.17 0.94 0.059 
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I liked the character 0.29 1.16 0.87 0.92 0.066 
The character liked me -0.63 0.824 -0.26 0.619 0.095 
Table 8-1 Persuasive ECA statement agreement summary 
When the ECA was accepting input subjects enjoyed the conversations more (mildly 
agree versus slightly disagree), felt the ECA was less well informed (agree versus 
slightly strongly agree), were less likely to say the character could have been more 
persuasive (slightly disagree versus mildly agree), found the character more interesting 
(mostly agree versus neither agree nor disagree) and felt they learned more (mostly don’t 
agree or disagree versus mostly disagree). These results are summarised in the histogram 
pairs in  to  Figure 8-4 Figure 8-8 below. 
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Figure 8-4 Agreement distribution – "I enjoyed the conversation" 
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Figure 8-5 Agreement distribution – "I felt the character was well informed" 
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Figure 8-6 Agreement distribution – "The character could be more persuasive" 
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Figure 8-7 Agreement distribution – "The character was interesting" 
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Figure 8-8 Agreement distribution – "I learned something from the conversation" 
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8.7 Conclusion 
The direct measure of behaviour change used did not strongly indicate that an ECA 
reacting to a subject’s non-verbal behaviour was more strongly persuasive than one 
which did not. However, the questionnaire results do suggest that the two conditions 
affected subjects differently, and so it can be concluded that with more development a 
non-verbally interactive ECA would likely increase levels of persuasion. This is in line 
with the results of the previous study with synthetic ECAs, but the questionnaire results 
from this study indicate that an increase in persuasiveness due to interactive non-verbal 
behaviour could actually occur for a real ECA in practice. 
The interactive non-verbal behaviour of the ECA developed was notably rudimentary. 
More r mor ould be added 
to the ECA along with a more sophisticated sense of conversational state. This study and 
the previous study of synthetic ECA combined suggest that this more advanced ECA 
would likely increase the persuasiveness of the ECA, towards achieving a measurable 
effect on actual behaviour. 
8.8 Limitations of this work 
The results of this study are limited to interactions within a relatively simple 
environment (a webcam interface) and may not generalize to more realistic or complex 
environments. The study does not address ECAs that may attempt to be more pro-
actively persuasive, for instance by using more persuasive language or other persuasion 
methods. 
The visual sharpness of the character could be increased, but it is not felt that this would 
significantly affect the outcome of this study. 
It is difficult to define a ground or control group for studies with ECAs. It would have 
been possible, again, to use a real human (either directly or as a synthetic ECA) as a 
efined and e complex and additional behaviours and reactions c
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control, or alternatively, a paper-based, audio-based, or video-based control could be 
used. 
 £1 coins. There was a non-
normal distribution of donations, and donations focused on specific amounts – £0, £1, 
s people seem biased towards ‘round’ numbers. There was 
also a clear ceiling effect, with many subjects donating the full £20, as well as a ground 
effect with a significant proportion of subjects giving the minimum £0. 
8.9 Observations and further work 
The quantization of monies given to subjects is not believed to have affected the 
amounts donated, although the exact denominations may have had an effect on the actual 
amounts donated and on the large variations in the amounts donated. Subjects were 
given £20 cash in the form of £16 in £2 coins, and £4 in
£2, £3, £5, £10, £20 – the latter three sums suggesting subjects rounded amounts to 
‘round’ numbers. This was true also in the previous study and the non-normal 
distribution makes statistical analysis more complex, though differences between 
conditions were still found in both studies. An alternative method of directly measuring 
persuasion might avoid this situation – i.e. a technique that does not require people to 
choose a discrete amount, a
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9. Conclusions and Discussion  
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This concluding chapter of the thesis overviews the work presented on non-verbal 
behaviour in humans, and the social influence of ECAs, along with the various empirical 
studies run to elucidate and demonstrate aspects of non-verbal behaviour and its value to 
ECAs. Overall conclusions are given along with recommendations for future studies and 
development. 
This thesis focused on the extent to which non-verbal behaviour in ECAs can affect the 
actions or behaviour of real people, which aspects of non-verbal behaviour may be 
important in creating a persuasive effect, and how these aspects could be used to aid the 
development of ECAs. Throughout the thesis attention was given to how ECAs can be 
evaluated in objective empirical studies, for social influence effects or otherwise. Based 
on the fact that that non-verbal behaviour is natural and highly important in interactions 
between people, and that as people treat ECAs like real people it was expected that non-
verb viou CAs. 
Spec , no  non-
verbal behaviour of the human interactant would be important. The concept of synthetic 
ECAs was introduced as a paradigm in order to investigate and evaluate potential social 
influence of ECAs – how much social influence ECAs may eventually have. 
Under this paradigm a synthetic ECA was designed and implemented. It was 
demonstrated that people reacted to this synthetic ECA as if it was a real ECA, even 
though the synthetic ECA’s behaviour, both verbal and non-verbal, was far advanced on 
the present state of the art. The validated synthetic ECA was then used to empirically 
evaluate the ‘persuasive potential’ of ECAs using a direct measure of behaviour change. 
The synthetic ECA appeared no less persuasive than a real human in the same scenario, 
so it was suggested that ECAs have the potential to have as much social influence as real 
people. It was also found that when a synthetic ECA could not see the subject it was 
interacting with the level of persuasion was significantly lower that when it could. This 
suggested that it was important that an ECA should react to the non-verbal behaviour of 
its interactant. It was clear from the non-verbal behaviour literature that it is important 
al beha r would also be important for interactions between humans and E
ifically n-verbal behaviour on the part of the ECA that responds to the
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that these reactions occur in a timely manner just as they do in real human-human 
interactions. 
This result along with a perspective on the historical development of robot control 
systems motivated the suggestion of using behaviour-based hybrid architecture for 
ECAs, enabling both fast interactive low-level behaviours along with slower high-level 
The networked aspect of the design also means that the approach can easily scale well 
things from the conversation, etc. 
‘cognitive’ behaviours. It was proposed that implementing this hybrid architecture using 
a modern streaming architecture approach would be appropriate, and a prototype ECA 
was developed with this in mind, to determine whether this approach was effective from 
the perspectives of both effective non-verbal behaviour (in this case, affecting 
persuasion) and effective software development. The prototype ECA was evaluated 
using the same methodology and direct measure of behaviour change as in the synthetic 
ECA studies. 
Development of the ECA using a behaviour-based architecture using a streaming 
approach was straightforward. Each module could be designed, implemented, tested, and 
debugged independently. This suggests that using behaviour-based architectures with a 
streaming approach would scale well to the development of more sophisticated ECAs. 
with more and more computationally expensive modules. 
Evaluation of the prototype ECA showed little difference between the two conditions of 
the ECA reacting to and ignoring the subjects’ behaviour using the direct measure of 
behaviour change (how much money was donated to the charity). However, 
questionnaire results showed a significant favour towards the reacting ECA. It was 
suggested that with additional behavioural modules, more sophisticated conversation 
state, and further refinement of the present modules this favour would increase 
sufficiently to cause an effect that could be measured directly. The evaluation also 
showed that the ECA worked in a technical sense – people engaged with the character 
under both conditions and consistently reported that enjoyed the conversation, learned 
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Overall, ECAs will be capable of persuading people and exerting social influence and 
that for these purposes, and presumably more widely, it is important for the non-verbal 
behaviour of ECAs to respond interactively to the non-verbal behaviour of their human 
ange juice instead of another beer! 
 computational models. There 
 evaluations and innovative evaluation methodologies 
interactants. Also using a streaming architecture/hybrid architecture approach for the 
development of ECAs would be an effective way forward to enable this non-verbal 
interactivity. 
 
One of these days your fridge will try to 
persuade you into having a glass of 
or
9.1 Further discussion 
As discussed in Chapter 2, non-verbal behaviour is extremely complex and is only just 
becoming understood in an empirical way. Most knowledge and literature in the non-
verbal behaviour area is descriptive, lacking generative or
are many theories about where various aspects of non-verbal behaviour come from, what 
they are depend on, and what various non-verbal behaviours mean, but these theories are 
difficult to test in practice. Neuro-imaging technologies are becoming a powerful tool in 
various areas of psychology and neuroscience and show strong promise of assisting in 
developing stronger theories and generative models of non-verbal behaviour. 
The model of non-verbal behaviour which an ECA has internally is not required to be 
realistic or to be based upon how human brains work. The requirement is only that the 
non-verbal behaviour that an ECA produces is effective, realistic or convincing. ECAs 
have only recently started using non-verbal behaviour, and the evaluations of these 
ECAs have been limited. Stronger
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will help to establish that the non-verbal behaviour that these ECA produce is effective 
and that their models are appropriate to producing effective non-verbal behaviour in the 
subject. Of course, if ECAs are developed using models similar to theoretical ones about 
real humans, then the evaluation of these ECAs does, to some extent, validate the 
underlying theoretical models of real people. In that way, the development of ECAs and 
the consequent evaluation thereof may provide new information and knowledge for the 
psychological and other communities which provided much of the original knowledge 
ent of the human aspects of ECAs. 
Develop e further 
experiments  that are not 
possible or n  driven from 
the gesture d from real 
human subjects. Furthermore, these ECAs could play back that data in an altered form. 
The movements could, for example, be amplified, making the gestures bigger and facial 
for the developm
ment of these ECAs with sophisticated non-verbal behaviour will enabl
 in psychology and psycholinguistics (as well as other ares)
ot easily possible without such technology. In addition to being
 generation system, ECAs could also just play back data capture
expressions more obvious. 
Real humans cannot produce gestures in a controlled manner, and find it exceedingly 
difficult to produce ‘incorrect’ gestures. A simple example for Westerners is to try 
shaking your head while saying yes, or nodding your head while saying no. With 
thought and practice this is possible but the cultural training is very difficult to 
overcome. In some cultures, the meanings of head nodding and shaking are reversed 
from Western assumptions but the principle remains the same. A whole variety of 
experiments not possible with real people could be performed to determine what aspects 
of gestures are important to understanding and to the underlying psychology 
A more complex example of behaviours that real people find difficult or impossible to 
perform incorrectly is that of beat emphasis. For example, when a person is describing a 
dog, a very big dog, and wants to emphasise the bigness, a beat gesture is made by the 
hand ‘stroking’ down on the word, and is performed on the word big in the phrase ‘it 
was a big dog’. The duration of the beat exactly matches the duration of the word big 
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and is synchronised with it. It is hard, almost impossible, for real people to say that same 
sentence with the word big extended without also extending the duration of the 
associated beat gesture. This can be mastered with practice, but it is very unnatural. To 
make an ECA system perform gestures in this unnatural way would be easy, as it would 
also be to alter the playback of real human data to this unnatural form. Systematic 
investigation into these alterations could help in the discovery of what is important in 
gesture, and what things trigger people to think that something is wrong with the 
interaction. These can be extended to other areas of non-verbal behaviour beyond 
gesture and further still. 
ive; empirical measure and that it could be used for other 
ECAs. 
site, game, 
educational establishment, etc.) is the ultimate important factor, but this cannot usually 
The idea of using persuasion as an evaluation metric for ECAs and more specifically as 
an objective and empirical measure for evaluation was introduced in Chapter 4. 
Persuasion is only one of many possible ways to evaluate the social influence of an ECA 
and social influence is only one of many aspects which are worthy of evaluation. It is not 
suggested that persuasion is the best or the only metric that could be devised, merely that 
is an example of an object
Evaluation of ECAs is difficult and highly context-sensitive because ECAs try to 
replicate at least some aspects of human behaviour and evaluation of humans is difficult 
and highly context-sensitive. There are many different ways of evaluating humans, for 
many different purposes, and a single evaluation strategy would be highly inappropriate. 
While evaluation is a difficult problem, within certain contexts evaluation strategies can 
be developed to aid in the development of effective ECAs and evaluation should not be 
shied away from. The value an ECA adds to an institution (business, web
be measured directly, so some evaluation strategy aligned with the aims/needs of the 
institution is required. Furthermore, evaluation strategies are important in aiding the 
development of ECAs to provide indicators that an ECA of a sufficient quality and also 
to provide indicators on ways in which an ECA could be improved. 
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The development of ECAs is a complex task and as discussed in Chapter 3 most groups 
working with ECAs tend to develop their own ‘in-house’ ECA. This is an inordinate 
repetition of hard work and means that ECAs are developing relatively slowly. Using a 
streaming type architecture could help encourage and enable researchers to share their 
developments and therefore to focus on increasing the behavioural variability of various 
ECAs rather than being hampered by repetitive development. It should be noted that 
streaming architectures are only one way of encouraging this sharing of development 
resources. The general modularisation of ECAs and integration with various open source 
software packages also provides these same advantages, and in fact, both could occur 
together. Graphics engines such as Crystal Space (Crystal Space Team, 2008), Delta3D 
FreeRice website (FreeRice, 2008) – see Figure 9-1. 
(Delta3D, 2008), Irrlicht (Irrlicht, 2008), Ogre3D (Ogre3D, 2008), and Panda3D 
(Carnegie Mellon University, 2008b) provide strong character animation facilities and 
perform rendering themselves, but importantly from the ECA perspective they do not 
support real-time lip-sync. If lip-sync, such as that based on the lip-sync component 
developed for the prototype ECA of this research, were added to any of these engines, 
ECA developers could focus more strongly on the behavioural capabilities of their 
ECAs. 
The significant developments over recent years of various XML mark up languages for 
ECAs suggests that researchers are trying to build bridges so that the deliberative parts 
of ECAs can be shared, and co-developed more effectively. Parallel development of 
openly available frameworks and content (character models, animations, etc.) for the 
character animation side would support this collaborative effort well. 
The observations previously on the quantisation of donations could be addressed in a 
variety of ways – a separate donation measure could be used by, for example, having the 
character inform subjects the longer they crank a handle the more money will be donated 
to charity, although it would be important to make the handle action quite tough so they 
would stop eventually. Alternatively, subjects could be invited to play a game with the 
character, where continuing to play the game continues to donate money – such as at the 
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Figure 9-1 FreeRice website (FreeRice, 2008) 
This latter form of interaction could be an installed longitudinal study inviting passers-
by to play. The form of interaction would also be significantly more interactive and with 
strong scope for both verbal and non-verbal behaviour of an ECA, especially in response 
to an interactant. The behaviour (or presence) of an ECA could be controlled and varied 
through software, and with little support needed from experimenters considerable 
longitudinal data could be collected. This scenario could also be easily replicated by 
ct would be more 
other institutions, so ‘between-character’ comparisons could be made. It would also 
provide a strong and simple control case – the simple site with a touch screen. The role 
of the ECA within this type of scenario would also be better defined, and what reactions 
and behaviours an ECA should have would therefore also be easier to define. 
Furthermore, the conversational state between the ECA and a subje
complex and the variation in behaviour between states would be more varied. 
Comparisons of various different attributes of an ECA (2D versus 3D, male versus 
female, gender matched to subject or not, age matched to subject or not, clothing style, 
etc.) could be made, as well as comparisons between ECAs and other forms of 
persuasion. For example, real video samples could be used instead of an ECA as the 
domain is restricted enough that sufficient video could be generated. 
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Finally, integrating an ECA into a website, such as the FreeRice one at Figure 9-1, 
would provide a good test bed for evaluating various ECAs and various persuasive 
strategies, with large numbers of subjects and at almost no cost, while also providing 
exposure and possibly positive regard to an institution that presented the website. This 
approach of using a charitably donating website (or similar) and using ECAs to attempt 
to encourage subjects to donate more money is suggested as an appropriate methodology 
for further investigations into the persuasiveness of ECAs based on the experiences 
described within this thesis of investigating this persuasiveness. 
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S: Hello 
W1: Hi there, my name is …. What’s your name? 
S: response 
W2: I’d love to know about your house. Could you describe it for me? How many 
rooms there are? Who do you live with? Where is your house? 
S: response 
W3: Thanks. Do you like living there? Where would you prefer to live? 
S: response 
W4: day, what 
would y
S: respo
W5: That’s interesting. Unfortunately, I don’t have a million pounds for you. Maybe 
we should talk about something else. I really like going on holidays, especially in winter. 
What’s been your best holiday ever? Where did you go? 
S: response 
W6: Oh cool. I haven’t been there before. I guess I’ll put it on my list of places to go. 
I could really do with a holiday right now – I’ve been working so much. Maybe I’ll just 
have to survive with a good night out. Any suggestions? 
S: response 
W7: That sounds good. My main hope is that the weather is sunny tomorrow so I can 
get outside for some fresh air. Any chance you’ve seen the weather forecast? 
S: response 
Ahhh. Ok. On a different note: if you were given a million pounds to
ou do with it and why? 
nse 
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W8: Well, I’m not much of a believer in weather forecasts anyways. You’d have 
thought that now in the 21st century they could do a bit better. Maybe I’ll just move 
where that has nicer weather all the  Ecuador? What do you think? 
ome time? 
some time. Spain?
S: response 
W9: Thanks, that’s really helpful. Some day maybe it’ll happen. Well, I’ve gotta go. 
It’s been so nice chatting with you. Perhaps we can do it again s
S: possible response 
W0: See you later then. Bye. 
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For each of the statements below, please indicate the 
extent of your agreement or disagreement by placing a 
tick in the appropriate column 
S
trongly disagree 
D
isagree 
N
either agree nor disagree 
A
gree 
S
trongly agree 
I enjoyed the conversation      
I learned something from the conversation      
The conversation was boring      
The conversation was difficult      
The conversation was engaging      
The conversation was interactive      
I would like to talk more with the character      
It was difficult to talk with the character      
The character led the conversation      
The conversation was natural      
I liked the character      
The character was interesting      
The character looked good      
The character looked at me      
The character was intelligent      
The character behaved realistically      
The character showed emotions      
The character was friendly      
The character was male      
I felt the character was confident      
The character was consistent      
The character listened to me      
The character showed facial expressions      
The character used the whole body during conversation      
The character's movement and speech were well 
coordinated      
The character understood me      
The character liked me      
The character was aware of me      
I felt threatened by the character      
I trust the character      
I felt in touch with the character      
The character made me anxious      
The character was interested in me      
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S
trongly disagree
D
isagree
N
either agree nor disagree
A
gree
S
trongly agree
For each of the statements below, please indicate the 
extent of your agreement or disagreement by placing a 
tick in the appropriate column 
The character's body was human      
The character's body was computer generated      
      
The character's speech was human      
The character's speech was computer generated      
      
The character was a human      
The character was computer generated      
 
P r comments you have bo t t e c aracter or 
the conversation below: 
 
 
 
lease add any furthe  a u h h
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Instructions 
 
 
Please put on the headphones and adjust the 
 
To start the conversation with the character 
turn on the screen using the button labelled 
“start  stop” 
 
Then say “Hello” 
 
microphone to be in front of your mouth 
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Conversation start (wait for them to speak): 
S: Hello 
W: Hi, my name is ……….., what’s yours? 
S: response 
W: Hi name. I’m here to talk with you about donating money to charity. To your 
right, on the desk is an envelope with your payment for taking part in this study. Could 
you just open it and check it has Ten Pounds in? 
S: response 
W: Great. I’m speaking on behalf of St Oswald’s Hospice – specifically, the 
Childre
 
… 
 
Closing: 
W: Well, thanks for listening. If you would like to donate today please feel free to do 
so in the red box to your right, but first please turn off the screen and take off the 
headphones. Then you are free to go. The exit button is to the right of the door. Bye for 
now… 
 
n’s service. Have you heard of it? 
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Welcome to St. Oswald's Hospice  
St Oswald's opened to its first patient in 1986 to provide palliative care in the North 
East. That service has grown and expanded to meet the needs of the patients and families 
in the area and now we are one of the leading specialist centres in the country. 
Children's Services 
St Oswald's provides a specialist short break service to children with progressive, life 
shortening conditions. 
We offer a 24-hour, 7-days a week service, supported by a team of skilled staff who can 
meet the complex health, emotional and social needs of the children and their families. 
Our 'home from home' environment offers families a choice. They can either stay 
togethe l be cared 
for by o
Children from birth to 18 are able to stay on our unit. 
Children's Care Team 
Our Children's care team includes nurses, physiotherapists, nursery nurses, health care 
assistants and volunteers. 
Other members of our team include a chaplain, housekeepers, cooks, maintenance and 
admin staff. 
St Oswald's medical team provides day-to-day cover. Out of hours medical cover is 
provided by a GP on call service. 
We have access to a paediatric consultant but should we need advice, we will ask a 
child's own consultant. 
r every time, or own their own, safe in the knowledge that he or she wil
ur specialist team. 
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However, should a child become acutely unwell while staying with us, we contact the 
emergency services.   
We are an independent, self-financing voluntary organisation. We are a registered 
voluntary giving, to ensure our essential services. We make no 
charge for our services, ensuring Hospice care is available to everyone. 
sts for our adult services are approximately £4.3 million. We 
receive less than 30% of this sum from local Health Authorities. The remaining 70% of 
Our Board of Trustees, led by Chairman, Tony Jameson, are responsible for managing 
t Oswald's – trustees, management, staff and volunteers alike 
– strive to abide by our Hospice Philosophy, which defines the values of the organisation 
. 
St Oswald's Hospice was founded in the early 1970's by Dorothy Jameson, a local lady 
ort offered by St Christopher's Hospice in London, where her daughter was 
embers of the local church, as well as groups 
em to get involved, share the vision and ensure her plans came to 
fruition. 
How we do it 
charity and rely on 
The annual running co
our funding comes through charitable giving. 
the Hospice. 
Everybody involved with S
for patients, families, carers and all those involved in its work
The Story So Far 
The Vision: 
who felt that North East people, facing terminal illness, ought to receive the same type of 
care and supp
working. 
So, she set about talking to friends and m
within the business, legal and medical professions – spreading the idea of a local 
hospice, encouraging th
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Into Action: 
Dorothy then organised a ten-man committee, responsible for finding a suitable site, 
architect and registering as a charity and limited company. In 1982, the 
committee launched an appeal to raise £2 million to build and run a local hospice. North 
Although Dorothy sadly died over ten years ago, her legacy lives on through her son, 
purpose-built Day Services wing in 1997 and the opening of our Coleman 
Education Centre, a year later – the Hospice continues to be very well supported by local 
er addition – a children's 
service, which opened in June 2003. 
What we do 
St Oswald's is a registered charity and provides hospice care to local adults and children. 
 significant advances in our field. 
relaxed home-from-home environment. 
appointing an 
East people gave their whole-hearted support to the project and we opened our doors in 
July 1986. 
Tony, who is Vice Chairman for St Oswald's. 
Continuing Support: 
While, there have been many changes since we opened in 1986 – most notably the 
addition of a 
individuals, companies and organisations. 
Such a ground swell of support has enabled us to make a furth
Our adult service has gained a local, national and international reputation for our 
Specialist Palliative Care provision and through our Education Department, have 
pioneered
Within our Children's Service, we offer specialist short breaks to North East children 
with life shortening conditions. 
We provide specialist care for children and support and advice for parents, within a 
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We make no charge for any of our services, ensuring hospice care is available to 
everyone. 
or us to secure ongoing, regular giving to sustain our vital services to local 
people. 
Jiggy, our Fundraising 
Mascot, we're hopeful everyone in the North East will continue to do their bit for St 
Where we are now 
As our running costs rise by over £1m to over £4m per year, never has it been more 
important f
We rely on charitable funding, yet with the continued help of 
Oswald's. 
There are lots of ways you can support St Oswald's. 
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For each of the statements below, please indicate the 
extent of your agreement or disagreement by placing a 
tick in the appropriate column 
S
trongly disagree
D
isagree
N
either agree nor disagree
A
gree
S
trongly agree
I enjoyed the conversation      
I learned something from the conversation      
The conversation was boring      
The conversation was difficult      
The conversation was engaging      
The conversation was interactive      
I would like to talk more with the character      
It was difficult to talk with the character      
The character led the conversation      
The conversation was natural      
I liked the character      
The character was interesting      
The character looked good      
The character looked at me      
The character was intelligent      
The character behaved realistically      
The character showed emotions      
The character was friendly      
The character was male      
I felt the character was confident      
The character was consistent      
The character listened to me      
The character showed facial expressions      
The character used the whole body during conversation      
The character's movement and speech were well 
coordinated      
The character understood me      
The character liked me      
The character was aware of me      
I felt threatened by the character      
I trust the character      
I felt in touch with the character      
The character made me anxious      
The character was interested in me      
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For each of the statements below, please indicate the 
extent of your agreement or disagreement by placing a 
tick in the appropriate column 
S
trongly disagree
D
isagree
N
either agree nor disagree
A
gree
S
trongly agree
The character was a human      
The character was computer generated      
 
P comments you have bo t t e c aracter or 
t
 
 
 
 
 
 
lease add any further  a u h h
he conversation below: 
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Instructions 
 
 
 
Please sit down and make yourself 
comfortable 
 
To start the conversation with the 
chara
 
cter press the button below 
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# Character Animation Script 
 
### Initialization 
:init 
 
log $timestamp "SOFTWARE-RESTARTED" 
 
set precache 0 
 
 
display 0 
clearcolor #000000 
 
panx 0 
pany -62.5 
panz 90 
 
anglex -69.6 
angley 170.6 
anglez 0
 
distance 359.67 
 
 
 
#goto debug_voice 
goto release_voice 
 
:debug_voice 
speechUrl "http://localhost:1666/voiceserver?" 
speechVoice "sapi%3AMicrosoft+Sam" 
speechPrefix "" 
goto voice_end 
 
:release_voice 
speechUrl "http://localhost:1555/voiceserver?" 
speechVoice "rapi%3AUKM001" 
speechPrefix "" 
#speechPrefix "\r(-1)+" 
goto voice_end 
 
#speechVoice "sapi%3AMicrosoft+Sam" 
#speechVoice "sapi%3AMicrosoft+Mike" 
#speechVoice "sapi%3ACepstral+Millie" 
#speechVoice "sapi%3ACepstral+Lawrence" 
#speechVoice "sapi%3ArVoice+UKM001+-+male" 
.0 
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:voice_end 
ad 0.200 
dDelayIn 0.2 
dDelayOut 0.2 
.8 
ateDelay 0.4 
ght 0.6 
 delays (just initial values - overwritten later 
yway after input choice) 
tTime 1.5 
ime 0.5 
(TIMES -- SOME ARE NOT AS OBVIOUS AS THEY LOOK! 
 CHANGES, ESPECIALLY AFFIRMATION vs 
TERRUPT) 
terruptWait 0.8 
terruptAffirmWait 0.3 
nSoundInterrupt 0.5 
 
eMovementScale 0.1 
 
speechP
 
speechEnergyThreshold 300 
 
nodAnimSet 3 
no
no
nodWeight 0
 
st
stateWei
 
# Script
an
set sectionWai
set speakWaitT
 
# 
THOROUGHLY TEST
IN
in
in
soundTimeout 0.8 
minSoundAffirm 0.0 
mi
 
delay 0.2 
 
state 0 
 
 
goto first_start
 
 
 
:inject 
state 2 
ey
sayrepeat $inject1 
eyeMovementScale 0.2 
state 1 
wait 0.5 
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:say 
 
if $precache = 1 goto say_precache 
"say" 
0.1 
t interrupt 0 
***" 
goto say_end 
 $say_argc > 1 intsay $say1 
nd 
ho "*** SAY 1 ***" 
 = 2 sayrepeat $say2 
oto say_end 
 
ay_end 
 $say_argc > 3 intsay $say3 
c = 3 sayrepeat $say3 
 $interrupt = 0 goto say_end 
t interrupt 0 
 $say_argc < 4 goto say_end 
ntsay $say4 
 $say_argc = 4 sayrepeat $say4 
 $interrupt = 0 goto say_end 
rupt 0 
rgc < 5 goto say_end 
y $say5 
repeat $say5 
 say_end 
* SAY END ***" 
 
#set recovery 
state 2 
eyeMovementScale 
 
se
echo "*** SAY 0 
if $say_argc < 1 
if
if $say_argc = 1 sayrepeat $say1 
if $interrupt = 0 goto say_e
 
set interrupt 0 
ec
if $say_argc < 2 goto say_end 
if $say_argc > 2 intsay $say2 
if $say_argc
if $interrupt = 0 g
 
set interrupt 0 
echo "*** SAY 2 ***"
if $say_argc < 3 goto s
if
if $say_arg
if
 
se
if
if $say_argc > 4 i
if
if
 
set inter
if $say_a
if $say_argc > 5 intsa
if $say_argc = 5 say
if $interrupt = 0 goto
 
:say_end 
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eyeMovementScale 0.2 
ate 1 
it $speakWaitTime 
 
ay_precache 
rgc >= 1 say $say1 
 $say_argc >= 2 say $say2 
$say3 
lay 0.1 
it $sectionWaitTime 
ere 
tart 
idle 
puts 0 
st
wa
return
 
 
:s
delay 0.1 
if $say_a
delay 0.1 
if
delay 0.1 
if $say_argc >= 3 say 
delay 0.1 
if $say_argc >= 4 say $say4 
delay 0.1 
if $say_argc >= 5 say $say5 
de
return 
 
 
 
:section 
state 1 
wa
return 
 
 
 
### Any special first-start code h
:first_start 
 
goto start 
 
 
 
### Script code 
:s
 
# Setup - disable inputs while 
eyeMovementScale 0.7 
state 0 
display 0 
in
delay 0.2 
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# (show character) 
display 1 
for key-press) 
lay 
put condition and log the choice) 
ndom inputs 
 = 0 log $timestamp $inputs "START-INPUTS-
 = 1 log $timestamp $inputs "START-INPUTS-
input choice 
= 0 set sectionWaitTime 1.1 
tTime 1.5 
= 0 set speakWaitTime 0.5 
ts = 1 set speakWaitTime 0.5 
(introduction) 
"Hi, my name is Alfie what's yours?" "Sorry, what 
name?" 
for response) 
ate 1 
lay 0.2 
 $inputs = 0 wait 4 
ate 2 
 there." "Hi" 
ll say "I'm here to talk with you about donating money to 
arity." "I'm going to talk about donating money to 
arity." 
r right, on the desk is an envelope with 
ment for taking part in this study. Could you just 
en it and check it has Twenty Pounds in?" "Does the 
or response) 
= 0 wait 6 
 $inputs = 1 wait 6 
 
# (wait 
de
 
# (determine in
balanced_ra
inputs $inputs 
if $inputs
IGNORED" 
if $inputs
ACCEPTED" 
 
# Set script delays based on 
if $inputs 
if $inputs = 1 set sectionWai
if $inputs 
if $inpu
 
 
# 
call say 
was your 
 
# (wait 
st
de
if
if $inputs = 1 wait 4 
 
st
call say "Hi
ca
ch
ch
call say "To you
your pay
op
envelope have twenty pounds in?" 
 
# (wait f
state 1 
delay 1 
if $inputs 
if
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call say "Great." "Ok." 
# Introduction 
on behalf of St Oswald's Hospice - 
cally, the Children's service." "I'm talking about 
e Children's service at St. Oswald's Hospice." 
t in 1986 
are in the North East." "It opened 
the patients and families in the area and now we 
e is now a leading specialist centre." 
ll section 
pecialist short break 
rvice to children with progressive, life shortening 
nditions." "St Oswald's provides services to children 
life shortening conditions." "St Oswald's 
swald's offers a 24-hour, 7-days a week 
rvice, supported by a team of skilled staff who can meet 
emotional and social needs of the 
and their families." "St Oswald's offers service 
 a team of skilled staff who can meet the needs 
ir families." "St Oswald's offers 24 
ildren." 
ll say "The 'home from home' environment offers families 
" 
stay together every time, or own 
y or on their own." 
# The Story So Far 
 Hospice was founded in the early 
 Dorothy Jameson, a local lady who felt that North 
le, facing terminal illness, ought to receive the 
support offered by St Christopher's 
ere her daughter was working." "St 
 
##
call say "I'm speaking 
specifi
th
call say "St Oswald's opened to its first patien
to provide palliative c
in 1986." 
call say "That service has grown and expanded to meet the 
needs of 
are one of the leading specialist centres in the country." 
"The servic
ca
 
#goto quick 
 
### Children's Services 
call say "St Oswald's provides a s
se
co
with progressive, 
helps children with life shortening conditions." 
call say "St O
se
the complex health, 
children 
24 7, with
of the children and the
7 services that help ch
ca
a choice.
call say "They can either 
their own, safe in the knowledge that he or she will be 
cared for by a specialist team." "Children can stay with 
their famil
call say "Children from birth to 18 are able to stay on the 
unit." "Children from birth to 18 can stay." 
call section 
 
##
call say "St Oswald's
1970's by
East peop
same type of care and 
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Oswald's Hospice was founded by Dorothy Jameson in the 
rly 70's to provide similar care and support as St 
ice in London." "St Oswald's was founded 
 business, 
 ensure her plans came to fruition. North East 
pport and 
in July 1986." "Dorothy set about encouraging 
iends, and many local people in the North East to get 
ich they did, whole-heartedly and St Oswald's 
en in 1986." 
ng of our 
 support has enabled us to 
ne 2003." "All this grand swell support enabled 
re assistants 
s." "The Children's care team includes many 
fferent staff." 
ers of our team include a chaplain, 
ea
Christopher's Hosp
in the early 70's by Dorothy Jameson." 
call say "So, she set about talking to friends and members 
of the local church, as well as groups within the
legal and medical professions - spreading the idea of a 
local hospice, encouraging them to get involved, share the 
vision and
people gave their whole-hearted support to the project and 
the doors were opened in July 1986." "She set about talking 
to friends and many local people, encouraging them to get 
involved. North East people gave whole-hearted su
doors opened 
fr
involved, wh
op
call section 
 
### Continuing Support 
call say "There have been many changes since St Oswald's 
opened in 1986 - most notably the addition of a purpose-
built Day Services wing in 1997 and the openi
Coleman Education Centre, a year later - the Hospice 
continues to be very well supported by local individuals, 
companies and organisations." "There have been many changes 
since St Oswald's opened, but the Hospice continues to be 
very well supported by local individuals, companies, and 
organisations." 
call say "Such a ground swell of
make a further addition - a children's service, which 
opened in Ju
the opening of a children's service in June 2003." 
call section 
 
### Children's Care Team 
call say "The Children's care team includes nurses, 
physiotherapists, nursery nurses, health ca
and volunteer
di
call say "Other memb
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also a chaplain, housekeepers, cooks, maintenance and admin 
staff." 
call say "St Oswald's medical team provides day-to-day 
cover. Out of hours medical cover is provided by a GP on 
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call service." "If needed out of hours medical cover is 
provided by an on call GP." 
call say "However, should a child become acutely unwell 
while staying with at St Oswald's, the the emergency 
nnual running costs for the adult services 
ely 4.3 million pounds. Less than 30 percent 
 this sum is from local Health Authorities. The remaining 
omes through charitable giving." "St 
 regular giving to sustain our vital 
ng, yet 
nued help of Jiggy, their Fundraising Mascot, 
ey're hopeful everyone in the North East will continue to 
d's." "St Oswald's hope that with 
 support St Oswald's in many ways." 
services will be contacted." 
call section 
 
### How we do it 
call say "St Oswald's is an independent, self-financing 
voluntary organisation and a registered charity and relies 
on voluntary giving, to ensure essential services. No 
charge is made for services, ensuring Hospice care is 
available to everyone." "St Oswald's is independent and 
self-financing and as a registered charity relies on 
voluntary giving. St Oswald's doesn't not charge for 
services so care is available to everyone." 
call say "The a
are approximat
of
70 percent of funding c
Oswald's adult services costs about 4.3 million pounds each 
year. 70 percent of this funding with through charitable 
giving." 
call section 
 
### Where we are now 
call say "Running costs rise by over 1 million pounds, and 
so never has it been more important for St Oswald's to 
secure ongoing,
services to local people." "Running costs rise by over 1 
million pounds. It has never been more important to secure 
ongoing, regular giving." 
call say "St Oswald's relies on charitable fundi
with the conti
th
do their bit for St Oswal
the continued help of Jiggy, their fundraising mascot the 
North East will continue to support them." 
call say "There are lots of ways you can support St 
Oswald's." "You can
call section 
 
### End 
:quick 
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call say "Well, thanks for listening." "Thanks for 
listening." 
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wait 1 
call say "If you would like to donate today, please feel 
 exit button is to the right of the door." 
ress the exit button right of the door to exit."  
free to do so in the red box to your right." "If you wish 
to donate there is a donation box on your right, on the 
table." 
call say "The
"P
wait 1 
call say "Bye for now and thank you." "Bye bye. Thank you." 
"Bye. Thanks." "Thanks. Take care." 
wait 3 
 
# (hide character) 
display 0 
log $timestamp "END-SCRIPT" 
 
# (wait for key-press) 
delay 
 
#goto start 
 
 
:end 
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Appendix C3 – ECA character 
questionnaire 
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For each of the statements below, please indicate the 
extent of your agreement or disagreement by placing a 
tick in the appropriate column 
S
trongly disagree
D
isagree
N
either agree nor disagree
A
gree
S
trongly agree
I enjoyed the conversation      
I learned something from the conversation      
The conversation was boring      
The conversation was difficult      
The conversation was engaging      
The conversation was interactive      
I would like to talk more with the character      
It was difficult to talk with the character      
The character led the conversation      
The conversation was natural      
I liked the character      
The character was interesting      
The character looked good      
The character looked at me      
The character was intelligent      
The character behaved realistically      
The character showed emotions      
The character was friendly      
The character was male      
I felt the character was confident      
The character was consistent      
The character listened to me      
The character showed facial expressions      
The character used the whole body during conversation      
The character's movement and speech were well 
coordinated      
The character understood me      
The character liked me      
The character was aware of me      
I felt threatened by the character      
I trust the character      
I felt in touch with the character      
The character made me anxious      
The character was interested in me      
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For each of the statements below, please indicate the 
extent of your agreement or disagreement by placing a 
tick in the appropriate column 
S
trongly disagree
D
isagree
N
either agree nor disagree
A
gree
S
trongly agree
The character talked about giving money to charity      
The character wanted me to give money to charity      
I know what charity the character was talking about      
It was clear that the character was not from the charity      
      
I felt pressure to donate money      
I wanted to donate money      
I want to know more about the charity      
I liked the charity      
The charity was a worthy cause      
The charity needs money to keep running      
I felt influenced by the character      
The character didn’t affect how much money I gave      
I thought the character was manipulative      
I felt the character was well informed      
The character made me feel giving money would be good      
The character could have been more persuasive      
The character felt the charity was worthy      
The character made me feel guilty      
      
The character was a human      
The character was computer generated      
 
P ents you have bo t t e c aracter or 
t
lease add any further comm  a u h h
he conversation below: 
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